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Introduction 
 

 

On 25th November 2013 Adrian Keppel, Philatelic Correspondent Scotland, wrote: 

"Just to let you know that we have created a new forum board which will harbour all the threads on stamp engraving and stamp engravers.  

This will a) make it easier for everyone to find all threads on these topics, and b) will improve our visibility for search engines. 

We have taken the liberty to place all existing threads on this topic in this new board. Now all we need to do is make it grow!" 

And grow it did. However, its moderator, Julia Lee of Stamp Magazine, chose a change of career in September 2014 and it was thought that there would be 
no-one available to moderate the forum, but three people stepped in at the last moment and it was saved. So, despite the threads being online still at the 

time of this compilation, this document has the advantage of being searchable. This is an aspect that Forum members had previously sought.  

Enjoy!  

GLENN 
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How to*..... 
 

...search via a keyword, such as the name of an engraver:  Press CTRL + F and type in your search term (can be two or more words, such as "Pierre 
Bequet") followed by NEXT and the first instance of your term will be highlighted. Press NEXT again and you will jump to the next mention of your chosen 
term.  

...view images at 125% of their PDF size: Hover over an image, press CTRL + CLICK and you will be taken to a full-sized image. (Caveat: this will only work 
so long as Stamp Magazine maintains the Forum. Should it eventually close, or files get moved, use the page enlargement facility of your PDF Reader.) 

...go to an external link: Hover over the blue highlighted link word in the body text (such as LINK, or Wikipedia, etc), press CLICK and you will be taken to 
the requested page. (Caveat: will only work so long as the URL remains active. Also, there may be a Security Warning that appears; simply click ALLOW, or 
CANCEL if you choose not to proceed.) 

 

 

 

* Applies to Windows PCs. Mac and tablet devices may vary as to the procedure required. Consult your user manual. 
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By Thread..... 
Pierre Bequet: A tribute.  

Starts on page 5 
 

New French Marianne stamp being chosen.  
Starts on page 12 

 
Intaglio die wipes.  
Starts on page 20 

 
Sem Hartz, engraverz.  

Starts on page 24 
 

Rudolph Toth, engraver.  
Starts on page 28 

 
Czeslaw Slania, engraver.  

Starts on page 34 
 

Pierre Gandon, engraver. 
Starts on page 37 

 
and the main thread (indeed, the only one that continues to grow)..... 

 
 Which engravers / engraved stamps do you most admire?  

Starts on page 45 
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Pierre Bequet: 

A Tribute 
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David 
Roseveare 

27/12/2012 21:42:00 

 French philately has been dealt a bad blow with the death of Pierre Bequet on the 21st December. He was the inspiration for all my work, 
having known him for over thirty years. I have been fortunate to have met many French designers and I rank Pierre as the best of all. Always 
friendly and willing to help, he treated me as one of his own. 

He will be deeply missed.... 

David Roseveare, "From Grandeur to Gravure". 

Plymouth. 

 
  Adrian 28/12/2012 08:16:37 

 Hi David, 

Welcome to the Stamp Magazine forum! 

I'm sorry to read about you losing a personal friend in Pierre Béquet. I had read the news yesterday on the Cercle des Amis de Marianne 
website, and had already written a little something on this forum. 

But it's good to read a more personal account of the man, and it seems he warmly embraced all the trappings of his obvious great gift. 

I must say I am intrigued by the 'From Grandeur to Graveur' bit of your message. I've done a bit of googling and I understand it's the name of 
your collection? Would love to hear/see more about that! 

 

 
  David 
Roseveare 

28/12/2012 18:46:30 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.amisdemarianne.com/2012/12/pierre-bequet-est-decede.html
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/forums/postings.asp?th=77751
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
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 Hello Adrian, 

"From Grandeur to Gravure" is the title of my thematic study on the life and works of Pierre Bequet. I qualified at international class in 2006 
and my presentation appeared in the Court of Honour at the Paris international event in 2010. I possess all the issues produced by the artist. 
Also he taught me about the postal history of Versailles, what to look out for, what or not to believe etc. He was not the only French designer I 
have known. Previously I knew Pierre Gandon, there were only two people who had the complete works; I was one of them. 

French stamp creators are underrated; I will continue to admire them. If you are tempted to specialise in an artist's work, I recommend Elsa 
Catelin (one for the future). 

Regards, David  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

28/12/2012 20:22:21 

 Hello David 

It was sad to hear about the death of Pierre Bequet. Thank you (and to Adrian) for drawing this to everyone's attention. I know that as a young 
man he was awarded the Prix de Rome for engraving and so clearly had prodigious talent. I gather he engraved some 700 or so stamps for 36 
different countries!. Quite a career! I hope that people will look out for his stamps. As you have clearly found, It sounds like a very enjoyable 
collecting challenge. It would be fascinating to see your presentation. I hope you might display it in London some time. 

For those keen to find out more about his work, incidentally, all of his 100 or so French stamps (with information about each of them) can be 
viewed on the website www.phil-ouest.com Just click on 'Artistes' and then on his name. 

I note your reference to Pierre Gandon. I'm also a great admirer of his and, in fact, have written an article about him and his work. However, 
I'm looking for a good high resolution photograph of Gandon to accompany it. If you happened to have any suggestions about this I would love 
to hear from you. 

Regards Michael 

 
  Adrian 29/12/2012 19:12:04 

 I like the idea of focusing on one engraver, and in Michael's thread we have been pondering the same possibilities. So, having ready your Elsa 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.phil-ouest.com/
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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Catelin tip, I had a quick look in my French album, which is not so rich in recent issues, but I did notice I have one Catelin stamp, and a pretty 
smart one at that. 

 

So that's at least a start! 

When you mention having complete works, David, I presume you mean more than 'just' all the basic stamps? If so, what does 'complete' 
entail? Do you specialise traditionally, i.e. with cylinder blocks, dated corners, etc, or would complete mean having additional items such as die 
proofs, épreuves de luxe, etc. ? Or maybe even non-stamp artwork? 

 
  David 
Roseveare 

29/12/2012 19:35:45 

 Hello Adrian, 

As well as having all of Pierre's issues I have a large collection of his non-stamp artwork. His annual New-Year cards (sadly gone) featured his 
illustrations, always on the theme of "time". He also produced personal items, one of which is a marriage invitation to his daughter's wedding. 
He was a great producer of first-day cover designs, special cancellations and book illustrations. I own his book, produced in 2009, which 
contains many of his works. Obviously I have proofs, imperfs and other items. He was an expert on Versailles and collaborated with the author 
Jacques Vuillard on a number of occasions. 

The expert on the definitive series "Marianne de Bequet" is Jean Renard who is involved with the Marianne society in France. He exhibits at 
international level. Many years ago, when my Bequet became serious, Pierre told me to concentrate on the thematic aspect of his work, Jean 
specialised in the definitive side of things. My definitive section is small compared with his, but I have all the revelant issues. 

I hope that this information is useful. Elsa Catelin attends the annual November Salon in Paris. I first met her when Pierre was unable to finish a 
stamp for TAAF and she kindly completed the task. She is a brilliant designer and engraver.  

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/395479.jpg
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Regards, David  

 
  Adrian 29/12/2012 20:13:43 

 Very useful, thank you. I'm getting more and more excited to start working on Elsa Catelin! I've seen some of her other work which looks very 
good indeed. Not so sure about the dolls issue yet, but maybe that looks better in real life. 

I suppose I'd better brush up my French and get myself down to Paris next year (any excuse!). I've never actually been to one of those Paris 
Salons, but have always wanted to. Are they very crowded or would it be possible to spend a bit of quality time with an engraver? 

 
  Adrian 11/01/2013 09:14:13 

 Check out our latest blog, on Elsa, here! 

 
  David 
Roseveare 

11/01/2013 16:47:46 

 Hello Adrian, 

I told you Elsa was good! She speaks English as well. Pierre Bequet thought the world of her. There was often friction between the designer 
and engraver when work on a single stamp was shared between them. Pierre indicated to me that he didn't get along with Claude Durrens at 
times. 

David Roseveare 

 
  David 
Roseveare 

11/01/2013 22:23:36 

 Hello Adrian, 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://blog.stampmagazine.co.uk/2013/01/elsa-catelin.html
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=114816
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I haven't mentioned so far how I first got to know about Elsa Catelin. In 2006 Pierre Bequet was due to design and engrave a stamp for the 
French Southern and Antarctic Territories commemorating Albert Seyrolle. Pierre completed the design but soon after he developed heart 
problems and unfortunately could not complete the engraving.Elsa was given the task of completing it. She only started her career two years 
before that date, being offered the job of working at the State Printing Works with Claude Jumelet and Jacky Larriviere. On the bottom of the 
Seyrolle stamp you will see the names of 'Bequet' and 'Catelin'. 

Regards, 

David 

Pierre Bequet 1932 - 2012 

Adrian 27/12/2012 09:01:50 

 I have just read that the famous French stamp engraver and designer, Pierre Béquet, died on 21 December 2012. 

Béquet engraved over a 100 stamps for France and other countries, from the sixties onwards, until the beginning of this century. 

 

As with other French top designers, Béquet's name will live on forever, him being the creator of the Marianne de Béquet stamp. This very 
modern take on the traditional Marianne concept was introduced in 1971 and remained in use for some seven years. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/394911.jpg
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http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/394910.jpg
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New French Marianne 

Stamp Being Chosen 
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Adrian 16/02/2013 12:22:37 

 In France, a new president means a new definitive design, with each president being allowed to choose an image which for them 
symbolises the republic. 

François Hollande, the current French president, has given a number of students from 30 academies the task to choose a 'youthful' new 
design. Fifteen designs have been preselected for this. 

 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/409537.jpg
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Next month, the students will choose three designs which will then be presented to the President who will make the final choice. The plan 
is that the new stamps will go on sale in July. 

There is a great video in this link which, although in French, shows some of the designs in close-up. The students talk about how privileged 
they are to be allowed to choose a new Marianne stamp. 

I quite like the only landscape format stamp, by Bruere. What about you? 

 Source: Cercle des Amis de Marianne 

Edited By Adrian on 16/02/2013 12:24:55 

 
  Julia Lee 18/02/2013 11:23:27 

 When you say students, isn't that Andreotto we were just discussing? And is S Beaujard any relation to Yves, of the 2008 Marianne? 

 
  Adrian 18/02/2013 11:35:27 

 Yes! They're father (Yves) and daughter (Sophie). Well spotted! Don't get your student - Andreotto connection though. 

 
  Julia Lee 18/02/2013 11:38:10 

 I was wondering if they weren't all students, and that perhaps Claude Andreotto had been invited to produce a design. 

Would this be the first Marianne designed by a women if Sophie (or other female competitors) got it?  

 
  Adrian 18/02/2013 11:49:11 

 Oh I see. No, the students only come in after the established stamp designers have submitted their work. All they do (the students, that is) 
is choose three designs from the fifteen given to them for their consideration. From that final three, the president will then choose the 

http://champagne-ardenne.france3.fr/2013/02/15/des-lyceens-remois-choisissent-la-nouvelle-marianne-201057.html
http://www.amisdemarianne.com/2013/02/la-future-marianne-lhonneur-le-14.html
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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final one. 

And, no, if I'm not mistaken, the 1997 Marianne de 14 Juillet was the first (and so far only) Marianne designed by a woman, Eve Luquet. 

 

 
  Julia Lee 18/02/2013 11:52:08 

 Oh I see! I misread your initial post. 

 
  Adrian 19/03/2013 11:34:01 

 We're one step closer! The French students have chosen three final essays from the fifteen submitted. Here they are:

 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/410232.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/419130.jpg
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These final three will now be submitted to the French president who will make the final choice. 

Personally, I think I would choose one of the top two. Don't like the bottom one at all. I think the Beaujard design works well in all three 
formats, and the hat turned into a leaf is a very clever design trick. But I quite like the elegance of the Ciappa/Kawena design as well. 

Any thoughts? 

Source: Cercle des Amis de Marianne 

 
  Julia Lee 19/03/2013 11:39:55 

 Selfishly, because it makes the best story, the Beaujard! (As she's the daughter of Marianne designer Yves).  

http://www.amisdemarianne.com/2013/03/les-lyceens-ont-tranches-la-nouvelle.html
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/419131.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/419132.jpg
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I think that's my favourite design too (as I looked initially without names). The simplest and to me most effective. 

Not keen on Ciappa/Kawena. Looks to me like the style of those George & Lynne or Modesty Blaise cartoons. 

 
  Julia Lee 19/03/2013 11:42:23 

 Serres' previous stamps (he doesn't appear to be related to the famous Raoul). 

"Albert London 1884-1932" engraved by Jacky Larrivière , March 19, 2007. 
"Armistice 1914-1918", engraved by André Lavergne , November 12, 2008. 

(from Wikipedia). 

Edited By Julia Lee on 19/03/2013 11:46:49 

 
  Adrian 16/07/2013 12:04:50 

 The French President has chosen his favourite Marianne and this is the winning design: 

 

Although generally approved of as far as the design is concerned, there has been a bit of uproar with regard to this particular choice. The 
designer duo are 'well-known' French militant gay activists, with some of their non-stamp art being on the slightly erotic side. And on top 
of that they have divulged that the main inspiration for this Marianne is Inna Shevchenko, a Ukrainian feminist activist who is known for 
her topless protests. 

It was enough for a small minority to call for a boycott of this stamp. 

However, France has weathered this type of storm before with previous Marianne stamp designers also being known for their 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.phil-ouest.com/Timbres.php?Cas=Artiste&ListeMots=Serres&Ordre=DateVente
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/449435.jpg
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controversial art and with Marianne being historically a bare-breasted figure anyway (she even appears in that guise on a French stamp!), 
the general opinion is that this latest Marianne will go down well in philatelic history. 

It's good to see that this new Marianne, too, will be recess-printed. The stamp is engraved by Elsa Catelin. You can see more of her work in 
our BLOG. It is her first Marianne. 

The designer duo Ciappa & Kawena have designed stamps before: HERE you will find their other French designs. 

Conclusion: I've actually grown to like this design very much. It's modern, it's very much an improvement on the previous Marianne, and it 
does convey the 'Mariane and Youth' idea, which it was supposed to. So yes, I'll be getting a set in! 

 
Julia Lee 16/07/2013 12:09:18 

 Actually, everything I don't like about this design happens at the bottom with the value and the imprints, but maybe that will be improved 
when it isn't a rough.  

Certainly isn't anything in the actual design to object to.  

 
  Julia Lee 16/07/2013 12:25:16 

 Guardian on the story now. (Includes one slightly rude quote). 

 
  sebastien 
marrot 

08/02/2014 21:26:31 

 An update after a very conservative news week in France (about more serious subjects): the FEMEN inspiration of the artist is backfiring. 

Separately a conservative association has been gathering 125'000 signatures against the stamp because the FEMEN are not respecting 
other people's faith, and a group of freethinker lawyers are preparing a lawsuit because in their opinion the stamp may not respect the 
principle of State securalism. 

For now, it's just social networking and two articles in right-wing 'Le Figaro'... but it's not very often a stamp is printed on the very first 

http://blog.stampmagazine.co.uk/2013/01/elsa-catelin.html
http://www.phil-ouest.com/Timbres.php?Cas=Artiste&ListeMots=Ciappa&Ordre=DateVente
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jul/15/femen-postage-stamp-france?CMP=twt_gu
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=98692
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=98692
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page of a national newspaper these days. 

La Poste told the stamp is selling as much as the previous Marianne. 
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Intaglio Die Wipes 
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Glenn 
Morgan 

13/12/2013 10:19:30 

 The recent USPS "Inverted Jenny" Collector's Edition contains "An authentic section of the die wipe used during the press runs" as a part of the 
package. See http://www.postalmuseum.si.edu/stampgallery/invertedjennycollectorsedition.html 

Does anyone know what a die wipe is please? Logic says that it is used to wipe (clean?) the die of ink, but there must be more to it than a piece 
of kitchen roll! 

Help appreciated. 

GLENN 

Edited By Julia Lee on 13/12/2013 10:21:48 

 
  Julia Lee 13/12/2013 10:21:20 

 Glenn, if YOU don't know...! 

It's not what we call the 'doctor blade' is it? *fuzzy knowledge of printing* The blade that wipes off the excess ink? 

 
  Julia Lee 13/12/2013 10:22:54 

 I'll drop the USPS press people a line, and see if they can't help. 

 

 

 

 
  

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
http://www.postalmuseum.si.edu/stampgallery/invertedjennycollectorsedition.html
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
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Glenn 
Morgan 

13/12/2013 11:00:32 

 Many thanks, Julia, for your offer of assistance. I admit that it is unusual for me to come across a term that I have not heard of before.  

The term "doctor blade" is believed to be derived from the name of a blade used in conjunction with ductor rolls on letterpress presses. The 
term "ductor blade" eventually mutated into the term "doctor blade." They are only used in gravure and flexo processes and in coating paper, 
not for intaglio, but I like your thought process!! 

GLENN 

 
  Julia Lee 13/12/2013 11:20:03 

 Well, we've all learnt something today. 

I should know better than to jump into printing terms, but I'm pleased to know where 'doctor blade' comes from. 

Reading the promo material, I'm wondering if they took some sort of image from the original die and THAT'S the die wipe. But it's still only six 
am in Washington DC, so let's see what they say. 

 
  Glenn 
Morgan 

19/12/2013 08:38:56 

 Julia has received a response from the USPS re my enquiry. They stated: 

"In the intaglio process, ink is forced into recessed (engraved or etched) areas of the plate, and excess ink that remains on the surface of the 
plate is wiped off prior to making the final impression (the die wipe)." 

So it is virtually a piece of kitchen roll after all!! 

There are two great website that show the engraved dies and printing of the new Jenny at http://uspsstamps.com/stories/inverted-jenny and 
http://stampproducts.com/inverted-jenny/ 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
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  Adrian 19/12/2013 09:38:41 

 Well, waddayaknow. I wonder of the authentic section of die wipe offered will be just a smudgy little rag or maybe something that has the 
actual print of the non-recessed part of the design stamp on it? 

 
  Glenn 
Morgan 

19/12/2013 11:03:33 

 

Adrian, Go to the link http://stampproducts.com/inverted-jenny/ Click the right arrow on the lime green area of the page four or five times and 
the die ink wipe is shown in all its glory! GLENN 

        Julia Lee 20/12/2013 13:16:19 

 The USPS press people were kind enough to send us an image of the die wipe, but as yesterday was deadline day, I did nothing with the email 
except forward it to Glenn. Here is the image: 

 

 

 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=101030
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/73553/482643.jpg
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Sem Hartz 
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Adrian 23/11/2013 11:10:17 

 I promised Michael to upload some information on the Dutch engraver Sem Hartz, so I've been doing that this morning, and you'll find it on my 
engravers blog HERE. 

And to liven up this thread, here are some of his stamps: 

           

 
  Adrian 26/11/2013 10:35:14 

 Info from the original engravers thread: 

One of the better known Dutch engravers, Sem Hartz, was a purist and hated anything not done purely in recess. He went even further and 
claimed that the only beautiful recess-printed stamp is one printed in monochrome, stating that if with single lines only one can achieve so 
many different shades and depths, why bother with wanting more than one colour to print such a beautiful work of art! 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2013/11/hartz-samuel-louis.html
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/417944.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/477477.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/477478.jpg
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  Michael 
Chambers 

30/11/2013 15:55:36 

 Adrian 

Thanks very much. I enjoyed your profile of Sem Hartz. He was clearly a man with very decisive opinions! Here are a few more of his 
Luxembourg stamps. 

           

 
  

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/478028.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/112500/478664.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/112500/478665.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/112500/478666.jpg
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Adrian 01/12/2013 11:15:15 

 Yes, you could say that again! I have a booklet published to mark the 75th anniversary of the Dutch Association of Philatelists' Societies and it 
contains a 10-page feature written by Sem Hartz on engraving techniques. He really lets rip every now and then, especially when it comes to 
engraved stamps such as these: 

 

 

Neville Lawson  

I've been looking at the work of Sem Hartz, and I see he did some stamps for Belgian Congo. This led me to look up Belgian Congo in the 
catalogues, and I'm struck by the range of subjects and the number of different stamp values - and lots look to be engraved. 1923 - 24 values, 
1928 - 15 values, 1931 - 18 values - etc etc - all this from Gibbons. 

So, some questions - how could they afford to produce so many recess printed stamps? who was writing all those letters to use the stamps? the 
locals? or were there armies of ex-pat Belgians writing home all the time? 

 

 

 

 

 

"They're nothing but miniature postcards with a value stuck on in a corner somewhere for good 
measure. The engraved lines are pointless, and could just as well have run in any other way. The 
stiff, mechanical nature of the engraving makes this stamp no more than a diminutive, teeny weeny 
architect's drawing." This is, of course, followed by elaborate praise for his own architecture stamps, 
such as the Luxembourg one you showed. 

He won't have been the easiest professional colleague to have around you, I don't think! 
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Rudolph Toth 
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Adrian 26/11/2013 10:41:41 

 Info from the original engravers thread, by Michael Chambers: 

To start the ball rolling here are six stamps engraved by Rudolph Toth who engraved numerous stamps for Austria in the decades after the 
Second World war, often working in partnership with the designer, Adalbert Pilch. I think he is among the very best. 

 

 
  Alex 27/11/2013 09:08:52 

 What an ugly stamp, what's with that pink color? 

I have visited Melk and it is a beautiful church with a rich yellow color. I stood under that arch looking out across the fields and woods, with 
the Danube as backdrop. 

Here is a better example, by far. Austrian Day of the Stamp issue, 1954. 
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Your precious engravers may be good, but it sure doesn't stop the stamps themselves being c***!  

 
  Julia Lee 27/11/2013 09:15:11 

 Really? I've also been to Melk (dragged about two hours out of our way by my dad to look at 'the second finest example of Baroque 
architecture in Austria'and I think the first stamp captures it much better.  

Still, wouldn't life be dull if we were all the same... 

 
  Adrian 27/11/2013 10:38:12 

 So there! 

 
  Julia Lee 27/11/2013 10:44:58 

 I wasn't taking sides, per se. Anyway, go back to talking about Toth.  

 
  Alex 27/11/2013 11:59:54 

 Geez, its amazing how quickly people become offended.... 

Here are some Toth stamps I've always enjoyed. 
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I know that not everyone here likes trees, but I love this woodland scene. It always reminds me of my time in Bavaria. 

 

I love this depiction of an Austrian Bergmaeher, after the Austrian artist Albin Egger-Lienz. They are among my favorite paintings in the 
Leopold museum. 
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St. Stephens in Vienna. I too was 'dragged' around places by my parents when I was a teen, but I have always been grateful to them for 
enabling me to see so much of European culture. That is the reason I stayed in Europe, after all. 

 
  Adrian 27/11/2013 12:13:11 

  

Well, I wasn't. Just some frivolous banter! 

Love that St Stephan stamp! Had never seen it before. Stunning detail. 

Wish I had had parents who dragged me around! Spent my childhood on Frisian lakes, which is not as much fun as it sounds, I can assure 
you! Have been playing catch up ever since, so I'm ashamed to say I've not seen any of Austria's baroque splendour yet... 

 

 
  Julia Lee 27/11/2013 13:21:01 

 All in jest. 

Yes, I too am grateful for that 'dragging', but that one particular episode does stick in my mind. 
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Michael 
Chambers 

27/11/2013 14:51:19 

 Some great stamps! I have all of Toth's Austrian stamps and will put up some of my favourites. 

As far as I am aware he didn't do much philatelic work outside Austria. I think he did a Royal Weddding stamp for Liechtenstein in 1967 but 
I'm not aware of much else. Does anyone know of any other work outside Austria? 

It's worth mentioning his long-time collaborator, the designer Adalbert Pilch. Together, they formed possibly the greatest designer/engraver 
team of them all.The following information from the web gives a brief account of Pilch's life and achievements: 

Adalbert Pilch (16 February 1917 in Vienna, Austria – 10 December 2004 in Tulln) was an Austrian painter and graphic artist. 

The works of Adalbert Pilch include paintings, drawings and illustrations. He became well known for designing postage stamps. In 1937, 
after graduating from school, Pilch took up studies at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna in the master class of Wilhelm Dachauer, with whom 
he was close friends until his death. From 1940 to 1945 he was enlisted and was at first deployed to Russia. Later he was sent to Lapland, 
Italy, Greece, and Yugoslavia as a painter for the German war museums. He married in 1942. 

In 1945, after the end of the Second World War, Pilch started illustrating newspapers and was consulted for collaboration on textbooks and 
murals. He created more than 4,000 illustrations for children's and young adult's books and textbooks. Secondary, he worked on the 
appraisal of old farmhouses, hammer mills, mills, and saw mills by order of the Federal Museum of Lower Austria. He portrayed former and 
acting Federal Presidents of Austria, as well as Presidents of the National Council, Traffic Ministers, and Director Generals of the postal 
service. He devised 200 drawings for theWar Museum at Vienna. 

From 1950 on he was a member of the Vienna Künstlerhaus. In 1953 he received public attention due to a special exhibition of 
approximately 50 of his works, while in 1956 he got the first order for designing Austrian stamps. 

His "Hunting Series" (1959), the Europe Stamp (1960), the series "Olympia 1963" and "UPU 1964", as well as the commemorative stamp 
"Die Kunst der Donauschule" (The Art of the Danube School; 1965) got international acknowledgment. During his life, Pilch designed 318 
stamps for the Austrian post, 30 for the Principality of Liechtenstein and one stamp for Israel. The stamp he created in 1965, "Die Kunst der 
Donauschule", was elected the "most beautiful stamp of the world". 

In 1968 Pilch moved to Mauerbach near Vienna. In 1970 he was promoted to Professor. He displayed his opus at several exhibitions until 
2000. Pilch spent his last year of life in the nursing homeTheresiaheim in Tulln. 
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Czeslaw Slania   
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Adrian 27/11/2013 10:35:35 

 From the original Engravers thread, by Carmen: 

Ah... the uses of Wikipedia... in the entry on Slania, and I'm assuming it's because it was his 1000th stamp: 

"His 1000th engraved stamp, the painting "Great Deeds by Swedish Kings" by David Klöcker Ehrenstrahl (2000), is listed in the Guinness Book 
of World Records as the largest engraved stamp ever issued." 

 

 
  Adrian 29/11/2013 09:05:13 

 In 2002, Slania engraved two stamps for the Sweden-Thailand joint issue on royal palaces: 
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The stamps were also made available in a special presentation folder, which included cancelled copies of both the Swedish and the Thai 
versions, and an engraved black print of the actual engraved part of the two stamps, se-tenant on paper. I'd shown this before, on our blog, 
but thought it would look good here as well. 
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Pierre Gandon   
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Adrian 24/11/2013 09:24:20 

 Remember these? 

 

I showed these before but now I've managed to finally lay my hands on this one: 

 

As you can see, the top item are colour proofs made with the 1f plate, but this new item is a colour proof made with an undenominated 
plate. 

It's not a regular die proof, because it is printed on stamp paper and it came with a similar one, which includes plate markings. 
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So why would they have made a printing plate without denomination? It's not logical to have done this just for making colour proofs, 
because they obviously could have and have done that with the the 1c plate. 

Anyone any ideas? 

Edited By Adrian on 24/11/2013 09:40:38 

 
  Alex 24/11/2013 09:41:09 

 These are going on ebay at the moment. 
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Not something I usually go for as so many are fakes, copies, whatever.... 

 
  Adrian 24/11/2013 09:48:32 

 Love them! Do you have a link, please? 

Real copies usually have a Musee de Poste stamp on the back. 

 
  Alex 24/11/2013 10:44:08 

 Sorry, can't seem to Link them, but just look on ebay. I typed in colour proofs Monaco and set the search for stamps. About 119 items, 
including these two. 

 
  Adrian 24/11/2013 11:17:30 

 Found them! On ebay.com rather than co.uk. 
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canadian 
NorthAmerican 

24/11/2013 17:03:24 

 I agree with Alex. 

There are some fakes + many were supposedly churned only to make money from philatelists. There is no actual figure of how many were 
released. 

The one with the blank value tablets with diagonal engraved lines (lathe) makes no sense; variously described as 'testing purposes' but not 
really. It can be an album weed in my opinion. 

These comments preclude Gandon's die proofs, if you can get the real 'McCoy'. Here again, there are die proofs with Gandon's forged 
signature. Can't win. 

cNA 

 
  Adrian 24/11/2013 19:05:47 

 Chin up, cNA, it's not all doom and gloom! 

 

In fact, those colour proofs from plates with design without denomination also formed part of the collection built up by the eminent 
philatelist Robert W. Baughman, who actually knew the princess personally, and was given quite a few rare philatelic items. 

His collection (parts of which were later sold by Cherrystone) included: 

"...color trials collection of 106 different (!) sheet corner margin imperf. blocks of four (424 stamps), serial numbers 1-106 representing 
progressive stages of trial color, value tablets black, n.h., printer's pencil notations on reverse..." 

Here's one of the items ex-Baughman: 
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So maybe these items have some philatelic merit after all? 

Hope so anyway, if only for my sake! 

Edited By Adrian on 24/11/2013 19:06:33 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

24/11/2013 21:59:57 

 Adrian: I am sure you have seen this article before. **LINK** 

I must add that I love the portrait, the simple but elegant design and the engraving. 

cNA 
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Adrian 25/11/2013 08:40:20 

 Haha, wow, no I hadn't! Well, that puts paid to my aspirations. But at least I can now make a juicy page with tales of shady dealings and 
royal intrigues! 

Came across this die proof with Gandon's signature as well, last night, but I suppose I'd better leave that one be as well... 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

25/11/2013 10:32:24 

  Some very interesting thoughts on die proofs, etc. I wasn't aware of that article on Monaco either but it helps to explain the copious 
amount of Monaco 'die proofs' on the market. 

In general, I see a great many die proofs advertised for sale and a lot of them are certainly very attractive and tempting. They would look 
very good in my collection. But then I think if there are numerous die proofs of a particular stamp on the market how can they all be 
genuine. Indeed, how did they come to be on the market in the first place. I'm not prepared to part with quite large amonts of money for 
potentially dubious material. In the absence of some sort of authoritative guarantee of authenticity -and there seems no mechanism for 
achieving this - this is a market that I tend to avoid. 

Sadly, I'm not sure if I would even trust some leading dealers in this area as I have observed quite a few selling copious quantities of 
dubious material from Monaco and elsewhere, oftren for hundreds of pounds. 

Edited By Adrian on 25/11/2013 10:43:12 
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canadian 
NorthAmerican 

25/11/2013 16:32:54 

 Adrian: If this is out of place in Gandon thread, will you please move to what you think fit? 

Royal intrigues from Cairo. 

King Farouk of Egypt ordered from the state printers, errors to be manufactured; displaced perforations, imperforates, 
overprint double, overprint inverted, Thick/Thin bars on over prints etc., He then built up his stamp collection and 
subsequent to him being deposed when it was sold, there were eager buyers. Very bad taste and bad for Philately. An 
album of his brain child was offered recently with such material, which was a fraction of what was in his collection. 

In **LINK** there are both MOT (manufactured-to-order) and RF (Royal-favor), some seeing home with collectors of 
deep-pockets. In **LINK** the last paragraph tells the true story. The postings on **LINK** talks of genuine items from 
the King Farouk collection with a Canadian connection. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 25/11/2013 16:36:55 

 
  Adrian 26/11/2013 10:25:46 

 It would make a great feature: shady royal philatelic dealings, and it seems we could fill a page or two. But, not wanting 
libel lawyers breathing down my neck, I'll think I'll pass on tthat one. Great stories though!  

 
  Julia Lee 26/11/2013 10:27:33 

 You can't libel the dead... However, you can most definitely libel the living, and proving you didn't is expensive (and very, 
very difficult, and has nothing to do with The Truth) so Adrian is right to be cautious. 
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Which engravers / engraved stamps 

do you most admire? 
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Michael 
Chambers 21/12/2012 14:50:32 

 
 

I have a strong interest in and collect the work of renowned stamp engravers. In fact I've just written about 'collecting by engraver' in the 
current issue of Stamp Magazine. I'd really like to hear which engravers / engraved stamps other collectors most admire. 

To start the ball rolling here are six stamps engraved by Rudolph Toth who engraved numerous stamps for Austria in the decades after 
the Second World war, often working in partnership with the designer, Adalbert Pilch. I think he is among the very best. 

 
  Adrian 21/12/2012 15:08:13 
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Nice! 

You'll probably like this blog post of mine as well, then. There's a Toth among those as well. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

21/12/2012 16:08:55 

 
 

Thanks. I really enjoyed your blog. The discussion you describe about which country produces the most beautiful stamps sounds 
fascinating. I'm afraid Great Britain would not be at the top of my list either although there are many wonderful British stamps. I'm not 
surprised that Austria and France featured so strongly. I very mich admire their stamps.  

You mention the role of recess printing in your blog. It might be helpful if I say a little about why this form of printing is so important to 
the production of engraved stamps. For those not familiar with recess printing , it involves pouring ink into the steel plate on to which 
the engraver has hand cut the image so that the ink fills the recessed grooves. When the plate is forced against the paper under 
pressure, the ink is sucked out of the grooves and deposited on the paper. The key significance for engraved stamps is that printing in 
this way allows gradations from light to dark to be achieved in one line. It also allows the thickness of ink on the paper to vary (unlike 
lithography and topography where the layer of ink is of a uniform thickness across the paper). These are among the factors that help 
bring an engraved stamp alive. 

   
 
Adrian 

 
 
21/12/2012 16:17:41 

 
 

True, if you let your fingers glide over the stamp surface, you can actually feel the design. 

What I like so much about them, though, is not so much the printing side of it, but the fact that it is a proper design, it's a proper 
engraving and as such a real work of art. And imagine it being done in stamp size and in mirror image! 

When I read your article in the magazine, I immediately wanted to take out all my recess-printed stamps and sort them by engraver, as 
suggested in your article. Do you actually collect them like that? And do you stick to recess only or would you also include stamps that 
have a combination of printing processes, such as recess with litho or recess with photogravure? 

One of the better known Dutch engravers, Sem Hartz, was a purist and hated anything not done purely in recess. He went even further 
and claimed that the only beautiful recess-printed stamp is one printed in monochrome, stating that if with single lines only one can 
achieve so many different shades and depths, why bother with wanting more than one colour to print such a beautiful work of art!. 
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Julia Lee 21/12/2012 16:24:16 
 
 

I'm inclined to agree with him. Certainly about the 'purely in recess' part. The rest of the stamp always looks a bit shoddy in comparison.  

About the colour? I don't know. There are plenty of amazing bicolours at least.  

In fact, Guy and I had a conversation about which stamp we used on the cover for the engraving article, and one of my points about the 
one we eventually used was that I felt the colour muddied the 'This is An Engraving' emphasis you get with some of the beautifully 
etched stuff. 

 
   
Adrian 21/12/2012 17:08:00 

 
 

I thin k that's a very valid point there, about the cover stamp. The other thing which makes this a slightly less attrractive stamp in my 
humble view is that you apparently have line engravers and dash engravers. This looks to me to be a dash engraving, which is less 
pleasing to they eye, I think. 

 
  Julia Lee 21/12/2012 17:10:58 
 
 

It fitted the space, and that ALWAYS wins!  

There were other reasons, too, but I've deleted the email with them in. 
  Michael 
Chambers 

21/12/2012 18:13:46 

 
 

Gosh. You both raise lots on interesting points. I'll get back in a later posting about the issue of prooducing engraved stanps in multi-
colours as well as in combination with photo. However, here are a few thoughts about arranging a collection by engraver.  

I do think collecting by engraver is perfectly feasible. Collectors have, after all, being doing this with Czeslaw Slania for years. I've started 
a collection of Austria and, as virtually all of its stamps were engraved until recently, I have been organising my collection by engraver. 
The vast bulk of its stamps were engraved by a limited number of engravers - Lorber, Toth, Wimmer, Nefe, Laurent, Stefferl, Pfeiler, 
Fischer Seidel, Leitgeb, Scmirl and a couple of others - and so it's perfectly feasible to collect in this way. 

However, I'm not a purist and I recognise that non engraved stamps can have other notable visual qualities. It's also important to 
recognise that many engravers worked in partnership with designers and to give the designers their proper due. I there fore maintain a 
parallel collection of non-engraved stamps (printed by photo) by Austrian designers that I like such as Adalbert Pilch and Otto Stefferl .  
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Equally, a lot of modern French stamps don't do a lot for me but around a third of their stamps are currently engraved and these can be 
excellent - so I collect these, ordering them by engraver. The same goes for some other countries that produce a certain number of 
engraved stamps. 

Anyway, here are three more stamps engraved by an outstanding Austrian engraver, Georg Wimmer. 

.  
   
Adrian 

 
22/12/2012 09:42:23 

 
 

So, if I understand you correctly, you sort your stamps by engraver, but also by country? Do you actually mount these, or do you keep 
them in stockbooks or what? 

Being newly inspired by you (thanks!) I'm thinking of sorting them by engraver only, but only for 1965 (year of birth) and later, or maybe 
1940 (century of stamps) and later. I quite like country collections as well, you see, so if I keep the oldies together sorted by country and 
rearrange the later stuff by engraver, I can have two major collections to be pleased with. Maybe I'll turn this into my main philatelic 
New Year's resolution! 

I think one of my favourite engravers is the Swiss Karl Bickel. I absolutely adore his portrait work for the many Pro Juventute stamps. This 
one here is an absolute gem: 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

22/12/2012 10:40:22 

 
 

I think your suggested approach sounds good. I like the stamp very much as well. 

I'm still finding my way in deciding the best approach. Some engravers, of course, worked exclusively for a single country whereas others 
worked for numerous countries. Slania, for instance, worked for over thirty. Many of the French engravers also worked for numerous 
countries - all those French colonies and overseas territories as well as Monaco, Andorra, etc. I think where an engraver has worked for 
several countries you can either collect and display the engraver's work for each country in succession or you can display his/ her work in 
chronological order across all the countries that they worked for.  

I mount mine in albums. As it's the aesthetics of stamps that appeal to me most I like to put them in good quality albums that show them 
off to best advantage.  

Incidentally one Christmas present that I'm looking forward to receiving which should help a lot with appreciating these stamps - as well 
as sharing them with others - is a stamp microscope which links up with your computer.  

 
Adrian 22/12/2012 10:46:35 
 
 

Yes, that sounds good. I have a few luxury stockbooks with crystal clear interleaves, so these would show off the collection best. Can't 
wait to get started! 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

23/12/2012 16:02:32 

 I promised to get back with some thoughts about the use of colour in engraved stamps. Certainly, engraved stamps look really good with 
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 just the use of one colour like some of the examples posted above. However, I think they can also work well with the application of a 
limited palette of two or three colours. I'll drop in a few examples of what I mean. The one below is a French landscape drawn abd 
engraved by Jacques Jubert.  

 

Using more than one colour in recess printing is, of course, difficult because each colour has to be applied in turn and you need pretty 
sophisticated machinery to make that possible. As there is extra cost involved you often find that the top values of e.g. British colonial 
series are in two colours whilst the cheaper values are in a single colour. 

I think postal administrations have increasingly felt that many collectors want colourful stamps and so the use of multiple colours in 
engraved / recess printed stamps has increased. France developed a very impressive machine in the 1950s that could recess print in up 
to six colours and have recently invested in even more impressive new machinery. I gather ther Czechs can print in up to eight colours. 

The stamp below was designed and engraved by Robert Cami. 

 

The stamp below was an engraving of a Monet painting by Pierre Gandon who pioneered the use of art in philately. 
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I am much more equivocal about the increasing tendency over the last twenty five to print engraved stamps by a combination of recess 
printing and photogravure. Austria has gone down this route in a big way. The results can be quite handsome as in the example below 
produced by the designer Otto Stefferl and the engraver, Wolfgang Pfeiler. Undoubtedly the engraving adds distinction to such stamps 
but in too many cases my feeling is that it can get rather lost amid the overlay of flat colour. 
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Michael 
Chambers 

28/12/2012 20:36:14 

  For a bit of seasonal fun (and inspired by Adrian's Guess the Stamp) I thought I would pose three questions about engraved stamps. Let 
me know if you can guess the answers to any of the following: 

1. Which country currently engraves more of its stamps than any other? 

2. Who is the most prolific stamp engraver of all time? 

3. Which country produced the largest ever engraved stamp? If you know who engraved it and what was so special about it then so 
much the better. 

Any ideas or wild guesses would be gratefully received. 

Regards 

Michael 
  Adrian 29/12/2012 19:05:09 
 
 

I think I know number 2 and I think I also know number three, but question number one I'm not so sure of. I would think it's either a 
Scandinavian country or an Eastern Europe country, so let me take the plunge and say: Slovakia. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

29/12/2012 23:18:57 

 
 

Thanks, Adrian. The answer to 3 ( at least if I'm correct) is not any country in Scandinavia or Eastern Europe. I suspect it may be a postal 
administration that not too many people will be familiar with. 

 
  Adrian 30/12/2012 08:49:39 
 
 

Mmh, maybe something Latin American then? 

Anyway, here's another guess: the most proilific stamp engraver is bound to be Slania. 
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Carmen 30/12/2012 12:58:14 
 
 

Ah... the uses of Wikipedia... in the entry on Slania, and I'm assuming it's because it was his 1000th stamp: 

"His 1000th engraved stamp, the painting "Great Deeds by Swedish Kings" by David Klöcker Ehrenstrahl (2000), is listed in the Guinness 
Book of World Records as the largest engraved stamp ever issued." 

 

That having been said, I have no idea how large the stamp actually was as I don't have it. Anyone? 

Edited By Carmen on 30/12/2012 12:59:07 

 
  Adrian 30/12/2012 13:32:24 
 
 

The stamp itself measures 8.2cm by 6.2cm! 

Edited By Adrian on 28/03/2013 18:48:05 

 

 
  Michael 30/12/2012 15:59:00 
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Chambers 

 
 

Carmen, Adrian 

Congratulations on getting questions two and three absolutely right. I'll leave you and others to ponder a little more on question one. All 
I would say as a clue is that it's not one of the most populous places on the planet. 

 
  Adrian 30/12/2012 16:02:41 
 Hmm. 

So would 'engrave more' be a numeral or a percentage matter compared with other countries? 
 
 
Michael 
Chambers 

30/12/2012 16:24:13 

 I was thinking in percentage terms. I'd say that they engrave around 80% of their stamps which is more than anywhere else I can think of. 
Among the many engravers who have worked for this territory is Pierre Bequet. 

 
  Adrian 31/12/2012 15:48:36 
 Okay, here's a wild guess: French Southern and Antarctic Territories? 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 31/12/2012 15:59:58 

 Congratulations. That's what I had in mind. Since their first stamps in 1955 they have maintained the tradition of producing engraved 
stamps, using some of the best engravers around. I think their stamps are a delight. A regular engraver for them is Pierre Albuisson who set 
up the Association in France that has been instrumental in keeping stamp engraving alive in France. 

 

 
  Carmen 01/01/2013 15:09:55 
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Thanks for this guys... I will go take a closer look at the few FSAT ones that I do have! 

 
  Julia Lee 02/01/2013 10:18:35 
 
 

I can't BELIEVE we've got this far and noone's mentioned Sweden! 

Yes, some of their stuff is pretty wacky, but they combine it with a fine tradition of engraved stamps, most of which is amazing, and the 
talents of Martin Morck and Lars Sjooblom.  

 

Here are their seed pods, for example.  
   
 
Carmen 

 
 
02/01/2013 11:39:47 

 
 

I actually noticed Sweden in one of the other fora I visit... someone has put up a posting thread of favourite engraved stamps and a HUGE 
amount of them are from Sweden... 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

02/01/2013 18:31:24 

 
 

Sweden has certainly made a fantastic contribution. I hope those who have good Swedish collections will post some examples. Carmen, of 
course posted an image a day or two ago of the largest ever engraved stamp stamp which Slania produced for Sweden. 

Sven Ewart was the Chief Engraver in Sweden for thirty years before his death in 1959 (when Czeslaw Slania took over) and was very much 
responsible for establishing Sweden's reputation for quality. I attach a link to an article about him which is in Swedish but illustrates many 
of his best known stamps. If you are interested in the text you can always use Google Translate! 
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http://www.filateli.se/data/archive/media/graverade/sven_ewert.pdf 

Carmen, I think I've come across that other thread you mentioned. If we are thinking of the same thing I see that it now runs to over 100 
pages and has been going for a year or two. That's a challenge for us then!  

 
  Adrian 02/01/2013 19:18:05 
 
 

I like a challenge! 

So here's my earliest Swedish stamp engraved by Sven Ewert, from the 1932 set marking the death centenary of Gustavus Adolphus: 

 

 
   
Michael 
Chambers 

 
04/01/2013 23:33:35 

 Thanks for the Swedish stamp, Adrian. 

I mentioned in an earlier posting that the French Southern and Antarctic Territories probaly produce a greater number of stamps (as a 
percentage of their total stamp production) than anywhere else in the world. What I really admire about their stampsl is not just their 
superb quality but the fact that all of them relate to the territory itself. No Elvis or Mariyln Monroe tributes for them! Here are a few 
examples of stamps designed and engraved by Pierre Albuisson, one of thre best of the current engravers.  
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  Adrian 07/01/2013 09:12:45 
 Those Jeanne d'Arc and the sleigh dogs stamps are absolute beauties! Thanks for showing those.Here's my latest addition to my engraved 

stamps collection (or actually to my 1965 collection): 

 

Engraved by Jacques Combet. 
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Michael 
Chambers 

09/01/2013 14:29:31 

 Very nice stamp. Top engraver. France has produced a lot of really good stamps based on stained glass. I'll try to find time to put a few up.  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

09/01/2013 14:45:57 

 in an earlier posting I said a little about why engraved stamps have to be recess-printed to be shown off to greatest advantage. It might be 
worth adding a bit about the process of engraving itself whch because of the miniature nature of stamps requires phenomenal skill. The 
engraver has to cut the stamp design into the surface of a steel plate by using engraving tools called burins which have v-shaped or 
rounded points . The engraved design is made up of a mixture of heavier, deeply cut lines and fainter, shallower lines as well as dots and 
dashes. More sophisticated optical instruments are now available to help engravers in their intricate work but most engraved stamps that 
you will see in historic collections were produced with the aid of little more than a standard, jewellers' eye glass. Whatever optical aids 
that they may have, engravers still have to show extraordinary concentration and judgement when cutting lines that may be as fine as one 
five hundredth of a millimetre. Not surprisingly it often takes several weeks to produce a finished engraving. It is the polar opposite of the 
scissors and paste job which, for instance, allowed all those Olympic stamps to appear overnight.`  

 

 
  Adrian 11/01/2013 09:17:02 
 I'm having a look at the French engraver Elsa Catelin's work in my latest blog, which you'll find here. 

Meanwhile, here's another beautiful stamp which she engraved. 
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Edited By Adrian on 11/01/2013 09:17:26 

Edited By Adrian on 11/01/2013 09:25:32 

 
  Julia Lee 11/01/2013 09:35:40 
 Here's an utterly gorgeous miniature sheet, similar to one Adrian shows in his blog, for the 850th anniversary of Notre Dame. This one, 

however, is engraved by Claude Andreotto. It is a combination of litho and engraving (presumably the stamps are litho), but I think it's 
successful in this instance. 

More information (in French). 

 

Edited By Julia Lee on 11/01/2013 09:47:35 

 
  Adrian 11/01/2013 09:50:25 
 Oh yes, that's just as beautiful as the Catelin miniature sheet. Better try and get that one too. 

Again, wouldn't it be wonderful if Royal Mail issued similar sheets for all the British cathedrals?! I'd be a huge fan! 

 
  Julia Lee 11/01/2013 09:54:25 
 Forty-five CofE cathedrals in England alone - be careful what you wish for! 

Edited By Julia Lee on 11/01/2013 09:58:29 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

11/01/2013 22:55:35 

 Thanks for your blog on Elsa Catelin which I very much enjoyed. I love the view of Pornic.  

As a follow up to some earlier posts and your previous blog on stained glass I attach some fine engravings of stained glass in Chartres, 
Notre Dame, etc produced by Claude Durrens and Jacques Combet in the 1960s. 

           

  

 
  Adrian 17/01/2013 16:09:36 
 It is surprising how many beautifully engraved stamps Russia has produced over the years, even when they were the Soviet Union. Here 

are two examples from a 1965 set, engraved by I. Mokrousov 
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and I especially like this one by A. Sapronov. 

 

 

 

 

  
Julia Lee 17/01/2013 16:32:42 
 I make the first one S. V. Gerasimova. Any idea why it ends in A though it's a man? Grammar-related? 

And the other P. A. Fedotov 

 
  Michael 18/01/2013 15:20:08 
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Chambers 

 Thanks for putting these up. Excellent engraving. I think the second stamp is from a painting, the Major's Courtship, showing the daughter 
of a wealthy merchant family being 'matched' with an impoverished but noble middle-aged suitor. She doesn't look too happy about it! 
Sadly the artist, Fedotov, died not too long after painting it at the age of 37, straitjacketed in an insane asylum . 

  
  Michael 
Chambers 

18/01/2013 15:50:46 

 On a parallel thread about the engraver, Pierre Bequet, the question was raised about the relationship between the designer and engraver. 
A few thoughts about this. Many artists have got around this by both designing and engraving their work. In many other cases a designer 
and engraver have had a long-standing collaborative relationship. Adalbert Pilch, for instance, designed hundreds of stamps for Austria in 
the post war decades, working with a handful of outstanding engravers. Pilch also designed other non-engraved stamps printed by photo. A 
good collecting project would be to put together all of the Pilch's entire body of work. 

Some artists were incredibly versatile and seemed to be able to do almost anything. I really like the work of Professor Otto Stefferl, who was 
born in Germany but moved to Austria. he designed 157 stamps for Austria and another ten for Liechtenstein. He engraved his last stamp in 
2000 and celebrated his 80th birthday in 2011. Here are four stamps which demonstres his versatility. 

The first is one (of Franz Schubert) that Stefferl designed and engraved, the second (the writer, Maria Eschenbach) is one that Pilch designed 
and Stefferl engraved, the third is one that Stefferl designed and Kurt Leitgeb engraved (showing the exciting world of journalism - one for 
Julia!) and the fourth is a non-engraved stamp of a judo bout which Stefferl designed - just to show that I can appreciate good design, 
whether engraved or not!.  
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Julia Lee 18/01/2013 15:51:18 
 Any idea what the top one is Michael? I feel like I saw it on the front of a book of Tolstoy short stories or something. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

18/01/2013 16:09:42 

 In fact, he looks a bit like Tolstoy with that beard and I seem to remember that Tolstoy used to like wearing peasant dress. However, he's 
actually a collective farm watchman, designed by A Kalashnikov after a painting by Gerasimov. The engraver is I M Mokrousov who did a lot 
of work for the old Soviet Union up until the 1980s.  

 
  Adrian 18/01/2013 16:16:54 
 Thanks for sorting out my Russian painters! I tried finding some info on why the names all end in A, but couldn't find anything that shed any 

light on it... 

Love your Schubert stamp, Michael, that's a beauty of a stamp. 

 
  Julia Lee 18/01/2013 16:21:40 
 Is that THE Kalashnikov? 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

18/01/2013 16:32:45 

 Sadly not. I think he was Mikhail. 

 
  som ghatak 24/01/2013 20:02:01 
 
 

Here is one Engraved by Slania depicting Drawing of the commercial station Djúpivogur 
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Edited By som ghatak on 24/01/2013 20:05:03 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

27/01/2013 23:06:48 

 That is a beautiful Slania stamp.  

On the Pierre Bequet thread there was a discussion about the stamps that Slania produced for GB. He certainly produced over twenty and, 
although that is a small part of the thousand or so stamps he produced over his long career, it includes some very attractive stamps. Here 
are a few of them. The stamps, incidentally, were often printed by a mixture of recess and photogravure. 

I think his last ones for the GB were the very attractive post box series of 2002. If anyone has them they might like to put them up on a post. 
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  som ghatak 28/01/2013 06:05:54 
 Find the FDC of two issues: 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/albums/member_photo.asp?a=24812&p=404005 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/albums/member_photo.asp?a=24812&p=404006 
  Alex 28/01/2013 08:54:58 
 
 

From early on, when I first started my Germany collection, I enjoyed the designs by Alfred Goldammer. He was active from the late 1940s 
onwards, producing designs for the West German and West Berlin postal authorities. One of his iconic works were the two Berlin Buildings 
series. I have not been able to find out much about Goldammer except that he was a member of the Professional Association of Visual 
Artists, Berlin, from 1946 to 1980. 
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Edited By Alex on 28/01/2013 08:57:08 

 
Adrian 28/01/2013 09:51:00 
 Hi Som (and others), 

This is the easiest way to include actual pics in your posts (I'll describe it from the beginning, though you may have alrady done a few steps): 

Go to My Account, click on My Photos, then on Create a Photo Album to create a new album, or select one of the albums which you want to 
add pics to (in that case click on edit photos and then on add more photos). 

Add your pics by following the easy procedure. 

When typing your actual post, place your cursor where you want to have the pic. Click on the black camera icon. Then select the album with 
the pics you want to show by clicking on the album title. Then click on the image title (which will give you a preview so you know you've 
picked the right one). Then simply click OK and your image will get included in your post. 

 

Alex, those are very nice indeed! 

Michael, here are the five stamps from that postbox set. 

                     

I've always minded the horrid phosphor bands on this issue, especially the left band. See the discolouration on the 68p?! And so weird that 
the value plus Queen's profile somehow escape the discolouring. Is that just my set or are they all like that? Maybe something went wrong in 
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the phosphor mix? It's such a pity for it rather spoils the whole stamp and it's such a good set. 

Edited By Adrian on 28/01/2013 09:51:46 

 
  Alex 28/01/2013 10:56:08 
 Alfred Goldammer also produced portraits as shown by these two examples of Berlin stamps. 

 

 

The German artist Adolf von Menzel. I do enjoy the work of this artist and studied his work at Uni. 

 

The inventor Siemens. 

Goldammer also produced this delightful 1952 stamp design for the German National Museum. It is situated in Nurnberg, Bavaria. I have paid 
a visit to the museum, well worth seeing. The stamp shows a German wood carving. 
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Goldammer also produced more abstract work, such as this torch for the pre - Olympic festivals in Berlin, again in 1952. 

 

Not all his designs were successful. I don't think this seascape is anywhere as good as his portraits. The British used this island for bombing 
practice until it was handed back to Germany in 1952. It is a tourist destination nowadays, especially popular with bird watchers. 

 

 Edited By Alex on 28/01/2013 10:58:07 

 
  Julia Lee 28/01/2013 11:05:40 
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 Those portraits are utterly brilliant. So much personality comes out, and the stamps themselves are so striking. 

Btw, is that Siemens as in the company that's still around? 

While I was looking into Helgoland (Brits call it Heligoland), I saw on Wikipedia it issued stamps with the head of Queen Victoria, but denoted 
in shillings. I had no idea! It would make a good collection as Stamps of the World lists 17 stamps. Watch out for reprints, though. 

It was also in the Shipping Forecast (which for foreigners, is exactly what it sounds like, but its beautiful rhythm over the airwaves has made 
it a bit of a cult) until renamed German Bight in 1956. 

Edited By Julia Lee on 28/01/2013 11:07:00 

 

 

 

 
  som ghatak 28/01/2013 17:09:49 
 

 

 
  
som ghatak 

28/01/2013 17:10:58 
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Thanks Adrian ,It really worked  

And thanks for sharing the nice Post box stamps they are pretty and they are in my Slania want list  

 

 

 

 

 
  som ghatak 28/01/2013 17:17:01 
 

 

 
  som ghatak 28/01/2013 17:21:46 
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1998. Congress of the Polish Philatelist Association. City view of Szczecin (Stettin) in 1624, after a wood carving from the book "Descriptio 
Urbis Stettinensis" by Paul Friedeborn. Perf and Imperf Block. also that the imperfed block has Slania's signature. 

 
 

 

  som ghatak 28/01/2013 17:23:54 
 

 

1987. Preservation of the Icelandic language. In the middle a stamp depicting the Danish linguist and philologist Rasmus Rask (1787-1832). 
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Rasmus Rask was for his time a famed scientist, who was vital for linguistic research, and who spoke not less than 22 different languages !!! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

31/01/2013 11:35:59 

 Thanks,Som, for putting up all those fantastic Slania stamps. It's reinforced my desire to put togetehr a comprehensive collection of his work. 
As he produced over a thousand stamps I suspect it will take some time! 

  
  Adrian 01/02/2013 09:31:06 
 Here is Slania's version of the Machin design. 

 

I must admit, much as i like it, that I prefer the 1960s version. Seems a much more softer and gentle engraving. I don't think it is known who 
did this one. Pity. 
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Julia Lee 01/02/2013 09:38:28 
 Just had a look in the QEII specialised and there's no engraver listed. It's the Bradbury Wilkinson one, right? 

 

 
  Adrian 01/02/2013 09:50:19 
 Right, and no, there isn't, nor have I seen it mentioned anywhere else. 

 
  Julia Lee 01/02/2013 09:52:17 
 I wonder if it was Bradbury Wilkinson's internal chap (assuming they had one), then. If you're desperate you could probably go poke 

around the archives at the BPMA. 

 
  Adrian 01/02/2013 10:38:17 
 We've had quite a few French engravers here on this thread already, but I actually think that one of my favourites is Jules Piel. I especially 

like his Red Cross stamps from the 1960s. There is such a softness about his work which is absolutely adorable. Here's my latest addition 
to those Red Cross sets: 
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Edited By Adrian on 01/02/2013 10:38:54 

 
  som ghatak 01/02/2013 15:04:23 
 

 

@Adrian : Don't tempt me to scan my stamps:D 

Here is 1953 Redcross issue engraved by Jules Piel 
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As a matter of fact i try to collect France pre 1970 stamps which is really challenging area and expensive too.So i have some more of this 
redcross issues which i will post as and when i scan  

 
  Adrian 01/02/2013 15:13:18 
 With such beautiful stamps, I would indeed tempt you to scan more! Aren't they just absolutely gorgeous? I think they're among my 

favourite French stamps! 

 
  Adrian 01/02/2013 16:14:29 
 Let's have another teaser then? Okay, France pre 1970. This is actually the first stamp Albert Decaris engraved for france, way back in 

1935. 

 
   
 
som ghatak 

 
01/02/2013 16:27:20 
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WOW thats nice ..i have a copy of this too...i guess this has a color variety isnt it? 

Here goes 1968 Redcross set 

 

  som ghatak 01/02/2013 16:31:30 
 France 1974.. 

 

 
  Adrian 01/02/2013 16:35:40 
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 That's right! The stamp was reissued in 1936 in a different colour. 

 

som ghatak 

 
01/02/2013 16:43:41 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
  
 
som ghatak 

 
 
01/02/2013 16:52:50 
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France 1966 

 
  
som ghatak 

 
01/02/2013 17:00:58 
 

 

 

Pierre Gandon 1973 

 
  
som ghatak 

01/02/2013 17:07:49 
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Pierre Gandon 1969 

Adrian where are u  

 
  Adrian 01/02/2013 17:12:44 
 Preparing dinner! 

 

But they're all so beautiful, thanks for posting these! 

 
  som ghatak 01/02/2013 17:14:15 
 Eat well..i wait some of ur scans before i go sleep and dream about them... 

 

 

 
  Julia Lee 01/02/2013 17:48:34 
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Um, Som, if doing a My Collection on the TGV doesn't work out (I would still like that though!), we can always do French Red Cross! 

Beautiful collection! 

 
  som ghatak 01/02/2013 17:50:24 
 
 

Thanks Julia... I dont have enough material for French Redcross 

  Adrian 01/02/2013 19:08:27 
 I like you, Som! 

Here is the 1950 Red Cross issue, which I think is my favourite of the lot. 

 

And here's a little angel telling everyone to be very quiet so Som can go to sleep. 
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Sweet dreams, my friend! 

 
  David Roseveare 01/02/2013 21:07:06 
 
 

I know I have said it before but I cannot put down your "Graven Images" article in the January issue. 

It must rank as one of the best of all. Your choice of engravers from home and abroad was superb and the illustrations certainly  

brought home the quality of their work. 

 
som ghatak 02/02/2013 03:55:42 
 

 

Thanks Adrian for your sweet words..Here Good morning all of you with this 1971 Issue Engraved by Gandon  

 
  som ghatak 02/02/2013 04:16:39 
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France 1978 Redcross issue 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

02/02/2013 10:18:28 

 
 

Hello David 

Thank you so much for those kind words. I'm really glad you enjoyed it. I've put pen to paper on other articles about this topic which I 
hope will appear in the magazine in due course. I hope you enjoy those, too. 

It's been really encouraging to see such a lively thread on engraving develop and see that are many others who share the same 
enthisiasm. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

02/02/2013 10:43:19 

 Adrian 

Thanks for putting up those two engraved versions of the machin head. I tend to agree with your choice. 

It's interesting that we don't know who the engraver of the Bradbury Wilkinson version was. Whereas designers and engravers names 
often appear on stamps produced in many other countries the designers and engravers of most stamps produced in Britain and indeed 
British colonies tend to remain unkown or at best shadowy figures. I'm a big KGVI collector and some of the stamps produced at that 
time - I really like the sets from places like Burma, Aden and Ceylon, for instance - were superbly designed and engraved and are a big 
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part of the reason why that collecting area is so popular. And yet all we know from the catalogues is that they were produced by the 
printing companies like De la Rue and Bradbury Wilkinson. Does anyone know whether information about who designed and engraved 
these images is available, perhaps in the archives of the printing companies? Sounds like an interesting research project. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

02/02/2013 11:50:23 

 I've really enjoyed all of the Jules Piel and Pierre Gandon Red Cross stamps. 

I think Jules Piel had a sublime touch. Here are a few more of my favourites from the Red Cross stamps he produced. These are from 
1954 and 1956.  

For those interested, Jules Piel was born in 1882 and died in 1978. He trained at the very best schools for engravers - the Ecole Estienne 
and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and then won the Prix de Rome for engraving in 1908. he worked on stamps for France from 1933 to 1966. 
In view of all those wonderful red Cross stamps that he produced it was fitting that his final stamps were the Red Cross issue of 1966. By 
that time I calculate he was 84! He also did a lot of very good work fo Monaco. 
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  Adrian 02/02/2013 16:11:15 
 A sublime touch. Yes, that's exactly what you see when looking at Piel's work. Here's another one of my Piel favourites: 

 

And yes, you're right Michael. It is an utter shame that we don't know who engraved all those beautiful British Empire/Commonwealth 
stamps. I would presume that had the information been available in archives, it would have been more generally known by now. 
Though, having said that, loads of engravers can be found on the websites of eg the Canadian and US postal authorities/museums or 
what have you, without them being included in catalogues. 

 
  Adrian 03/02/2013 15:15:38 
 I suppose that's enough of those French guys for a bit. Let's return to Austria and enjoy the work of Hans Ranzoni the Younger! 
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The detailed engraving in the organ especially is absolutely stunning! 

 
  som ghatak 03/02/2013 19:26:16 
 Sorry Adrian one more i thought to share..of J.Combet..1971.. 

 

 
  Adrian 04/02/2013 16:01:35 
 No probs! And I've got one more Austrian for you all: very stylish as most Austrian stamps were at that time. This one is engraved by 

Ferdinand Lorber. 
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  Adrian 05/02/2013 09:56:59 
 I don't think we've had any Belgian stamps here, which is a pity for they, too, have issued loads of beautiful recess-printed stamps. I 

actually got the next set this weekend from my local club's stamp packet. I had never seen them before but they're all beauties. They're 
from the 1951 charity set and they are all engraved by Leon Janssens. 
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Michael 
Chambers 

05/02/2013 12:15:01 

 Just going back to the pots on Hans Ranzoni here are a few more examples of his wor in the 1960s. 

                

 
  Vera 05/02/2013 12:18:24 
 
 

Time for a bird stamp from Gandon, 1954, and how I wish all bird stamps were engraved.  
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Julia Lee 05/02/2013 12:23:57 
 Was there a special series from the French Colonies around this time? 

Som uploaded a Niger Protectorate stamp that's absolutely gorgeous:  

**LINK** 

and similar in format. 

Michael also uploaded a whole album of French stamps that are also similar: 

**LINK** 

 
  Vera 05/02/2013 12:48:25 
 Posted by Julia Lee on 05/02/2013 12:23:57: 

Was there a special series from the French Colonies around this time? 

Som uploaded a Niger Protectorate stamp that's absolutely gorgeous: 

The Niger stamp is a great favorite stamp of mine and I use it as an avatar on other forums. That particuar stamp initated a wonderful 
party blog we had called "Birds and Boats".  

Ask Som how he found out about that stamp  

The Madagasgar 1952, 7v series contains 3 bird stamps.Ttwo of this Long-legged ground roller , and a 100f Grey-headed gull. There were 
no more birds on stamps from Madagasgar until 1992. 

Edited By Vera on 05/02/2013 12:48:57 

 
  Vera 05/02/2013 12:57:47 
 Prompted by Adrain here are the other two modern engraved stamps from the First series of Taiwan Owls from 2011. Click on this link to 
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see the first two stamps  

**LINK** 

 

There could be more intials hidden amongst the feathers 
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Michael 
Chambers 

05/02/2013 12:58:37 

 I don't think there was any general series from the French colonies but a lot of them issued stamps featuring wildlife around that time. 
As they generally used the same pool of engravers like Gandon, Piel, Serres, etc many of them perhaps have a common look. 

 
  som ghatak 05/02/2013 17:32:01 
 Posted by Vera on 05/02/2013 12:48:25: 

Posted by Julia Lee on 05/02/2013 12:23:57: 

Was there a special series from the French Colonies around this time? 

Som uploaded a Niger Protectorate stamp that's absolutely gorgeous: 

The Niger stamp is a great favorite stamp of mine and I use it as an avatar on other forums. That particuar stamp initated a wonderful 
party blog we had called "Birds and Boats". 

Ask Som how he found out about that stamp  

The Madagasgar 1952, 7v series contains 3 bird stamps.Ttwo of this Long-legged ground roller , and a 100f Grey-headed gull. There were 
no more birds on stamps from Madagasgar until 1992. 

Yes Julia i first saw this as Vera's Profile picture and then found it 

What about the same Madagaskar issue over printed with TAAF is treated as the first TAAF bird stamp 
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Edited By Vera on 05/02/2013 12:48:57 

 
  Julia Lee 05/02/2013 17:33:40 
 Red ink on dark blue/dark green - good work, guys! That's virtually unreadable... Did they change the ink colour ever? 

 
  som ghatak 05/02/2013 17:56:42 
 

 

One of Gandon Engraved stamps from Monaco 1971..its a 2v set 
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  som ghatak 05/02/2013 18:01:58 
 Birth Anniversary of Charles Pierre Baudelaire a French Poet the SG catalogue says but wiki says he was born in 1821...and died in 1967.. 

 
@Vera u see the owls?:D 

 
som ghatak 05/02/2013 18:02:33 
 sorry typo he died in 1867 

 
  Adrian 06/02/2013 08:56:56 
 I'm going to dwell a little longer in Belgium today, folks. Had a look at my Belgian stamps, and there's soooo many engraved ones. Feels like 

the poor Belgians get overshadowed a bit by the forceful French! 

So here's my first one. Protestantism in Belgium, 1961, the 6f value portraying the painter Jordaens, engraved by Jean De Vos. 

 

Edited By Adrian on 06/02/2013 09:00:00 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

06/02/2013 09:10:07 

 That's a beautiful stamp. I very much agree that Belgium has produced some great engraved stamps but does tend to get rather 
overlooked. I don't have a lot of Belgian stamps but I do have the Mozart bicentenary stamps of 1956. The strange thing is that, unlike 
almost any other Belgian stamps, I can find no infoirmation about who designed / engraved them. Anyway, here they are. 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

06/02/2013 09:12:04 

 Som 

I enjoyed the Gandon stamp from Monaco. It reminds me that Gandon had a lucrative sideline in mildly erotic prints! 
  Adrian 06/02/2013 09:17:52 
 Nice! 

This set was designed by A. Meulemans and engraved by J. Vroye and H. Schepers. There's no mention of who engraved what but maybe 
you can find some initials hidden away in the design? 

Always handy to have a home catalogue handy! 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

06/02/2013 10:03:34 

 Thanks. Which catalogue are you using? I have the SG catalogue but that does not seem to provide any information about who the designer 
and engraver was. 
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Adrian 06/02/2013 10:06:20 
 I got it from the OBP/COB (Officiële Postzegelcatalogus/Catalogue Officiel de Timbres-Postes), which is the official Belgian catalogue. An 

absolute gem with loads of information on the stamps and varieties as well. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

06/02/2013 11:04:56 

 Excellent. I'll get hold of it.  

Incidentally, I was thinking about a post that Alex put up a while ago about the German engraver, Alfred Goldammer. I enjoyed the stamps 
and tried to find out more about him but have drawn a blank. It's amazing how such people can make such a big contribution to the 
philately of a country yet be largely unknown. Germany is not my area but I've always been intrigued by the stamps issued after the war to 
celebrate the annual Leipzig Trade Fair which was , traditionally, the biggest in Germany. The first stamps were issued under the Alllied 
occuoation in 1947 but continued in the same format after the formation of the GDR in 1949. I have three from 1947 and 1948 but there 
must have been 10-15 in the series altogether. All of them seem to show events in the history of the Fair such as the grant of the first 
charter. I don't have a detailed German catalogue but the designer indicated on two of the stamps is E Gruner whilst K Wolf engraved the 
first stamp and L Schnell the third. They are certainly quite a tour de force of engraving.  

           

 
  Julia Lee 06/02/2013 11:27:06 
 To go back to 'who engraved the Bradbury Wilkinson stuff?', they were bought out by De La Rue, and the De La Rue archive is at Reading 

Uni, for business records up to about 1965, while the BPMA holds most of the stuff till 1940. Presumably the business still holds the rest, 
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though I seem to recall they sold some of the material off. 

That info courtesy of Glenn Morgan, who runs stampprinters.info 

 
  Adrian 06/02/2013 15:54:09 
 @ Julia: Maybe someone can try and locate the whereabouts of the 1969 archives! Any DLR staff reading this? Long shot, I know, but still... 

@ Michael: the middle one is also engraved by E. Gruner (SG951) but printed by letterpress, rather than recess-printed, which is why no 
engraver's name is included! 

As promised, here's some more Belgium. A rather more modern portrait stamp but just as stunning: the 1967 stamp depicting statesman 
Robert Schuman. This stamp is engraved by P. Verheyden. 

 
  Julia Lee 06/02/2013 15:56:57 
 They may well have a full- or part-time archivist you could bother...  

 
  
Adrian 

06/02/2013 16:09:01 
 

 Email sent. By the way, today, 6 Feb 2013, they (DLR) celebrate their 200th anniversary! 

 
  Julia Lee 06/02/2013 16:10:59 
 Great spot! I'm sure Thomas de la Rue was on a stamp from somewhere (his native Guernsey?) Can you turn that one up. 
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  Adrian 06/02/2013 16:49:16 
 Of course I can! 

Engraved 'n' all. The 1971 Guernsey set, with the dates commemorating the man himself rather than the company. 

 

  
Michael 
Chambers 

06/02/2013 18:11:33 

 Julia 

The old Bradbury Wilkinson site at New Malden is now my local Tesco! It would be very interesting to forage in the archives at  

DLR and elsewhere. I wish I had the time. 

Adrian 

Thanks for pointing out the letterpress stamp. I should have looked more carefully! 

 

Interesting to compare the Belgian stamp of Robert Schuman with the one issued by France and engraved by Gandon. I'll find it  

and put it up. 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

06/02/2013 18:17:33 

 Here's the Robert Schuma stamp. 

 

 
  Adrian 06/02/2013 19:04:54 
 Thanks for that Michael! I think I actually prefer the Belgian one, seems way more lifelike. 

I started today with a portrait stamp by Jean de Vos. Here is another stamp by him: a 1965 charity stamp depicting the Guildhouse  

in Brussels. Again, an amazingly detailed engraving. 
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  Adrian 08/02/2013 16:23:44 
 The 1952 Saar set has just featured in our exciting Guess the Stamp thread, so I thought I'd better show them here as well, for they  

are all recess-printed. 

First up is Count Stroganov as a Boy, by Greuze, engraved by Jules Piel. 
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Then we have The Holy Shepherd, by Murillo, engraved by Henry Cheffer. 

 

The third and final stamp is a Portrait of a Boy, by Kraus, engraved by Pierre Gandon. 

 

 
  Adrian 11/02/2013 08:50:00 
 I'm still re-sorting my Belgium, so here are a few more recess-printed stamps from that country. First up are two Spinoy stamps. 

 Constant Spinoy was both a designer and an engraver of stamps. The following stamp was designed by him, though engraved by  

Carlo Leclerqz. 
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I like this style which reminds me of those old huge engravings of various city scenes of the 1830s, which you still see in antique shop or 
auctions. Compare that this stamp: 

 

This stamp was not designed by Spinoy but he did engrave it. It seems totally alien to his own style, which highlights the difficulty  

engravers may encounter when engraving another designer's work. No wonder so many engravers would rather engrave their own work! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

11/02/2013 13:03:46 

 Adrian put up a stamp a while back by the Austrian engraver, Ferdinand Lorber. Here are a couple of others by him of the composers  

Johann Strauss II and Karl Millocker. They date from 1949. The designer was W. Dachauer who had a lon-term working relationship with 

 Lorber going back to the mid-1930s  

Just to put him in context, Ferdinand Lorber lived from 1883-1957 and worked on stamps for Austria from, I think. 1931. He trained at the 

 Vienna Academy, was a well-known graphic artist and Professor of graphic art in Vienna. 
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Julia Lee 12/02/2013 12:35:47 
 
 

There's an interview with Claude Andreotto in the latest Phil@Poste (French) brochure.  

I can't reproduce it, because it's their copyright, but I have asked! 

It is also in French, but I assume most of us can make something of it or run it through Google Translate. Or perhaps Carmen can oblige.. 

. *ingratiatng smile* 
  Adrian 12/02/2013 16:02:16 
 Hope you'll succeed! At least we now have a bit of time to go in search of Andreotto stamps. But before that I have this stamp engraved 

 by Hertenberger, which is from the first stamp issue for UNESCO. 
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Michael 
Chambers 

12/02/2013 18:55:01 

 Here are some of the first stamps that Claude Andreotto engraved for France in the 1970s. His first stamp in 1974 was a commemoration  

of Copernicus. he is still going strong and I think Julia put up the Notre Dame stamps that he produced for France just a few weeks ago.  

 

He has produced 84 stamps altogether for France and many more for Monaco, French Southern and Antarctic Territories, etc You can look 

 at a lot of his work on his website www. andreotto.com 

The other stamps below show the painter, Eugene Fromentin who was particularly noted for depicting scenes in Algeria and General  

Daumesnil, one of Napoleon's genrerals after whom a metro station is named. The final stamp is on the theme of 'sport for all'.  
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  Michael 
Chambers 

12/02/2013 18:59:34 

 
 

I should have added that Andreotto usually designed and engraved the stamps himself as is the case with those above.. 

  Adrian 13/02/2013 11:29:42 
 I think this here is my favourite Andreotto issue: 

 
  Adrian 14/02/2013 09:41:16 
 
 

Looking at my tiny Bohemia and Moravia collection last night, I was again struck by that beautiful 1939-1940 definitive set.  

Here is the 1k20 depicting Brno Castle, engraved by B. Heinz, 

 

the 2k depicting Olomouc, engraved by K. Seizinger, 
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and finally a view of Prague on the 10k, again engraved by B. Heinz. 

 

Edited By Adrian on 14/02/2013 09:41:52 

 
  Julia Lee 14/02/2013 12:40:03 
 Irrelevant personal reminiscence... 

I went on a choir/orchestra tour with my University in 1997, and we sang in Brno Cathedral.  

We had just done our bit and the orchestra were doing theirs. The electricity failed in a quarter of Brno, including the bit we were in. 

 I'll never forget someone's camera flash scything through the total darkness. 

It was amazing wandering out on to that hill and looking down on Brno with that quarter completely dark. 

...Personal reminiscence ends. 
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  Adrian 15/02/2013 08:57:10 
 
 

Personal reminiscences (is that still a word?) are never irrelevant and always good to read! 

Came across this engraved 1948 Bolivia set last night. The SG catalogue does not state who engraved them, but maybe some other 

r catalogue does? 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

15/02/2013 10:29:42 

 Just joining two posts together I suspect that Julia's orchestra might have played some Smetana when in Brno and Smetana was 

 depicted on a 1944 Bohemia and Moravia stamp. The name on the stamp is J Sejpka who presumably engraved it. 

 

 

 
  Julia Lee 15/02/2013 11:27:43 
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 I can't remember. I'm pretty sure we didn't sing any (not sure he even wrote any choral stuff). 

Update on the grounds we're all here to learn: wrote some vocal stuff, but largely single voice or male voices, which will be why  

I've never come across it... 

Edited By Julia Lee on 15/02/2013 11:37:21 

 
  Michael 

Chambers 

15/02/2013 11:57:17 

 I think vocally, he devoted himself largely to opera. I've seen the Bartered Bride many times, including a performance by Bratislava 

 Opera. The only other one I've seen on stage is Dalibor which ENO did some decades ago. I've always like the title of his opera,  

'The Brandenburgers in Bohemia'. 

 

 

 
  Julia Lee 15/02/2013 12:01:59 
 
 

Anyone fancy doing a spin-off 'Music' thread?  

I know Adrian won't be fully happy until his idol, Kate Bush, is featured on a stamp. 

 
  som ghatak 15/02/2013 14:40:39 
 
 

That will be great  Lets start a thread Music on stamps  

 
  Adrian 16/02/2013 10:17:22 
 I know I'm tending to become a bit repetitive, but yesterday I got another pair of Piel engraved Red Cross stamps in (from 1952 this time), and I'm yet again st    
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 beauty, so I just have to show them to you! 

        

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

19/02/2013 11:05:58 

 Taking the cue from Adrian I can't resist putting up more stamps by Jules Piel. 

Claude Debussy from 1939 

 

Louis XIV's greatest admiral, de Tourville.  
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Caen in ruins after the war. 

 

Pierre Joseph Proudhon, the 1848 revolutionary who famously predated Marx by declaring that all property was theft.  
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A celebration of Parisian haute couture. 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

23/02/2013 11:38:16 

 Wev'e explored a lot of engraved stamps from France, Austria and elsewhere. There is plenty more to explore there but I thought it  

would be interesting to turn the spotlight for a while on Empire / Commonwealth engravers. And there is no better place to start than  

JAC Harrison. John Augustus Charles Harrison was born in Manchester in 1872. His father, Samuel, was also a famous engraver and 

 John became apprenticed to him at the age of 13. He joined Waterlow but left to become a freelance, rejoining them again on a permanent  

basis in the 1920s. 

He engraved the famous seahorse design of Bertram Mackennal in 1913, often described as the finest British stamp since the Penny 

 Black. He also produced heads of George V used extensively in British and Empire issues. Other famous British stamps that he engraved 

 were the British Empire Exhibition stamps of 1924/5 and, the glorious £1 stamp of St George slaying the dragon for the UPU Congress in 

1929. 

Being more of a KGVI collector I'm afraid I can only put up these high value definitives of 1939 and 1948 designed respectively by  

E. Dulac and G.R. Bellow. I love their elegance. 
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However, he also did very extensive work for other Commonwealth countries. The North Borneo series of 1931 and 1939 are regarded 

 by some as the finest of all British colonial pictorial issues. I don't have the nine stamps of the 1931 issue but here is the full set  

of the 1939 issue. 
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Other Commomwealth issues include 

- the 1932 Sierra leone definitives 

- the 1927 Australia Parliament House stamp 

- the 1920 Rarotonga Captain Cook stamp 

Does anyone know of any more Commonwealth issues that he worked on? are you able to post any of the above or others? 

Harrison also did work outside the British sphere including: 

- the 1928/30 portraits of Garzon and Artigas for Uruguay 

- the 1926 Red Cross stamps for Spain 

- the double portrait stamps for Siam in 1932 

Again, if you have these or know of others do put them up. 
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Michael 
Chambers 

23/02/2013 11:41:31 

 Just a footnote to my earlier posting about John Harrison. He died in 1954 and his die proofs from 1911-39 were later donated to the  

British Library where they can, of course, still be viewed.  

 
  Julia Lee 25/02/2013 10:26:48 
 ...by appointment. 

 
  Adrian 25/02/2013 11:43:28 
 I had a look, Michael, but I'm afraid I have none of the sets you mentioned. I do know, though, that Harrison also engraved a set for  

Portugal, in 1924, to mark the 400th anniversary of the birth of the poet Camoens, printed by Waterlow. Here are three of the designs. 

           

 
  Julia Lee 25/02/2013 11:45:13 
 I'm guessing he had quite an exciting life for a poet...? No pining in garrets for him by the look of it! 
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Michael 
Chambers 

25/02/2013 22:25:18 

 Adrian- thanks. I wasn't aweare of that set at all.  

Julia - I remember seeing Camoens tomb in Lisbon - it's in a church in Belem next to Vasco da Gama's.The story about him that I remember is 
that when he was shipwrecked he swam ashore holding the manuscript of his great epic above his head. His lover wasn't so lucky . She 
drowned! 

 
  Julia Lee 26/02/2013 10:02:35 
 There's a man who had his priorities right! 

(Is it the Monastery of Jeronimos he's buried in?) 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

26/02/2013 10:17:43 

 I'm sure you're right. His motto was presumably 'ars longa, vita brevis' (art is long, life is short)! 

 
  Julia Lee 26/02/2013 10:21:40 
 His biog - he doesn't seem to have been terribly ethical! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

26/02/2013 10:29:51 

 I see what you mean. All very 'picaresque'!  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

27/02/2013 21:51:05 

 Another great Commonwealth designer and engraver was Frank Davies Manley. Born in Lambeth, London, in 1894 he trained at the Central 
School of Art and Crafts in London. However, he moved to Melboune in 1929 and from that time until the early 1960s was the dominant 
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name in the design and engraving of Australian stamps. he also designed some very attractive stamps for Norfolk island, an Australian 
dependency. he died in 1976. If you know of any other place he produced work for I would be glad to hear. 

Here are some examples of his Australian work.  
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Some great stamps there. I really like the Aboriginal head.  

Incidentally, I like this extract from a talk by Richard Breckon, an Australian post historian, which gives a flavour what it was like to work at 
the Note printing Works in Melbourne:  

Cutting a stamp die was a solitary task, involving periods of intense concentration. The 
Note Printing Branch inspectors, who patrolled the premises observing staff to ensure 
everything was being done properly, wore muffled footwear when in the vicinity of the 
engravers' room. Also, a young apprentice once recalled that in order to ask a question 
of his boss white he was occupied in engraving a die, he (the apprentice) had to stand 
silently for perhaps as long as two minutes before his boss looked up and allowed him to 
ask the question. 

I won't be able to make any more posts for a week or two but look forward to resuming the conversation in due course. 

 
  Adrian 03/03/2013 09:59:58 
 Here's a combination of non-Commonwealth issues with a Commonwealth tinge. 

These were stamps made for Curaçao during the Second World War, when the home country Holland was occupied and couldn't produce 
stamps for their colonies. So Bradbury Wilkinson stepped in and made this set for them, hence the real Commonwealth feel to them. No idea 
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who engraved them. 

Here's three of the values. 

           

 
  Alex 04/03/2013 05:10:03 
 I think the engraver was a P. A. de Blieck; sounds like a Dutchman. 

 
  Adrian 04/03/2013 08:10:39 
 Does rather! But De Blieck was 'merely' the designer and not the engraver. 

 
  som ghatak 05/03/2013 15:48:22 
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Have any one here mentioned about S.L.Hartz?these are my very favourite engraved stamps 

 

som ghatak 06/03/2013 09:27:25 

 @Adrian do u have any spare of Curacao? 

 
  Adrian 06/03/2013 09:36:36 
 No, sorry, Som, I normally don't have any spare stamps at all, of any country, as I try to be reather specific in what I buy, and to avoid 

duplicates. 

Loved your Hartz stamps though! He's my favourite Dutch engraver. Will dig some up later and show them here. 

Talking of favourites; here is what I consider easily my most favourite engraved stamp from the George VI period. 

 

Evrey time I see one, I am imrpessed by its beauty. A pure classic. No idea who engraved it, though... 

 
  peter Matthews 2 10/03/2013 19:16:18 
 

Hi 

I have a hand engraved essay of QE2 by Alvaro Lucas c1970. I was doing some research on this and others 
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and was wondering whether it had been used on any stamps or banknotes. You seem to be experts here. 

Yours Peter 

 
  Adrian 11/03/2013 08:59:31 
 Hi Peter and welcome to the forum! 

It's a beautiful engraving and it reminded me immediately of Australian stamps of the 1960s. 
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I have two of them but only know that the first one was actually engraved by P.E. Morris. I don't know who engraved the second one, 
but it's obviously a different engraving to yours which seems that much softer. 

 

I checked my engravers database and the only A. Lucas I come across is an engraver who engraved stamps for Portugal from 1968 to 
1973. Mind you, my database is not complete so he may have done more, but his name, as far as I know, is not linked to any 
Commonwealth stamp issues. 

Hope this helps a little! 

Edited By Adrian on 11/03/2013 09:00:18 

 
  Julia Lee 11/03/2013 10:04:35 
 Alvaro is a Portuguese name, too.  

 
  Adrian 15/03/2013 09:28:27 
 Som mentioned Sem Hartz the other day. Hartz started out engraving loads of portraits for the Dutch charity issues of the 1930s and 

40s. This is his 1947 engraving of the poet PC Hooft. 
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  Julia Lee 15/03/2013 10:15:56 
 I might be being cynical here but - love poems? 

 
  Adrian 15/03/2013 10:28:27 
 Fragrant mouth,—all the flowers spring is wreathing 

Are dull to the sweets thou art breathing; 
The charms of thy song might summon the spirit 
To sit on the ears all-enchanted to hear it: 
What marvel, then, if, in its kisses, 
My soul is o'erwhelmed with sweet blisses? 
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  Julia Lee 15/03/2013 10:31:09 
 I knew it! He looks the type!  

(It also corresponds with a similar Shakespeare/Donne/Marvell period in English literature). 

 
  Alex 15/03/2013 10:48:46 
 Nothing to do with engraving but some more cheesy Dutch stamps. I have always liked these 1951 stamps, maybe because one of the 

boys reminds me of myself at that age. They are taken from photos. 

 

Here is a short clip from that time; **LINK** 

 
Adrian 15/03/2013 10:58:08 
 You're not the only one who liked these. They have even been used as album cover illustrations by one of the better Dutch pop groups of 

the 80s, The Nits. 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

21/03/2013 12:28:49 

 Just catching up on things, I was interested in the essay of QEII by Alvaro Lucas and have tried to find out more about this. However, I have 
also drawn a blank. As Adrian has mentioned, he engraved stamps for a while for Portugal but that is the only reference I can find. 
Presumanly the QEII essay must have been a commission for someone.  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

21/03/2013 12:37:40 

 A footnote to my earlier posting on the stampds designed / engraved by Frank manley for Australia. He also did some work for Norfolk 
Island including the design used for the 1947 definitives. 

 

I'm not aware of any other territories that he did work for but if anyone has more information do let me know. 

 
  Julia Lee 21/03/2013 12:39:30 
 Sorry to divert the thread briefly, but if I set up a 'stamps on album/book covers' thread, would we get much mileage out of it? There must 

be others. (And the GB Album Covers stamps). 

 

 
  Adrian 21/03/2013 13:19:01 
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 @Julia: I doubt it, to be honest. No bells ringing at all. 

@ Michael: Manley also engraved the New Zealand version of the 1958 stamp to mark the 30th anniversary of the first air crossing of the 
Tasman Sea. 

 

Other than that, I don 't think he ventured out of Australia. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

23/03/2013 02:32:23 

 on 01/02/2013 09:31:06 You posed a question as to who engraved the 1960 version of the large Machin engraved head; the name of the 
engraver was Robert George Godbehear, who worked for Bradbury Wilkinson a s the chief Portrait Engraver. 

Ref: The International Engraver's Line by Gene Hessler, pages 110/111. 

 
  jayemcee 23/03/2013 12:19:14 
 You might find this picture of Frank Manley working on the Australian 1 pound coat-of-arms stamp of interest: 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/PhotoSearchItemDetail.asp?M=0&B=6849219&SE=1 
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Michael 
Chambers 

24/03/2013 10:46:01 

 Jayemcee - thanks for the photograph. I've tried to turn it into a clickable link 

http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/PhotoSearchItemDetail.asp?M=0&B=6849219&SE=1 

Canadian North American - Thanks for the information. I was intrigued to find out more about Gene Hessler and the International Engraver's 
Line. My search on the web tells me that Gene Hessler (apart from being a very gifted musucian who worked with many of the jazz greats 
and singers like Julis Andrews) is a leading numismatic expert in the US and is particularly interested both in engraved banknoes and stamps. 
The link below is to an article by him on stamp engraving which I found really interesting. 

**LINK** 

Gene Hessler has produced many books. These include 'The Engraver's Line' which focuses on US engraving and engravers and 'The 
International Engraver's Line' which looks at engravers across the world both of banknotes and stamps. It is apparently beautifully illustrated 
and I've already taken steps to to get hold of a copy.  

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

24/03/2013 19:55:37 

 1960 version of the large Machin engraved head; 

An interesting point on this engraving; both Robert Godbehear and Alan Dow were given the task of engraving the large Machin portrait of 
the queen; Robert's was chosen; 

Said Alan:"It is the only time I am aware when a single portrait was given to two portrait engravers simultaneously. Bob's was chosen". 

My further research from sources at Bradbury reveals: 

Robert engraved with a lot of gusto and the deeper recesses caused a problem in the printing of the sheets; in that the ink wiper was being 
torn and fibers were getting stuck to the recesses; the result was many smudged sheets and an excessive spoilage; The printers ran the 
plates on dry printings (not inked) on heavier card stock to wear the plates so to speak; then proceeded to ink the plates and print with less 
spoilage; the large number of plates used for the high value engraved large head Machin pre decimal and the decimal issues is due to this 
fact. 
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Canadian 

 
  Adrian 25/03/2013 09:08:10 
 Very interesting! Thanks for the tip about the books. Me too, I will try and get hold of copies of the two books, must be a fascinating read. 

 

 

I've always wondered about the high number of plates used. I just rechecked and for the 20p (don't have any, hence a pic of the 10p), plate 
numbers run from 3 to 66! Not that every number was actually used, but still, I count more than 40 olate numbers used, so that's a massive 
amount indeed. 

 
Adrian 25/03/2013 09:10:27 
 By the way, I don't have Alan Dow in my engravers database. Did he actually ever engrave any issued stamps at all? 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

25/03/2013 12:09:01 

 Posted by Adrian on 25/03/2013 09:10:27: 

By the way, I don't have Alan Dow in my engravers database. Did he actually ever engrave any issued stamps at all? 

Comments by Canadian: Alan Dow to UK is what Robert Savage was to USA; the doyen of the profession; both gentleman are nothing 
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but 'crème de la crème' in the art of hand engraving. 

Alan was principally a Portrait engraver, learning under Max Ferré at Brads; Alan did some picture (vignette) engraving as well, in the 
early days; his principal work is on portraits used for stamps and bank notes.  

Gene's book lists most of them. 

Have you got Max Ferré in your data base? 

 
  Adrian 25/03/2013 12:23:54 
 My humble database is still very much in its infancy and at the momnent only consists of engravers mentioned in the SG catalogues 

parts 1 to 6. The catalogues do not always mention engravers and do often contain typos. 

I do have an M. Farré who engraved the 1945 Portuguse navigators stamps for Bradbury, so this may well be him? 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

25/03/2013 13:19:43 

 It is Max Ferré indeed, who engraved 2; Robert Godbehear 2, Ted Dawson 4 denominations of the 1945 Portuguese navigators. Check 
this out **LINK** 

Adrian you spelt "M. Farré" which should be "Ferré". 

When you get the Gene Hessler’s book, you will have 'a shock of Moses'; the sheer number of engravers listed therein is a fitting tribute 
to the dying art form. You will have many months of work updating your data base. Gene's research is priceless; his colleague Mark 
Tomasco (check him on the internet) is equally famous in collaborating with Gene also with Ken; the three gentleman’s’ names are 
written indelibly in the annals of history, for recoding insights into the somewhat secret world of engravers, otherwise lost; if Picasso can 
be glorified to the extent he is, then the engravers deserve an equal place as well in history. 

I was trying to upload a picture of Max, but can't make it to work. 

Canadian 
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Adrian 25/03/2013 14:50:12 
 Point in case! It's SG writing Farré and me just copying. 

I think I'd better stop compiling myself and try and get the two Hessler books. How recent are they? 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

26/03/2013 01:19:11 

 The Engraver's Line listing all US engravers, designers etc., was published in 1993; 

The International Engraver's Line, all world except US, was published in 2005 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

26/03/2013 13:29:32 

 Michael/Adrian: 

Gene can be contacted by email on engraversline@aol.com 

The US postal rates have gone up lately; if you are ordering, better get a few buyers and get a combined order; postage charges can be 
divied amonst all for a little bit of saving. 

by th way I am not a sales rep for the book; but like you to have hours and hours of happy reading. 

Canadian 

 

 
  Michael Chambers 26/03/2013 14:21:00 
 Thanks for the advice. In fact I was already on the case. Iooked up the International Engravers Line on Amazon and was astonished to 

see a price of $612 new or $139-266 secondhand. However, I found a stockist in the US - Leonard Hartmann pbbooks@iglou.com -who 
has it in stock (as well as a very impressive collection of other philatelic literature) and have ordered it from him. He is selling it for $70. 
Postage (global priority) is $23.95. However, contacting Gene directly may well be the best option, as you say. 
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  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

26/03/2013 14:46:37 

 There are several editions; **LINK** 

The International Engraver’s Line Collector Edition $69, Premium Edition $135, 

The Engraver’s Line at $85. 

High-End: There are three matching ultra-deluxe leather-bound sets of The International Engraver’s Line (TIEL) and The Engraver’s Line 
(TEL). TIEL will have inserts of six bank notes and one portrait, all signed by the engravers. TEL will have the same four inserts (three 
portraits and one bank note, all signed) as the special edition that was issued in 1993 and an additional insert. The price for this 
matching set will be $1200. 

The $612 may be for the ultra-deluxe leather-bound sets, without the inserts. 

I bought the collector edition @$69; could not afford the bells & whistles! 
  Michael Chambers 26/03/2013 21:06:11 
 
 

I think I've probably ordered the basic one then! 

 

Adrian 27/03/2013 08:46:50 
 Me too, I already got mine ordered, the American one that is. For $75 incl postage which is not so bad it appears! Will contact 

Mr Hessler to see if he still has some international copies as well. 

 
  canadian NorthAmerican 28/03/2013 18:27:32 
 Posted by Adrian on 30/12/2012 13:32:24: 

The stamp itself measures 8.2mm by 6.2mm! 

Please check the stamp again; should it not be cm? centi not mili 
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Michael Chambers 28/03/2013 18:32:20 
 We all know that forming a comprehensive worldwide collection of stamps has probably been more or less impossible for at 

least the last fifty years. However, I've been thinking how feasible it is today to assemble a representative, if not totally 
comprehensive, collection of recess printed engraved stamps from around the world. It's definitely a tall order but, if you think 
about it, the glory days of recess printed engraved stamps were comparatively short. 

The first two stamps, the 1d Black and the 2d blue in Britain were recess printed but most countries that followed chose 
typography rather than recess printing. It was just so much cheaper. France, for instance, went for typo right from the srtart in 
1849 and I think I read that those initial French stamps cost ten times less to produce than the recess printed stamps in 
England. Even Britain produced most of its stamps by typo after 1855. A few countries stuck with recess printing but the period 
from 1850 to the 1920s was very much the age of typography.  

Recess printed / engraved stamps only made a big comeback in the 1920s. Most of the countries that we most associate with 
such stamps - France, Austria, Denmark, etc - only turned to recess printing at that time as did many territories within the 
British Empire. I'm not altogether clear why there was such a switch to recess printing in the 1920s. Perhaps printing 
techniques had made the cost more competitive with typo. Perhaps the worldwide switch to more pictorial stamps rendered 
recess printing more of a necessity. 

However, the classic era of the recess printed stamp did not last all that long. By the 1960s and 1970s the big switch away from 
recess printing was already well underway and by the 1980s engraved / recess printed srtamps were already becoming 
comparative rarities. In any case, the switch to recess printed engraved stamps during those glory years had been far from 
universal. Many countries had stuck primarily with other printing techniques such as photo.  

GIven, therefore that we are talking about a 50 year timeframe and a limited number of countries perhaps the concept of 
assembling a worldwide representative collection is not so far fetched after all.  

 
  Adrian 28/03/2013 19:00:57 
 @ CNA: Yes, you're right of course, it should be cm and not mm. I've edited the original post now. 

@Michael: Not only would it be reasonably feasible, it would also be highly recommendable! 

Actually, all this recent activity on engravers, and the first of the two Hessler books coming my way soon, have made me 
decide to give your original suggestion, Michael, of collecting by the engraver, a serious shot. I'm busy picking all the recess-
printed stamps from my stock books and sorting them by engraver. I'm temporarily putting them in loose Prinz sheets so I can 
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shuffle them about and add to them quite easily. 

Once all sorted I think I might keep the same way of displaying them but then in luxury stockbooks (the ones that have crystal 
clear interlining pages or whatever you call them) as I don't feel like making pages for them on my computer. That way, I can 
still relatively easy add to them. And I like stamps against a black background, it makes them come out better, I think. And 
since this will be a collection highlighting the beauty of the artwork, it's a suitable background colour, I think. 

Here's one of my first pages which I did today. 

 

It's rather simple but I don't think I'll want to add much more info if it's just the basic stamps I'm showing. Not sure what I will 
do if I will add anything out of the ordinary, but we'll cross that bridge when we come to it. 

Edited By Adrian on 28/03/2013 19:48:14 

Edited By Adrian on 29/03/2013 08:45:47 

 
  Adrian 29/03/2013 08:56:15 
 Only one day in and I'm already hitting a snag! 
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This stamp is credited to several engravers! C. Brooks, W. Burnell and G. Payne. 

And so is this one, although now only two names: R. Bower and G. Huber. 

 

I suppose I'll just have to get more copies in, so I can put them under the respective names. Just as well, then, that they're 
cheap stamps! 

I like this one because it is so un-American in design. Seems more like a French stamp. Engraved by C. Brooks and W. Burnell. 

 

My last one is once again more what we'd expect from a USA stamp (engraved by C. Brooks and H. Sharpless). 
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I suddenly remember there is a website which gives detailed information on USA engravers and designers, so I will check that 
out later this weekend when I have a bit more time. I'll probably find that some engravers did the actual design whereas others 
'merely' the lettering. I might then, while I still have one copy, sort them under the engraver who has done the most work on 
the stamp. 

 
  Michael Chambers 29/03/2013 10:37:10 
 Adrian 

I think your approach to displaying them is very good. As you say, it's important to maintain flexibility. I'm about to experiment 
with something similar. I've ordered some stuff from Safe Collecting Systems who produce pages designed for thematic 
collectors with heavy transparent protecting sheets. You can choose from a range of options in terms of the number of rows 
and layout of the page. For instance you can have five rows all of the same size or two rows and space for a minisheet. 
Anyway, I'll let you know how I get on. 

You were saying about the problems that you encounter when more than one engraver is involved in producing a stamp. It's 
fortunately fairly rare. I've sometimes encountered a position where the border is by one engraver and the vignette by 
another. In that case I'd probably attribute it to the engraver of the vignette unless I have a spare copy. In my mind it's a bit 
like an old master artist painting the difficult parts of a painting whilst leaving it to a studio assistant to dab away at the less 
demanding elements. I've also occasionally encountered a position where due to illness or death the work of one engraver was 
finished by another. 

One of the hardest things I find in arranging stamps by engraver is breaking up sets where different engravers have worked on 
different stamps in a set. I think philatelists are programmed from an early age to think in terms of presenting stamps in 
complete sets (although thematic collectors get over this)! I think the The key message is that you can arrange your collection 
in different ways over time - especially if you have aflexible collecting system - and each approach will give you a different 
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insight into or perspective on the stamps. 

 
  Adrian 29/03/2013 15:13:21 
 Yes, I know what you mean with regard to breaking up sets. The Austrians (which I'm sorting now) had almost always several 

engravers working on a single set, so sorting by engraver inevitably means splitting up the sets. Don't worry, you DO get used 
to it! 

And you may well discover certain patterns. The two portrait stamps in the 1953 Evangelical School set, for example, were 
given to F. Lorber, who's obviously specialised in portrait engravings and has done some stunning art work, whilst the non-
portrait stamps were given to R. Toth. 

Splitting them up meant that my Lorber collection has all his portraits together. A feast for the eyes! 

Love to see what your pages will look like once you've got some ready! 

Oh, and the US website was not as elaborate as I remembered. in fact, it often gave fewer engravers (probably just the main 
ones) for stamps. I think I must have liked the site because it does give engravers where SG does not (always). 

 

 
  canadian NorthAmerican 02/04/2013 01:31:16 
 Posted by peter Matthews 2 on 10/03/2013 19:16:18: 

Hi 

I have a hand engraved essay of QE2 by Alvaro Lucas c1970. I was doing some research on this and others 
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and was wondering whether it had been used on any stamps or banknotes. You seem to be experts here. 

Yours 

Peter 

Peter, this was answered in another forum; but will repeat it here: 

The engraving was too shallow for printing in England; thus was not used; Lucas was looking to get employed in England and 
he tried to impress the firm that engaged him for the engraving; unfortunately, the engraving was judged to be not deep 
enough for printing methods used in England. 
It is likely you will not find any more details on this; suffice to say HM The Queen's another portrait was engraved by English 
Engraver, without any head gear for the Canadian Bank Notes, but was not used either. 
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Please can you favor us with a scan of the reverse to see if there are any inscriptions? 

 
  Adrian 02/04/2013 09:52:36 
 I'm in Belgium now and already have so many different engravers that I'm afraid I'll need loads and loads of stockbooks if I 

want to display them all the way I said I would. This'll probably need a rethink but I'll continue for a wee while yet. 

Maybe I'll just sort them by engraver but only display a select number of engravers properly, with the others just tucked away 
in normal stockbooks. 

If so, I'm sure I'll start with Jules Piel, for he is still my favourite engraver of them all. When sorting Andorra I came across my 
favourite Andorran stamp, and it turned out (I honestly had never consciously noticed before) to be engraved by Piel. 

 

He had such a soft touch, it's incredibly beautiful. 

 

 

 
  Michael Chambers 05/04/2013 18:39:13 
 Adrian 

As requested here are some pages that I have been preparing. These cover the stamps that Alfred Fisher engraved for Austria 
between 1965 and 1980. As he always worked with a designer I have tried to arrange them to reflect those collaborations. This 
is all rather experimental and I'd be interested to hear views as to whether this approach works. As I mentioned earlier I've 
been trying out Safe thematic pages. 

As to Alfred Fisher I can't find out very much about him but he was clearly a very gifted engraver. If anyone knows more do let 
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me know. 
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Michael Chambers 05/04/2013 22:36:51 
 I've now received Gene Hessler's book, The International Engraver's Line , which deals with paper money and postage stamp 

engravers from the 1700s to the Euro. It's a beautifully illustrated book and contains lots of useful information about engraving 
and engravers that is not easy to find elsewhere. Anyone interested in engraving will get a lot out of it. 

However, I would just mention that Gene Hessler's primary interest is in paper money and, as he says in the preface, he has not 
made a concerted effort to list designers and engravers of postage stamps. However, a fairly large percentage of paper money 
engravers also engraved stamps and when this is the case there is usually reference to at least some of the stamps they produced. 
However, when a stamp engraver was not involved in engraving banknotes then it is rather hit and miss as to whether they get a 
mention. Hence, there is no mention of engraving giants like Pierre Gandon and Raoul Serres. Similarly, Jules Piel's work on 
banknotes is recorded but not his his work on stamps. 

This is, therefore, an excellent and pioneering book which is well worth getting but it does not and was not intended to provide a 
definitive listing of stamp engravers.  

I certainly learnt a lot from his Introduction including the fact that in 1817 there were about 10,000 engravers in England capable 
of engraving a Bank of England note. Only a couple of pages later, however, he gives the rather melancholy message that 'the 
time will come when there will only be a few engravers in the world". It would be nice to think that pressure from stamp 
collectors on postal administrations could change that! 

He also mentions that most of the companies that employed engravers insisted on the artists remaining anonymous. Indeed, he 
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quotes one engraver as saying that going to work for a security printer was like entering a monastery and surrendering one's 
identity. That is why people like Gene Hessler have done such a great service in giving identity and recognition to so many fine 
artists whose work has for so long been neglected.  

 
  Adrian 06/04/2013 10:09:09 
 
 

First of all, Michael, thanks for posting your pages. I really do like your idea of grouping them by designer. This sort of collection 
needs to be free of traditional thinking, so no need to be chronological if other ways of grouping the stamps suffice. By designer, 
by subject (grouping an engraver's portrait stamps might be an interesting way), there are many ways to go about it. Separating 
pureley recess from recess in combination with litho or gravure would be another option. 

I think, however, that your pages also highlight one of the problems: especially when more engravers worked on a set, you may 
end up with loads of individual stamps. To be honest, I think that three rows of each four different stamps, such as on your first 
page, is a bit too much. The page gets crowded and one just doesn't know where to start looking. It doesn't do justice to the work 
that you're trying to show off. Two or three (unless they're small format definitives) would be maximum, I would say, and even 
then you end up with pages that are busy enough. 

 

Problem is of course that the fewer stamps you put on a page, the bulkier the collection will be, but I see no way to prevent that, 
unless one opts for only a certain number of engravers, rather than each and everyone. Although I have toyed with that idea, of 
actually just doing Jules Piel, I have finally decided to not do that and instead just go for each and every engraver. 
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Thanks also for the info on the Hessler book! I have only just received the American volume of his books. This book DOES have a 
comprehensive list of all engraved USA stamps up to the 1990s, with engravers mentioned. The biographical information of the 
various engravers does also give information about foreign stamps they may have engraved. It would seem, therefore, that this is 
a more inclusive volume than your international volume. Snag is that if you don't have a Scott catalogue, it's hard to identify the 
foreign stamps, for the book only mentions country, subject and Scott type number for the engraved stamps. If only the year of 
issue had been included, it would have made life a lot easier! 

So, even though, we have both added a wealth of information by obtaining these books, it would seem that we're still short of 
having a thorough database. 

I do have a few ideas spinning around in my head, however, which might solve that problem. I'll get back on that one, once I've 
tried out a few things for myself. 

 

 
  Adrian 06/04/2013 14:06:59 
 Two more questions about the Hessler book, Michael: 

- Does it give any information about engravings of bonds, certificates, etc? 

- Does it have an interesting bibliography at the back? 

Edited By Adrian on 06/04/2013 14:07:16 

 
  Michael Chambers 06/04/2013 18:47:13 
 Adrian 

Thanks for all those thoughts about layout. I think you are absolutely right about the need to keep it to two or three stamps on a 
row. I've tried that and it looks much less busy. It's usually true, as the saying goes, that more is less.  

It sounds as though you have set yourself quite a task in tackling the whole gamut of engravers! Best of luck.  
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Your questions about the International Engraver's Line: 

• It does have a good two and a half page bibliography. A lot of the material listed is about bank notes but there is much 
else of more general interest 

• The vast majority of the listings are of banknotes and stamps but there are references in some cases to othe work. Under 
the British engraver, Stanley Doubtfire, for instance, he lists postal money orders, traveller's cheques, share certificates 
and prepaid letters and postcards. 

One aspect of the book that I will find really helpful is that he lists the engravers of a lot of British Empire issues which are not 
attributed in Stanley Gibbons. For instance, the aforementioned Stanley Doubtfire (who was at De la Rue) apparently engraved, 
among many others:  

Antigua 241-57 Queen Elizabeth II 

Gibraltar 123-1265 GeorgeVI 

Leeward Islands 133-142 Elizabeth II 

New Zealand A118 Elizabeth II 

A119 Elizabeth II on horseback  

Unfortunately these are all Scott numbers but I will track them down. I know the NZ stamp of the Queen on horeseback very well. 
It's an excellent stamp and it is good to know who engraved it.  

There is also a list of a lot of work by John Harrison that I was unaware of. 

 
  Michael Chambers 09/04/2013 10:40:50 
 I was just sorting out the stamps engraved by one of my favourite engravers, the Austrian, Alfred Nefe, and thought I would share 

a few. He was born in 1923 and after the war studied copper engraving at the Graphic Teaching and Research Institute. Among his 
teachers was the leading stamp engraver, Prof. Hans Ranzoni. He jouned the Austrian National Bank in 1948 and worked there for 
the next thirty years. Apart from work on banknotes he engraved many stamps for Austria and some for other countries such as 
Liechtenstein. I particularly admire his portraits - so here are five, the first three produced in conjunction with the designer 
Adelbert Pilch and the last two in conjunction with Otto Stefferl. 
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The portraits are: - the dramatist, Franz Grillparzer, - the painter Heinrich Angeli, - the Nobel Prize Winner for Medicine, Robert 
Barany 

- the politician, Ferdinand Hanusch, - the composer, Anton Bruckner 

      

 
  Michael Chambers 09/04/2013 20:35:21 
 Like a lot of collectors I've always been a bit equivocal about pure collectables like minisheets. However, looking at some of them 

just now it struck me that they can sometimes be a particularly good medium for showcasing the work of engravers.  

That set me thinking about what makes a good minisheet. In fact that's a subject that might make a good Adrian blog. My own 
betes noires are  

• minisheets with borders that totally overpower the stamps. A good minsheet for me is one that frames or enhances the 
stamp or stamps. I hate it, for instance, when you can't see where the stamp ends and the minisheet begins. 

• minisheets which are just multiple copies of the same stamp. I think that is just exploiting collectors. Could I be thinking of 
all those Olympic issues! 

•  

Adrian 10/04/2013 09:43:03 
More food for thought! Is it true that the art of stamp engraving works best on portrait stamps? I'll hopefully ponder that 
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question (and the miniature sheet one) in future blogs. I'm inclined to think so, anyway. 

 

(engraved by Lyell Dolan) 

 
  Michael Chambers 17/04/2013 21:04:35 

I very much agree that engraving is perfectly suited to portraits as it is capable of producing great subtlety and expressiveness. 
However, I do think it also works well on lots of other types of image including landscapes and townscapes. I very much like 
engraved wildlife images. it's interesting that the world's most valuable book is a book of bird engavings - Audubon's Birds of 
America which sold for $11.5 million at Sothebys a couple of years ago!  

   
Michael Chambers 17/04/2013 21:15:03 
 One of the finest current engravers is the Norwegian Martin Morck who has done work for many different countries and you may 

want to take a look at his superb website www.martinmorck.com 

For those interested in collecting his work there are illustrations of every stamp that he has produced. 

What is fascinating, too, is to hear about his work in China. We all now that there are only a handful of engravers left and most of 
them are over 50. However, one country that, perhaps surprisingly, is seeking to buck the trend is China. The Chinese are keen to 
produce more engraved stamps and Martin Morck is now spending two or three months each year in China training some ten 
engravers. That's one of the most encouraging developments that I've heard about for a while. He has himself produced two sets 
of stamps for China over the last couple of years. It looks as though the future of engraving could be Chinese!  

 
  Michael Chambers 21/04/2013 15:41:27 
 Czechoslovakia and its successor states, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, have one of the proudest traditions of stamp engraving 

and there is a very distinctive Czech / Slovak engraving school. There is a really excellent and comprehensive website which gives 
full details about engravers, designers and others from those countries. The site can be viewed in Czech, German and English. 
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The following should take you to the English version  

**LINK** 

 
  Michael Chambers 21/04/2013 16:16:32 
 I was looking at some other very good threads on engraving and I was very interested to see that someone had worked out who 

have been the most prolific engravers. The top ten are apparently: 

Slania 1035 

Combet 650 

Betemps 584 

Phelupin 477 

Haley 469 

Decaris 446 

Bequet 439 

Jumelet 425 

Gandon 422 

Hercik 418 

The number given, incidentally, refers to the number of images engraved. Some images, particularly defintives were repeated 
many times. If you look at the total number of stamps including those with repeated images then things change quite a bit. For 
instance, Gandon's total shoots up to 688 in the light of all those Marianne definitives.  

What is striking is that with the exception of the Pole, Slania, and the Czech, Hercik, then all of the other top ten are French. I 
think that must be due to the fact that a lot of French engravers had opportunities to engrave not only for France but for French 
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colonies, overseas territories and Francophone countries like Andorra and Monaco. 

A bit surprising, too, that no Austrian engraver is in the top ten. However, one Austrian, Wolfgang Seidel, does come in at 
number eleven with 400 engraved stamps. 

 
  Adrian 21/04/2013 19:15:56 
 That is an interesting list. It must indeed be the larger region that French engravers could work for which influences this top ten. 

My initial thought was that Austrian engravers usually only did one or two designs in a whole set so that might hold back their 
tally. That would then also explain why there are hardly any Czech(oslovakian) engravers included. These, too, often worked on a 
single stamp in larger sets. But then, the same occurred quite often in France I believe, so that won't be it. 

On a separate note: one of the dealers at the Scottish Congress I attended this weekend had loads of proper die proofs of 
numerous French territories signed by their engravers. I came across Combet, Pheulpin, Hertenberger and a few others. Alas no 
Piel, who still manages to steal my heart every time I see his work, so I did not buy any of them (was broke as well at the time, for 
it was near the end tof my time there hat I noticed them). Great items though and I already regret not getting out my debit card! 

 
  Michael Chambers 23/04/2013 10:24:28 
 I think die prooofs are an interesting area.There always seem to be a lot of Slania die proofs on ebay. 

I also came across a site of someone who has a particular interest in first day covers signed by engravers including some very nice 
ones signed by Jules Piel. See link below: 

**LINK** 

 
  Michael Chambers 23/04/2013 10:46:10 
 
 

In his latest Guess the Stamp Adrian put up one of my favourite stamps, the irish stamp from 1956 of Commodore John Barry. As 
he says this very attractive was engraved by Hubert Woyty-Wimmer. In that same year Woyty-Wimmer also produced three of 
the Greek Royal Family set, a set which must rank as among the finest of their kind. The other stamps in the set were also 
beautifully engraved by De la Rue ( I don't know who by) but here are the three by Woyty-Wimmer: Constantine I George II Paul, 
Fredericka and Constantine George 1II 
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As for Woyty-Wimmer he was an Austrian engraver (although born in Rumania) who lived from 1901-72. He engraved a good 
number of Austrian stamps in the 1940s and 50s. Rather confusingly, in the SG catalogue he is listed as just H Woyty. perhaps 
they dropped the Wimmer bit to avoid confusion with another engraver of that time, George Wimmer.  

Anyway, he obviously worked a good deal outside Austria. I gather that he also designed the 1951 United Nations World Unity 
20c stamp. If anyone knows of other non-Austrian stamps he produced I would be really interested to hear.  

 
  canadian NorthAmerican 24/04/2013 17:37:51 
 While Hubert Woyty-Wimmer worked at De La Rue, he would polish the die for one entire shift until it shone like a mirror before 

commencing the engraving. 

Here is a cropped image of Hubert from a group photo of all the Prelims Department from the early 1950. 
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  Michael Chambers 24/04/2013 23:45:43 
 Thanks for the photograph and information about Hibert Woyty-Wimmer. I came across this obituary of him following his death 

in 1972.  

DEATH OF AN ARTIST 

1972 saw the passing away of Prof. Hubert 
Woyty-Wimmer. Collectors of Austrian post-war stamps 
will be familiar with his name - he designed a number 
of stamps for the Second Republic, and engraved many 
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more. 
 
In the middle fifties he moved to London, and 
began to work for Thomas De La Rue, for whom he 
designed many banknotes and other securities, and in 
whose employ he also designed and engraved a number 
of postage stamps. Best known is his work on the early 
United Nations issues he created the "Freedom Flame" 
emblem later used on many other stamps, and among his 
lesser-known works are the dies for the 1956 
Commodore Barry issue of Ireland. He died on August 1, 
1972, and is buried in Graz. 
 
Hubert Woyty's family came from the Bukovina, now 
part of Roumania, but at the time of his birth forming a 
section of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. His father had 
been in the Imperial Army, and the family had been, as he 
told me "raised amongst horses". With the dissolution of 
the Empire, he moved to Austria, and had been educated 
at the famous monastery of Melk on the Danube. 
 
Before the war he engraved numerous superb bookplates 
and other small graphic work for private patrons, but 
after service in the Army (he came back to a devastated 
Vienna in 1945) he joined the staff of the Austrian State 
Printing Office, winning the competition held to 
determine the best available engravers in Austria, with a 
fine rendering of the Madonna, later used in the St. 
Stephens' Cathedral set of Austria, 1947. 
 
His active philatelic engraving career spanned the years 
1945 to 1965, when he returned to Vienna. Bitter family 
disputes about house property in Vienna, and chronic 
ill-health of long standing which ultimately proved fatal, 
troubled the end of his life. He was, and will remain, one 
of the very finest engravers of securities. Details of his 
pre-war career can be found in Thieme-Becker's "Lexicon 
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der Bildenden Kuenstler" in all major public libraries. 
 
Acknowledgement: Mr. Edgar Lewy. 1972 

 
  Adrian 25/04/2013 09:11:45 
 I was trying to dig out that 1947 Austria stamp mentioned in the obituary, but turns out I don't have that set. So instead, here are 

my two favourites of that 1950s Greek Royalty set. Not engraved by Woyty-Wimmer, but by an as yet unknown engraver of De La 
Rue's. 

Queen Olga: 

 

and Queen Frederika (look how beautifully done those eyes are!). 

 

 

 
  canadian NorthAmerican 25/04/2013 13:52:30 
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 Posted by Adrian on 25/04/2013 09:11:45: 

I was trying to dig out that 1947 Austria stamp mentioned in the obituary, but turns out I don't have that set. So instead, here are 
my two favourites of that 1950s Greek Royalty set. Not engraved by Woyty-Wimmer, but by an as yet unknown engraver of De La 
Rue's. 

Please see **LINK** posted by lithograving 

 
  Adrian 25/04/2013 14:34:52 
 Thanks cNA. I've found the set on ebay and will get it in so I can show the stamps here. 

 
Julia Lee 25/04/2013 14:37:23 
 A little bird (the flatplan) tells me an article on the Future of French Engraving, by one M. Chambers, will be in the next issue, 

which goes to press tomorrow. 

 
  Adrian 25/04/2013 14:39:49 
 That's exciting news. And I see that you've been tweeting about the Roos as well in next issue, so it should be another good 

one! 

 
  Julia Lee 25/04/2013 14:43:01 
  Background: Adrian doesn't DO social media. 

What? How are you seeing Twitter? 

 
  Adrian 25/04/2013 14:58:45 
 
  

I may not DO social media, but I DO check out the SM website thoroughly and all your tweets are on there (bottom right) . 

Better start watching what you're tweeting then! 
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  Julia Lee 25/04/2013 14:59:40 
 Ah, yes of course. 

 
  Julia Lee 25/04/2013 16:07:13 
 I'm just proof-reading Michael's article now. It's good. But you knew that. 

 
  Michael Chambers 25/04/2013 18:15:12 
 Thanks very much. I hope it lives up to the hype! 

I'm focusing very much on the struggle to keep engraving alive in France over the last twenty years and in particular the role 
played by the French engraver, Pierre Albuisson who is the president of the Association, 'Art du Timbre Grave'. It should have 
lots of nice images of his stamps and other French engravers. It even has a fairly happy ending. Interestingly, the French 
equivalent of Stamp Magazine has a bit of a starring role as does the former President, Nicolas Sarkozy. 

CNA - thanks for the link through to the Austrian stamps. That's aniother excellent thread.  

 
  canadian NorthAmerican 25/04/2013 18:19:37 
 Posted by Adrian on 21/04/2013 19:15:56: 

On a separate note: one of the dealers at the Scottish Congress I attended this weekend had loads of proper die proofs of 
numerous French territories signed by their engravers. I came across Combet, Pheulpin, Hertenberger and a few others. Alas 
no Piel, who still manages to steal my heart every time I see his work, so I did not buy any of them (was broke as well at the 
time, for it was near the end tof my time there hat I noticed them). Great items though and I already regret not getting out my 
debit card! 

 

When a die proof with Jules Piel's signature was shown to Piel's son, he readily identified it as a fake. I was shocked to say the 
least. 
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There are roughly around 29 (Can be more or less) die proofs for each of the postage stamp engravings (see **LINK**) for 
France and Colonies. 

While the die proofs from France and the Colonies are very desirable items, extreme caution should be the order of the day, 
B4 you take out the debit/credit/wallet etc. 

  

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 25/04/2013 18:22:02 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 25/04/2013 18:23:11 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 25/04/2013 18:28:14 

 
  Adrian 26/04/2013 08:42:58 
 @ Michael; I'm really looking forward to reading your article! 

@ cNA: Thanks for the warning! With prices of Piel's items being usually more expensive than others (those at Congress were 
around £60 each, and I haven't seen a Piel signed item below £200 yet) it would almost be advisable to have these certified. 
Would autograph certification services exist in this field? 

Thanks also for that die proof link. I had a very quick peek and it looks very promising and intriguing. Will browse it at leisure 
later. 

 
  canadian NorthAmerican 26/04/2013 14:20:40 
 Posted by Adrian on 26/04/2013 08:42:58: 

......... and I haven't seen a Piel signed item below £200 yet) it would almost be advisable to have these certified. Would 
autograph certification services exist in this field? 

Adrian, I personally do not know if there is an autograph certification service; I have never tried to find one; when I learnt of 
the forged signature, I promptly gave up buying them in the open market; 
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  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

26/04/2013 14:49:15 

 I will pose a question to Adrian: Please tell me whose work would the two appended beautires are. 

      

 
  Adrian 26/04/2013 16:17:47 
 Ooh, is this a trick question? 

The Royal Wedding stamps of 1956: SG says engraved by J. Piel. 

An on line Piel list does not mention this stamp though. 

And HERE I read that the design is by Detaille, based on a photograph by Piel and engraved by Minne. 

All three names appear on the actual stamp but the sc (for sculpsit, meaning engraved by) appears after Piel's name, so would it be Piel after 
all? I would hope so as I quite like this stamp and itreminds me of Piel's softness. 

Here, by the way is an engraved die proof signed by Piel (or is it???) 

 

No clue yet regarding the second stamp. 
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  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

26/04/2013 16:52:43 

 Posted by Adrian on 26/04/2013 16:17:47: 

Ooh, is this a trick question? 

The Royal Wedding stamps of 1956: SG says engraved by J. Piel. 

No clue yet regarding the second stamp. 

Adrian, that was not a trick question; I know your favourite engraver is Piel; that is why I askd the question; see here for Piel's engraving for 
French stamps **LINK** which you perhaps have already seen. 

The second one issued for the birth of Princess Caroline is also by the maestro Piel. I could not verify this with Piel’s son. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

26/04/2013 17:04:24 

 Posted by Adrian on 10/04/2013 09:43:03: 

More food for thought! Is it true that the art of stamp engraving works best on portrait stamps? I'll hopefully ponder that question (and 
the miniature sheet one) in future blogs. I'm inclined to think so, anyway. 

  

Posted by Michael Chambers on 17/04/2013 21:04:35: 

I very much agree that engraving is perfectly suited to portraits as it is capable of producing great subtlety and expressiveness. However, I do 
think it also works well on lots of other types of image including landscapes and townscapes. I very much like engraved wildlife images. it's 
interesting that the world's most valuable book is a book of bird engavings - Audubon's Birds of America which sold for $11.5 million at 
Sothebys a couple of years ago! 
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In support of Michael's words ".... I do think it also works well on lots of other types of image including landscapes and townscapes". 

Please see http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e1/Stamp_of_USSR_2239.jpg 

Great detail, what a beauty, I admire it fully. Please aslo see the rest of the stamps in the series (some Russian Catalogue#'s2232-2345) 
tamps_of_the_Soviet_Union,_1958">http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category tamps_of_the_Soviet_Union,_1958 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 26/04/2013 17:25:50 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

28/04/2013 10:56:19 

 Just to clarify a bit further the 1956 Monaco royal wedding stamps. I have no doubt that they were engraved by Piel and recess printed, 
especially as I am looking at one of them right now. Someone will tell me if I am wrong but I think between 1928 and 1968 (when Monaco 
produced a couple of stamps by photo) every single Monegasque stamp was engraved and recess printed. As to the other names on the 
stamp, B Minne was the most prolific designer for Monaco at that time and so, as his name is in the stamp, must have had a hand in the 
design. He also did some engraving himself but not I think in this case. My researches tell me that the design was taken from two 
photographs, that of Prince Rainier by Giles Detaille and that of Grace Kelly by Piaz. Detaille's name appears on the stamp but not that of 
Piaz. It's unusual to have so many names on a stamp but it possibly reflects the importance accorded to the issue in which Prince Rainier 
(famously a stamp collector himself) himself took a close ionterest, approving the composition personally. Strangely, the SG catalogue only 
mentions Piel but then it can be a bit random in these matters. 

Just looking at the Monaco catalogue reminds me what a fantastic standard Monaco set in those days. Although photo started to come in the 
late 1960s and litho more recently, a very high proportion of Monaco's stamps were engraved / recess printed until 2000 and a significant, if 
declining number since them. Acquiring more of them is going to be one of my priorities. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

28/04/2013 15:52:20 

 Posted by Michael Chambers on 28/04/2013 10:56:19: 

........ think in this case. My researches tell me that the design was taken from two photographs, that of Prince Rainier by Giles Detaille and 
that of Grace Kelly by Piaz. Detaille's name appears on the stamp but not that of Piaz. 
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Micheal, you have a valid point on Piaz; he was a photograper who did glamour and pin-up; did the Palace autorities in Monaco buy the rights 
to the photo, so that his name would not appear? that would be my guess. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

01/05/2013 11:50:52 

 CNA - Thanks for the note about Piaz. I had no idea who he was but I see from the internet that Teddy Piaz seems to have photographed just 
about every star of stage and screen from the 1930s to 1950s. 

Further to the discussion on what sort of images work best on engraved stamps here are four engraved landscpaes / townscapes by Rudolph 
Toth. The first three were designed by his long term collaborator, Adelbert Pilch and the fourth, the view of Vienna, by Otto Zeiller. I do think 
the Austrians excelled in this field.  
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  Julia Lee 02/05/2013 10:59:47 
 Those are marvellous, Michael, especially the Forest one. 

Didn't Rainier ask Princess Grace to give up her screen career when she married him - thought it wasn't quite seemly? 

So that would fit well with taking Piaz's name off the stamp. 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

02/05/2013 17:39:11 

 Posted by Michael Chambers on 01/05/2013 11:50:52: 

....., Adelbert Pilch and the fourth, the view of Vienna, by Otto Zeiller. I do think the Austrians excelled in this field. 

Michael; your images of the Landscape on Austrian 1.50 Schilling (Michel 1082; issued 10Oct1960) is a prime example of how a master 
engraver can depict landscape in engraving with a stunning result. Rudolph Toth would have had to etch the different parts separately with 
acid, so that the darker parts that received the acid more, would bite the steel more (= deeper parts) and hold more ink to print darker than 
the mountains in the background, which would have had an acid-flash (very quick). The engraver needs to have absolute concentration and 
nerves of steel to do this type of varied highlights and get a pleasing picture. Thanks Michael for choosing this one as an example to prove 
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that in the hands of the master engraver, a landscape can equally, like a portrait be rendered to give excellent results. 

Remember in the portraits, there are lines, dashes and dots; in the landscape, there can be these plus etching to get tonal values. Each type 
(Portrait or landscape) poses different challenges; 

Adrian, my view is that at the hands of a master engraver any subject is fit for engraving. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

03/05/2013 01:04:22 

 CNA - thanks very much for those fascinating insights into the art and challenges of engraving. It really underlines what phenomenal skill they 
demonstrate. They certainly don't come much better than Rudolph Toth! 

Juiia - I think you are right about Rainier's opposition to Princess Grace doing any more film work. A great shame as the handful of films she 
did make including Rear Widow, Dial M for Murder , High Noon and High Society were so good.  

 

 

 
Michael 
Chambers 

05/05/2013 19:21:15 

 Another great Austrian engraver with a flair for landscapes was Professor Alfred Nefe. Here are a few of my favourites: 

• the bicentenary of the Vienna prater, the city's large public park, 1966 
• the hundreth anniversary of the Austrian Alpine Club, 1978 
• Rigersburg Castle, 1978 
• Attersee, 1977 

In all four cases the designer was Otto Zeiller. CNA's comments above on the technical work involved in achieving the shading and other 
effects makes me admire them even more.  
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  Adrian 06/05/2013 15:42:05 
 Just come back from a couple of days up north and I see I have a lot of catching up to do! I was still enthralled by Woyty-Wimmer, so here's 

the Maria stamp mentioned some posts before. 
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Here's another stamp by the same engraver from the same set. 

 

Edited By Adrian on 06/05/2013 15:42:39 

 
  Adrian 07/05/2013 15:08:28 
 It is true that knowing how these little works of art are created makes you appreciate them even more, and the acid info certainly helps to 

appreciate those mountain and view stamps. Don't get me wrong though, I too believe recess printing can tackle every subject, I was merely 
pondering the amazing achievement of creating lifelike images of a living thing in recess. My favourite Nefe engraving (of the very few I 
have) is therefore yet again a portrait, I'm afraid. 
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Look at that beard, that forehead, those eyes. It is so absolutely stunning! 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

07/05/2013 16:24:20 

 Adrian wrote 7/05/2013 15:08:28: Look at that beard, that forehead, those eyes. It is so absolutely stunning! 

Agree totally, fully and utterly; and to engrave it on steel in reverse, all the time remembering that the shiny parts are never to be touched 
and the parts to print will hold ink and to cut the steel is what makes steel engraving admirable. some portraits take 6 months to finish. 

Alfred Nefe was mentor to Kurt Leitgheb, another good portrait engraver from Austria, now retired. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

07/05/2013 17:25:24 

 Michael wrote: 05/05/2013 19:21:15 Another great Austrian engraver with a flair for landscapes was Professor Alfred Nefe. Here are a few 
of my favourites: 

Thanks Michael for choosing the four images. It shows the skill of Alfred Nefe; feast your eyes on the two appended scans and I trust you 
will agree the details captured on steel is Fantabulous (Fantastic + Fabulous) 
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som ghatak 07/05/2013 20:24:41 
 Wonderful display of stamps!!! Thanks all for sharing.. 

I could not help but sharing thse two of my austrian favourites of what i have: 

Engraved by Rudolph Toth and Stefferl.. 

       

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

07/05/2013 22:08:28 

 Thanks for all those fantastic images. 

Som - Thanks for those. I think Otto Stefferl produced some very special work both as a designer and engraver. 

CNA- thanks for those enlargements which bring out the quality of the engraving perfectly. It's made me realise that I need to scan stamps 
at a higher DPI resolution. I've been scanning at 600 but the ones below are at 1200. It makes a big difference! 

Anyway, I was prompted by your reference to Kurt Leitgeb to put up some of his work. He, too, had a stunning talent. In deference to Adrian 
these are all wonderful portraits!  

Just a bit about Kurt Leitgeb first which I have gleaned from the International Engraver's Line. He was born in Germany in 1939 and the 
family moved to Vienna following his father's release from Russian captivity after WWII. He went on to study under Prof. Hans Ranzoni at 
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the Graphic Teaching Research Institute. He joined the Austrian National Bank in 1959 and served his apprenticeship under Profs Toth and 
Nefe. With teachers like that he obviously coudn't go wrong! he engraved his first stamp in 1969 and went on to engrave over a hundred 
more until his retirement in the 1990s. He also engraved for Luxembourg and the Vatican. 

The fours stamps below show the composers Richard Strauss and Christoh W Gluck, Franz A Maulbertsch and a portrit by Titian.  

                

 
  Julia Lee 08/05/2013 15:43:34 
 I met Harry, the new BPMA press guy, yesterday. He has no background in stamps, but he's being slowly but surely hooked.  

He told me that for the Bicentenary of Mail Coaches issue, 1984, which was done by Czeslaw Slania, someone dropped one of the dies.  

So they told Slania, obviously, and by the time they'd got around to sending him the drawings again, etc, he'd done the entire thing again 
FROM MEMORY. 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica 08/05/2013 17:56:56 
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n 

 Thanks Julia for sharing this Slania story; you better twist Harry in the arm and get more little nuggets like this; gentle twist of course! 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

09/05/2013 14:01:56 

 Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 26/04/2013 16:52:43: 
Posted by Adrian on 26/04/2013 16:17:47: 

Ooh, is this a trick question? 

The Royal Wedding stamps of 1956: SG says engraved by J. Piel. 

No clue yet regarding the second stamp. 

Adrian, that was not a trick question; I know your favourite engraver is Piel; that is why I askd the question; see here for Piel's engraving for 
French stamps **LINK** which you perhaps have already seen. 

The second one issued for the birth of Princess Caroline is also by the maestro Piel. I could not verify this with Piel’s son. 

Piel's son has has now corrected me on the attribution of the stamp issued for the birth of Princess Caroline; the engraving is by Gandon. 

 

 
Adrian 10/05/2013 09:57:47 
 Thanks for that cNA. Great to have it from the horse's mouth!Maybe you could twist the son's arms a bit (carefully, though, for he won't be a 

spring chicken anymore I don't think) and let him compile a definitive list of Piel's engravings! Wouldn't that be something?! 
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canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

11/05/2013 16:15:00 

 Adrian wrote 10/05/2013 09:57:47: ... and let him compile a definitive list of Piel's engravings! Wouldn't that be something?!There is already 
the list of Piel's French stamps here: **LINK**I will ask for the list of rest of his engravings.In addition, De La Rue also commissioned him to 
do portraits of Her Majesty Queen and Prince Philip in 1953. If you have not seen them tell me and I will include scans; it may be out of place 
in a stamp thread; so I will not post here unless you request it. 

 

  Michael 
Chambers 

11/05/2013 19:42:47 

 
 

CNA - I think everyone would be fascinated to see the engravings of the Queen and Prince Philip. It's always interesting to see the non-
philatelic work of great engravers - all those boxers that Slania engraved, for instance. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

11/05/2013 23:28:34 

 as requested by Michael, here are the two engravings by Piel. 
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Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 11/05/2013 23:29:41 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

12/05/2013 07:47:21 

 CNA - Thanks a lot. Those are two sensational engravings, exceeding my already high expectations.  

 
  Adrian 12/05/2013 09:58:02 
 Wow, those are gorgeous, cNA! Thanks ever so much for posting these. They may not be stamps but we're not that strict, and when you 

show any material of a stamp engraver, you have a strong link to our hobby and when it's work from Piel, you really just can't go wrong 
anyway! 

 

I see that those are dedicated to his son (I presume?), would these be one-offs or would more copies have been printed? Do you actuially 
own the real thing or 'just' the scans of them? 

I'm still contemplating starting a separate collection on the good man, but am not too sure how I would give that any body. It should be 
more substantial than merely a collection of stamps, for I may just as well incorporate those in my world collection. Would this sort of 
material that you just showed ever be available on the (philatelic) market? Do any of you collect a single engraver? And if so, what sort of 
material do you include? Do you go for printing varieties/errors as well, even though they strictly speaking do not have anything to do with 
the engraver's work? Or is it just the work and maybe some die proofs or whatever? 

Edited By Adrian on 12/05/2013 09:58:39 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

12/05/2013 16:11:04 

 Michael & Adrian, I am glad that you enjoyed the two engravings. 

These were done for DLR for presentation purposes. French engravers produce subtle engravings. These are fine engravings, which cannot 
be re-produced for Bank note work, which requires a deeper engraving. The same reason why HM Queens portrait by Lucas Alvaro was 
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never used for Bank Notes, although intended for. 

If you are able to see the QEII Crown Colony Omnibus stamp issue files at the British Library, you will find mention of the Bob Godbehear 
portrait being coarse. I can`t reproduce the letter here owing to copy right restrictions, but will ask BL for permission first. In any case, DLR 
knew that the french engravers turn out softer engravings and that had prompted DLR to ask Jules to engrave two portraits as a trial; in the 
end these two were used for presentation in a DLR album. 

I do not own the two illustrated; they are from Piel`s collection. 

These come up for auction on eBay; many copies are around. 

Here are some images of the pages from the DLR book. DLR was a little bit economical with the truth in saying the work is by their Bank Note 
engravers. At the time I took photos of the biook, I did not make notes on its origin, which I regret now. There were also many stamps 
mounted in the book. 
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Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 12/05/2013 16:12:36 

Edited By Julia Lee on 14/05/2013 10:12:06 

Edited By Julia Lee on 14/05/2013 10:13:01 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

13/05/2013 20:28:07 

 CNA - Thanks again for all those great engravings. 

In the current magazine I've got a piece about the struggle to keep the engraving of postage stamps alive in France. As a follow-up I've 
looked at how many engraved stamps France is due to issue in the first half of this year. I make it 20 stamps which isn't too bad. 

The 20 is made up of stamps by the following engravers 

Claude Jumelet 6 stamps 

Pierre Albuisson 3 stamps 

Claude Andreotto, Sarah Bougault, Marie-Noelle Goffin and Eve Luquet, all two stamps 

Louis Boursier, Yves Beaujard, Elsa Catelin, one each 

Interesting, too,that engraving used to a very male preserve but that nearly half of engraved stamps in France are now coming from female 
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engravers. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

14/05/2013 02:48:58 

 Thanks Michael; France, Czech republic, Slovakia and several other countries will continue with engraved stamps. France can't loose the 
craftsman and believe me, there will be reduced out put of hand engraved stamps, but not its complete demise. When I lamented about the 
decline in hand engraving for stamps, my friends remind me that "All good things have to come to an end". 

On the subject of women engravers, there are a few from the 50's: 

Majvor Franzén (Matthews) (Sweden) 

see **LINK** 

Barbara Kowalska (Poland) 

Margot Bitzer (GDR) 

Lidia Mayorova (Russia) see **LINK** 

There are several female Bank note portrait/vignette engravers listed by Gene Hessler as well. 

 
  Adrian 14/05/2013 08:19:42 
 Austria had Maria Laurent (I think her name was) and Annemarie Kalina. And don't forget Enschedé's Inge Madlé, who amongst quite a few 

others engraved the British 1997 Enschedé Castles high values. 
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  Julia Lee 14/05/2013 10:14:27 
 
 

Hi CNA, 

I've edited your post to remove the way the whole text was linked to images. I hope I've left all the images intact. (I did this by going clicking 
on 'Source' in the edit box and deleting anything that looked like a link). 

I have 'Source' in Edit Post, but I don't know if you all do. 

Edited By Julia Lee on 14/05/2013 10:14:48 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

14/05/2013 13:01:23 

 
  

Thanks Julia; the links work well now; 

You will by now fathom, I am not tech tech-savvy as all other posters are! 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

14/05/2013 16:41:31 

 Just following on the female engravers theme, Adrian mentioned a couple of female Austrian engravers. Maria Magdalena Laurent was the 
best known and I'll sort out some of her work. In the meantime, hereare three stamps engraved by Annemarie Kalina. I know nothing about 
her but she produced a number of stamps for Austria between 1988 and 1995.  

           

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

21/05/2013 00:50:41 

 Just following up the discussion about female engravers, Maria Laurent was cetainly one of the most prolific with a long career in Austria that 
stretched from the 1950s through to at least 2001. The quality of her work can be seen in these comparatively early engravings of 1968 and 
1973. 
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However, whilst Austria continued to produce a lot of engraved stamps in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, they tended to print them through a 
combination of recess and photo printing. I have to say that I am not generally a great fan of combining recess and photo printing as the 
photo proces rather overpowers the delicacy of the engraving. Inevtably, many of Maria Laurent's stamps had this treatment which is rather 
a pity. Here is one comparatively restrained example: 

 

I suppose postal authorities thought that what collectors wanted were lots of bright colours and that traditional engraving and recess 
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printing might be considered a bit old-fashioned unless they were suitably 'jazzed up'. 

Having said that, there are good examples of photo printing being used in a very subtle way in combination with recess to produce pleasing 
results. The series of 18 stamps showing monastries and abbeys that Wolfgang Pfeiller engraved for Austria between 1984 and 92 is a case in 
point. 

  Adrian 21/05/2013 08:28:00 
articles I agree with your point about combining different printing processes. I would gladly omit stamps like the one you showed from a recess 

collection. I believe the combination only works if the non-recess process is used to colour the background paper or to very subtly support 
the main design. Otherwise it makes the recess bit seemingly superfluous. 

 

This one here, for example, is fine by me, seeing that the main design is printed in recess only. 

 

This one here is a bit borderline, I must admit, with only the queen's head (and the value) being engraved (by computer mind you, just to be 
precise, not hand-engraved), but one could still argue that the main design is in recess. 
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Edited By Adrian on 21/05/2013 08:28:49 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

23/05/2013 13:42:01 

 Adrian 

I very much enjoyed your blog about the pleasures of building up a general collection. Most people probably have areas of interest on which 
they focus but I think more general side collections not only broaden your knowkdge of philately but can also point you towards new 
collecting interests. In any case, what's wrong with buying stamps simply because you like them. I suppose that one of the things I like about 
focusing on the work of stamp engravers is that it does allow you to roam far and wide but at the same time provides a uniying thread / 
context for your collection. 

 
  Julia Lee 23/05/2013 13:49:40 
 
  

I apologise if this is diverting the thread, and if it does too much, I will move things.  

I was just wondering what other sort of long 'themes' you could use to collect by. Not a 'thematic' in the traditional sense, but a unifying 
thread as Michael describes above.  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

23/05/2013 13:49:41 

 I mentioned in a recent posting how much I enjoyed the series of 18 stamps showing Austrian abbeys and monastries that Wolfgang Pfeiller 
engraved between 1984 and 1992. There are four examples below. The stamps are quite small which makes the quality of the engraving all 
the more extraordinary. I don't know too much about Pfeiller but he was born in 1941 and produced a great many stamps for Austria. 
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 Edited By Michael Chambers on 23/05/2013 13:52:59 

Edited By Michael Chambers on 23/05/2013 13:55:09 
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Julia Lee 23/05/2013 13:52:40 
 Hi Michael, 

You seem to be repeat-posting. Can you sort it? If not, I'll do it. And drop me a line if there's site issues which are causing the problem.  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

23/05/2013 13:59:33 

 Hi Julia 

I've no idea why the last posting popped up three times. I'm not quite sure how to get rid of the repeats. if you can do so that would be 
great. If it happens again I'll let you know.  

 
Julia Lee 23/05/2013 14:02:27 
 And done. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

23/05/2013 23:16:55 

 Julia 

I suppose other 'unifying threads' that allow a collector to build up a wide-ranging collection might include 

- collecting stamps produced during a particular reign, something which many people already do. I have a very extensive collection of KGVI, 
for instance, which is a very popular field. One of the attractions for me was that it enabled me to collect across a hundred or so different 
territories  

-collecting definitives - probably a tall order to do worldwide but probably feasible to do on a more regional basis 

 

 
  canadian 25/05/2013 22:51:37 
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NorthAmerica
n 

 Adrian: More work by Piel relating to Bank Notes; **LINK**, 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

25/05/2013 22:55:55 

 Michael: On Annemarie Kalina; she did the following stamps for Austria.  

More about her later, when I have clearance. 

1 888 Feldkirchen in Kärnten 1988 1988 

2 1200 Jahre Ansfelden 1988 

3 850 Jahre Stift Seckau 1990 

4 150 Jahre Montanuniversität Leoben 1990 

5 Naturschönheiten - Obir Tropfsteinhöhle 1991 

6 100. Todestag - Julius Raab 1991 

7 Norbert Hanrieder 1992 

8 Landes-Ausstellung - Hüttenberg 1995 

9 75 Jahre Volksabstimmung Kärnten 1995 

10 250 Jahre Theresianische Akademie-Wien 1996  
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canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

25/05/2013 22:59:57 

 Michael: On Pfeiller; please tell me what information are you looking for. 

 
  Adrian 26/05/2013 09:12:32 
 That's a great link to Piel's work, thanks cNA! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

26/05/2013 18:43:12 

 CNA - Thanks for those posts. Although I have most of his Austrian stamps, I don't really know anything about Pfeiller except when he was 
born and so any more information about him would be of interest - who his mentors were, whether he did work outside Austria, etc 

Adrian - Piel is one of my favourites as well and I am trying to produce a complete listing of his work together with that of a few other 
engravers that I particularly like. I'll happily share it in due course with anyone interested. I'd be interested, incidentally, if anyone knows of 
work he did on stamps beyond France, French territories, Andorra, Monaco and the French zone in Germany. 

In putting this information together I can't help feeling that others have probably already done similar work and would be happy to share it. 
Although by searching around the web and other sources you can find a lot of information about engraving and engravers it would be 
incredibly useful if there was a way of drawing it altogether. I suppose the ideal would be a combination of a dedicated website (with 
information about engravers, their body of work, background information on engraving and printing, etc), an authoritative book on the 
subject and a specialist catalogue!  

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

27/05/2013 03:52:54 

 Michael: There is a list already at **LINK** of countries other than France; I have also asked Piel's Son for a list of countries other than 
France, that Piel engraved. 

There are a few French stamps that Piel engraved. but were not issued. 

Also, several of the French engravers who did Bank Note work, retained stage proofs of their work and some were trickling into the 
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auctions and private collections; when displayed at shows, such proofs attracted the attention of the French authorities; they devised an 
ingenious way to get them; on the pretext of asking for proofs for a display, they got all the proofs under one roof and when they were 
satisfied the majority were in their hands, simply said that the proofs were the property of the French Authorities and destroyed them. 
Drastic! 

Another great site is **LINK** 

Also at **LINK** there are several proofs signed by Piel listed for sale; I did look at the ones for Monaco; there are some listed for other 
countries that Piel did; I am not investing time on Piel's listing, because Adrian and you are keen in doing it. As soon as I get something from 
Piel's son, I will let you have it. 

Pfeiller: a bit grumpy; not easy to deal with; 

Your thinking of a master data base is a good idea. Do you have a list of parameters that we must work with in getting details about 
engravers, like who the Mentors were, education, training in different countries, type of engraving etc., Who will host such a site etc., 

 
  Adrian 28/05/2013 08:46:03 
 I once made a few stop-start attempts to set up a database, but always got stranded. I've now decided it is better if I first sort my collection 

by engraver rather than by country. That too, is very much a stop-start affair but I've restarted yesterday in a slightly less elaborate way 
than I showed some pages back. Once that is done, I feel my head might be clear enough to seriously start pondering how to set up this 
database which I do think is a must to have! 

And thanks for that link, cNA, with all those proofs for sale. I can't stop looking at it and am more than sorely tempted! Only the site doesn't 
seem to be secure enough for credit card details. Even though they do mention it is safe, I don't get the locked lock symbol in my address 
bar. Any thoughts on that?. 

 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

28/05/2013 15:05:29 
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 I have bought US photographic essays from that site, paying by draft drawn on a US bank. 

As I do not use credit card for purchases on the Internet, (yes, sounds very old school) I do not know what to say on the security aspect. 

On your Data base, I have also grappled with the basis to arrange the stamps, but never settled on a firm basis. Setting out to collect all the 
engravings of a a chosen engraver proved daunting and at one time I chose the most complete aspect, affordable being the principal 
criteria, settled on ex-libirs of the Portuguese engraver Paes Ferreira. I now have all his ex-libris engravings. 

At one point I looked back at my collecting interest and was dismayed that I had moved to non-philatelic collecting, but once a 100% 
completion was achieved on the Paes's ex-libris, I felt a sense of completion and decided to go back to collecting by engraver in Philately; 
then my finances became low and I graduated (a bit of gloss to sound dignified!) to research and not buy to add to my collection.  

Now it is time for me to happily share my research findings. 

 
Adrian 28/05/2013 15:10:58 
 I suppose it's very easy to move away from stamps when you start collecting by engraver. Like you say, Ex Libris, banknotes, bonds, there are 

so many sidelines to get lost in, but all centring around the beauty of the engraver's art. 

I think I'll probably get lost too, but would prefer to be lost among engraver's items rather than delve into postal history or such. 

Stamp collecting for me has always been the enjoyment of a beautiful item, which is why this is the best topic ever. I for one am very glad 
that you're here sharing your expertise! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

28/05/2013 18:58:38 

 Lots of really interesting issues have been raised in recent postings. 

CNA - you obviously have a vast body of knowledge about engraving and it's great that you are making it available. The links that you have 
provided have been very helpful. I'm putting together a listing of Piel's stamps across all territories and I'd forgotten until I was reminded by 
one of your links that he did some work for the Saarland. 

I was sorry to hear that Wolfgang Pfeiller was rather grumpy. I hope he had some other more positive attributes! he was certainly a gifted 
engraver. As we haven't had any stamps put up for a while her a couple by him. One from 1971 shows flyfishing ( designed by otto Stefferl) 
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and another almost thirty years later, which he designed and engraved, shows a marble relief from a church. 

      

Adrian - I very much echo your sentiments - my primary interest has increasingly gravitated towards the aesthetics of stamps. I love engraved 
stamps but I suppose others may like to follow the work of particular designers whether however the stamps are produced.  

As this posting is becoming a bit long I'll come back to other issues raised about creating a database, etc. However, I'd be interested in 
feedback about the format I'm using for the listing the work of engravers. Here are the first two pages of my Piel listing. I'm following a 
similar format for the other territoroes for which he engraved. 
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  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

28/05/2013 20:40:11 

 Michael: Great that you have made a start; here are my thoughts; I presume you are confining it to stamps only; 

Primary Education; 
Name of Art School attended; Country and years; name of teacher; name of contemporary 
In starting engraving career: Name of Mentor; Period of Apprenticeship; 
Engraving career: positions held; designations etc; (Chief Engraver; Manager) 
If not confined to stamps only, then: Type of engravings: stamp, Bank Note, (Portrait/Vignette/Lettering); Bonds, Book Plates; Ex-Libris; 
Portraits as stand alone; 
 

  Michael 
Chambers 

28/05/2013 23:02:25 

 CNA - Thanks. That is very helpful. I think you have captured most of the key facts landmarks in an engraver's career that would be of interest 
to collectors. i suppose the only other things are the range of countries that they worked for and any award that they received for their work 
such as the Grand Prix awarded for the best engraved stamp.  

 
  Adrian 29/05/2013 08:53:31 
 Very impressive, Michael! Looks like you have covered every angle. I shudder to think you'll have to do hundres of engravers, though! 

 
  Adrian 29/05/2013 11:21:23 
 
 

Was doing Liechtenstein yesterday and bumped into this nice souvenir sheet. Made with the original dies. 
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They're all engraved by Ferdinand Lorber, apart from the stamp top left which is by Ranzoni and the one in the bottom centre, which is by 
Junk. I've also got one of these with the stamps printed in black, and there may well be other colours as well. 

By the way, Michael, I didn't mean the previous post to be as discouraging as it may sound, it's just that the amount of detail in your 
database is rather dazzling! 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

29/05/2013 13:35:51 

 Adrian said " Very impressive, Michael! Looks like you have covered every angle. I shudder to think you'll have to do hundres of engravers, 
though!" 

To be fair on Michael, I will do a few engravers; can't dump several hundreds on Michael; 

Now.......I see Adrian volunteering to do a few; 

 
  Julia Lee 29/05/2013 13:39:04 
 In the finest traditions of 'volunteering' on this forum...  
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Adrian 29/05/2013 16:07:08 
 Sorry guys, I don't think I have enough spare time to be able to contribute in any reasonable way, but I'll be there in spirit! 

 

Oh, and Michael and cNA: do check your 'My Messages' inbox! 

 
  Adrian 30/05/2013 15:03:04 
 I just put up a bird stamp on our bird thread, which was engraved by Bétemps, so I thought I'd better show it here as well. Gorgeous stamp, I 

think. 

 

 
Michael 
Chambers 

30/05/2013 18:51:04 

 Much as I would like to work up listings for every engraver, I sadly don't have the time either. My ambition, therefore, will have to be a bit 
more modest. I'm keen to collect all the work of a number of engravers and want to put together lists for that purpose which I'd be very 
happy to share with anyone else interested. I've nearly finished a listing of Jules Piel and plan then to do Rudolph Toth and Pierre Gandon. 
Others will no doubt follow as time allows. 

CNA - it's great that you are keen to do some listings as well. You may like to say which engravers you would like to focus on to avoid overlap. 
I think over time, and with perhaps others getting involved, many of the leading engravers could be covered. Your work on collating the 
biographical details of leading engravers will also be invaluable for future collectors. 

In terms of creating a database for holding and making available all this information I suppose my ideal scenario would be 
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• a really good website. This could be put together and maintained by someone with both enthusiam and good IT skills. The only 
problem is that the site might disappear when that person is no longer able to maintain it. I've seen that happen with sites on other 
subjects. It would be great, therefore, to have a site hosted by a respected body such as the National Philatelic Society or the British 
Library that could guarantee its longevity.  

• an illustrated catalogue of the work of engravers. Could one of the main catalogue producers be persuaded that there is a market for 
such a catalogue? It seems to me that there is growing interest in this area and for stamp companies like SG it might be a potentially 
lucrative new collecting area. Realistically any catalogue would probably have to be restricted to the 'top' 50 engravers (I think I 
know most of the ones that would be on my list). 

If the above is considered a bit 'pie in the sky' then perhaps self publication might be the way forward and the very infotmative thread about 
this on the Forum site is particularly helpful in this respect. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

30/05/2013 18:55:53 

 
 

I mentioned Rudolph Toth in my las post. I was sorting out some of his work and I think his engraving of six stamps commemorating the 
400th anniversary of the Spanish Riding School in Vienna contains some of the best representaions of horses on stamps. Here is the 
minisheet and then a couple of details to show the quality of the engraving. 
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Adrian 31/05/2013 06:50:14 
 The other day we noted that female engravers were few and far between. I just discovered another one last night: Cécile Guillame. Here is 

her 1968 insect stamp for Laos, a set which incidentally also includes Monsieur Lacaque's very first stamp issued ever. 

 

 
  Adrian 31/05/2013 10:44:51 
 Mmh, yes, an engravers catalogue would be wonderful. It's basically like what Gene Hessler has done, though he is more aimed at banknote 

work. But I'm guessing his books don't sell as eagerly as other catalogues do, so I'm not sure whether it would be a feasible or attractive 
option to people like SG. 

Having said that, it is true that engraver forum threads are always popular, so one would think there is a market for it. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

02/06/2013 11:04:55 

 Adrian put up a very nice seet of engavings mainly by Lorber for Liechtenstein. Ferdinand Lorber had a near monopoly on portraits for 
Austria between the 1930s and early 1960s. He must have done around three quarters of them. Here are just three of the 40-50 that he must 
have produced.  

Hugo Wolf, composer 

Nikolaus Lenau, poet 

Martin Johann Schmidt, artist 
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  Adrian 02/06/2013 12:24:10 
 Here's one of my favourite Lorber stamps: 

 

By the way, I reread your enthusiastic engravers feature in this month's magazine Michael and am now pondering whether I should join 
Albuisson's club. Have you by any chance? Or anyone else maybe? 

I saw all the upcoming events where engravers will be present and have been planning trips to France all night. 

Sigh... 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

02/06/2013 18:38:20 

 Indeed, I was thinking of joining the Association that Albuisson chairs. I just haven't got round to it. I remember looking at it and thinking that 
it looked very worthwhile. I think you even get an engraving every year as part of your membership. 

If anyone elae is interested the web link is as follows (there is an English version as well as the French version) 

**LINK** 

 
  Adrian 03/06/2013 08:50:13 
articles Here we have a French engraver with a distinctly Italian surname, having engraved a stamp for Monaco with a distinctly English subject, 

uploaded for you by a Dutchman living in Scotland. 

 

Now if that isn't United Europe personified, I don't know what is. 

 

 

 
  Julia Lee 03/06/2013 13:14:41 
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 The horse in this stamp bugs me. Has done since issue. It's from Boudicca's chariot, which sits on the Embankment across the road from the 
tower. From a different angle, it simply wouldn't be there. I think it would be a better stamp if there wasn't half a horse in it. 

Also, pedant alert: the bell is Big Ben. The tower was the Clock Tower, and is now the Elizabeth Tower.  

 
  Billy 
Broadland 

03/06/2013 15:26:17 

 Well done fellow pedant, you beat me to it!! 

It's nearly as bad as the Union Flag being called the Union Jack but don't start me on that one.. 

 
Julia Lee 03/06/2013 15:46:39 
 Pedants unite! 

 
  Adrian 04/06/2013 11:08:31 
 Wow, what controversy a single stamp can cause! 

But how's this for pedantry: the bell is not called Big Ben but the Great Bell. Big Ben is simply the nickname given to it, and this nickname 
extends to the clock and the tower. 

As for the half-horse: I can't comment on the actual relative position of the two, but I do think the addition of the horse gives the design a 
bit more perspective, and it also works to break the possibly slightly stiff shape of the tower on its own. 

But anyway, peace to you all and for those who feel an opportunity has been missed to depict the Big Ben, here's one of his relatives, 
engraved by Constant Spinoy: 
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  Julia Lee 04/06/2013 11:13:34 
 Oh Adrian, do not try to out-pedant an ex-tour guide! (We don't appear to have a steam-out-of-the-ears emoticon). 

Nicknamed after either Benjamin Caunt, a (large) boxer, or Sir Benjamin Hall, the First Commissioner of Works, who oversaw it. 

Love that Belgian stamp, it's beautiful. Does anyone collect bells or bell-ringing on stamps? That would make a good My Collection. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

06/06/2013 14:14:13 

 Talking of bells on stamps I really like the 'freedom bell' stamps issued for the Western sector of Berlin from 1951 the mid 1950s. I think the 
bell was a gift to berlin from the Americans. Sadly, I don't have them but I bet Alex does. 

 
  Julia Lee 06/06/2013 14:20:16 
 I just created a bell thread for you to put them in. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

06/06/2013 15:19:54 

 Someone was asking me whether I also collected engraved stamps produced via typo or just those produced via recess. That also raises the 
question as to whether typo stamps should be included in this thread. 

My main interest is in engraved stamps produced via recess as that allows much finer engraving. However, engraved stamps produced via 
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typo also demand great skill from the engraver. Where there is an engraver that I like who has predominantly worked via recess but who 
has also produced a number of stamps via typo then I would certainly include the latter in my collection. Piel's first stamp for France, for 
instance, was printed in typo. 

However, to appreciate the limitations of typo compared to recess then take a look at these two versions of the famous Marianne de 
Gandon, the first in recess, the second in typo.  

      

I suppose for those not versed in printing techniques I should explain that with recess printing the engraver makes incisions in the steel 
plate and it is those incisions which carry the ink. That allows for great subtlety. With typo it is the reverse. An engraving is made in the 
steel plate but those parts of the design which are to carry the colour are left higher than the part of the plate that does not print. In other 
words, it is a bit like using a rubber stamp in an office.  

Of course, whilst typo may not allow such fine work as recess it can produce some very nice results. One of my favourite stamps is the 
famous cameel postman of the Sudan produced via typo. 
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Typo was also used for all of the early French stamps including classics such as these engraved by the Barres, father and son:  

        

and these engraved by Mouchon  
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Julia Lee 06/06/2013 15:24:15 
 There's a brief mention of the Gandon Marianne - and others of his stamps - in our July Strange But True. 

 
  Alex 06/06/2013 15:38:16 
 Michael, I've put my Freedom Bell stamps on the bell thread. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

06/06/2013 19:27:32 

 Here is my two cents worth on "Typo Stamps". 

Many moons ago when I corresponded with a retired school teacher who took early retirement and went on to do research on stamps of 
Malaya, produced and excellent book (I do not have a copy) but parts of which I had preview, taught me some basic terminilogy. 

"Typo" is not a printing technique/method of printing. It is a reproducing method of a die, where in the case of De La Rue, their famous 
lead striking; assembling in a chase and depositing by electrolysis a shell; remove shell, on reverse, then pour molten mixture of metals 
including Antimony etc to produce the printing plate. The plate thus produced is inked and then used for printing, the printing method 
called surface printing, which is the very correct term. 

It is in reproducing of the die that the word "Typo" comes in. The die which is correctly described as a "Surface" printing die, as pointed out 
by Michael, is engraved in reverse, John Easton in his book on De La Rue history, the first 100 years, describes the engraving of such die as 
en-epargne (French; meaning save, save the parts that are to print; route away the parts that will not be part of the image). 

The reproduction of the die into multiple copies is "Typo". 

Let me not be pedantic about things, but some terminology is used loosely and it gets stuck. 

When the old printing methods fall into disuse, terminology gets distorted and very few pay attention to details. sob! sob!! 

This thread which started off on engraved stamps, may be perhaps "taille douce" and if some one wants to add surface printed stamps, 
then perhaps start a new thread "en-Epargne". 

There you go folks, ramblings of an Old Guy. 
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  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

06/06/2013 20:00:09 

 A little aside; If you are living in or around London, go to the British Library Philatelic collections and ask to see the Surface Printing Plate of 
Orange Free State, that they have. It was a De La Rue produced plate and a good example of a surface printing plate (Not a Typographic 
Plate) of the by gone age. 

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office which was a treasure trove, had similar plates, but I am sure all were transferred to BL. 

  

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 06/06/2013 20:00:32 

 
Michael 
Chambers 

07/06/2013 08:14:11 

 cNA 

Thanks for all that background on printing. There is a good explanation of the different ways in which stamps are printed at the following 
link 

**LINK** 

 
  Julia Lee 07/06/2013 09:22:51 
 
 

Do make an appointment to see specific things at the BL. If you tell them why you want to see it, it should be ok.  

Yes, everything the FCO had went to the BL.  

If you have time to kill at Euston/St Pancras/King's Cross, the BL has many items in pull-out frames on the first floor. You can see them for 
free. 

 
  Adrian 07/06/2013 10:02:12 
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 Re the typo/surface printing terminology: after having been severely told off never to say a stamp was printed in typography (not by Stamp 
Magazine, mind you, they're way too kind to be severe ) I've always struggled to find an acceptable alternative. I have since used 
'printed by letterpress' but would 'surface-printed' maybe be a better way to describe stamps referred to as 'typo' in the SG catalogues? Or 
could surface-printed also imply litho or maybe even (photo)gravure? 

I'm not much of a printing expert so I find these terms sometimes rather confusing though I do have a general idea of what they entail. 

As for including such stamps in my engravers collection: when I started sorting my stamps by engravers some weeks ago, I bumped into 
these on my very first evening: 

 

Engraved by Cortot, but not recess-printed. I gave it some thought and found that I was not attracted by such stamps at all. The fine detail 
of recess-printed stamps is what inspires awe, with 'surface-printed' stamps being much more like all other designed stamps. So I decided 
there and then to not include any of these. I think I'd rather expand into non-stamp engraved items such as banknotes, ex libris, bonds, etc, 
of a stamp engraver than include his or her surface-printed stamps. Same goes for stamps designed by but not engraved by a stamp 
engraver, such as Gandon's Marianne definitives Michael showed. 

 
  Adrian 07/06/2013 19:15:34 
 I knew I'd forgotten something: the only exception to my 'no surface printing' rule would be the stamps engraved by Mouchon, because I 

absolutely love those. They're all such classics. 

 

However, I don't think any of his engraved stamps have ever been printed in recess, or have they? That would mean he wouldn't even 
feature in my engravers collection. Which is fine, for I will most gladly start a special Mouchon collection. What a classic and classy 
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collection that will be! Not only did Mouchon engrave many stamps for France and its territories (love his Tunisia design) but he also did a 
lot of work for other countries, so his stamps can be seen in Holland, Greece, Portugal, and Iran to name but a few. 

 
  Alex 08/06/2013 10:45:08 
 Well, I for one like Typo printed stamps. They have a certain charm and seem more honest than the over detailed engraved stamps, 

though, of course, I like these too for that very reason! 

 

 

I have always used the term 'Typo' for these stamps, and will continue to do so. My American The Stamp Collector's Encyclopaedia (R.J. 
Sutton), which I've had for 35 years, denotes typo as: 

'A philatelic synonym for letterpress or surface printing, ie printing from a relief (or process) line, or half tone block; or from electros or 
stereos produced from such blocks.' 

Edited By Alex on 08/06/2013 10:49:20 

 
  canadian 09/06/2013 05:05:57 
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NorthAmerica
n 

 Michael: another engraver database **LINK** 

 
  Adrian 09/06/2013 12:14:15 
 
 

Looks familiar! 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

13/06/2013 13:57:47 

 I've been doing quite a bit of work on Pierre Gandon. David Roseveare has been incredibly helpful and has passed me a letter from Gandon 
touching on a range of his philatelic work as well as an interview that he gave thirty or so years ago. One of the things that intrigues me are 
references there to work that hed did for De La Rue including some stamps for Greece. I had no idea that he ever did work for De La Rue. 
Gandon says that - as with all the other engravers there - he had to agree to anonymity. Does anyone know anything about his work for De 
La Rue or what stamps he produced?  

I was also amused that Gandon had no idea how many stamps he had produced until a Belgian collector had, as he puts it, the 'drole' idea 
to collect all his stamps. He discovered that it was around a thousand. 

I have now, incidentally, joined the Association Art du Timbre Grave, which seeks to keep the tradition of stamp engraving alive. It costs just 
20 euros and members are apparently sent two free engravings each year. Well worth considering if you have an interest in this area. 

  Michael 
Chambers 

13/06/2013 14:22:33 

 
 

One country whose engraved stamps have not featured much, if at all, on this thread is Italy. Italy has a long tradition of producing stamps 
via photo. However, it has also produced a good many engraved and recess printed stamps and, as you would expect from a country with 
its artistic traditions, they are of very high quality. I certainly think they deserve a higher profile thaan they appear to have at present. In 
recent years italy has continued to produce the odd engraved stamp, reserving them mainly for depictions of its historic buildings. In a way 
the fact that so few are now produced means that you appreciate them all the more.  

I am keen to build up a collection of some of the leading italian engravers, starting with V Nicastro. I know nothoing about him but have 
very much admired his stamps when I have seen them. Here is his engraving of the famous tenor, Caruso: 
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Other engravers include Donnini, A Quieti and F Tulli but there are plenty more. I have a very meagre selection at the moment but but here 
is one from 1959 celebrating the heroes of the Risorgimento, engraved by M Colombati (although I see Nicastro's name also features at the 
bottom of the stamp)  

 

Another bonus of collecting these engravers is that many of them also engraved some very attractive stamps for the Vatican and San 
Marino. 

Finding information about Italian engravers on the web is quite challenging and so if anyone knows of any accessible sources of information 
do please share it. I'd be delighted if those with better Italian collections wanted to put some stamps up on this thread. 

 
    canadian 13/06/2013 19:13:09 
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NorthAmerica
n 

 Michael: a good site for Italian/Vatican/San Marino stamps with designer/engraver names is **LINK** 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 13/06/2013 19:15:14 

 
canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

13/06/2013 19:15:36 

 On the names of Italian Engravers, here is a partial list: (D - Deceased; dates unknown) 

Mario Baiardi (1909-1972), 

Trento Cionini (1919-2005), 

Mario Colombati, (D) 

Tullio Mele (1929-2008), 

Vittorio Nicastro, 

Alceo Quieti, 

Eros Donnini, 

Silvestro Vana, 

Fabio Pagani, 

Giuseppe Verdelocco, (?-2007) 

M. Codoni, 

Valeiro Puliti, 
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Egidio Vangelli 

Franco Borrelli, 

Francesco Tulli, 

Giorgio Toffoletti, 

Mario Ramassotto, 

Luca Vangelli, 

Maria Maddalena Tuccelli (female), 

Pietro Nicolo' Arghittu, 

Rita Morena (Female), 

Antonio Ciaburro; 

few more to add. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 13/06/2013 19:32:26 

 
  Adrian 15/06/2013 09:21:48 
 
 

Have been away for a couple of days but I'm glad to see Italy popping up in this thread. Yes, the country has some magnificent engravers, 
and it is so good to see that many of Italy's definitive sets include recess-printed stamps. if I'm a bit more organised I'll see if I can scan a 
couple and show them here. 

Meanwhile, I couldn't resist bidding on an item in the France International auction cNA gave the link for some time ago. I came home 
yesterday to find it on my doormat! It is a die proof in black of a value from the 1972 Upper Volta set for their Five Year Plan. 
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Here is a close-up of the stamp bit. 

 

The stamp was engraved by Decaris, who also signed this proof (now please don't tell me it's probably fake!) 
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In the bottom left corner is an embossed seal reading Controle - Imprimerie des timbres poste. 

 

I presume these sort of items were really made to coincide with the issue, so are basically collectors' items rather than items used in the 
preparation for the issue, or am I wrong? 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

15/06/2013 18:44:22 

 CNA- many thanks for the link to the sites for Italian, Vatican , etc stamps. It looks incredibly useful. Thanks, too, for the checklist of Italian 
engravers. It's clear that Ttere are many really excellent engraved stamps from italy and neighbouring countries. I look forward to getting 
hold of them.  
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Adrian- many thanks for giving us a sight of the Decaris proof. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

18/06/2013 13:50:08 

 Michael; you are welcome. 

If you have not seen this before, **LINK** it is a boon granted to philatelists. 

The home page is **LINK** 

Enjoy 

 

 
  Adrian 21/06/2013 09:33:30 
 I still haven't dug out my Italian engravers yet, but I have been adding information on the engravers Charles Heath and Frederick Heath on 

my newly founded engravers blog. Hope you like it! 

 

 

 
  Adrian 22/06/2013 09:42:15 
 Got some early-ish French stuff in yesterday. This is by far my favourite: Reims Cathedral, issued in 1930, engraved by Antoine Dezarrois. 
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It is my first stamp engraved by the man, and I wondered why until I found out just now that this is basically the only stamp (for France that 
is) he ever did engrave. 

Seems a shame for I like the way he has engraved the building. 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

22/06/2013 13:00:51 

 Thanks, Adrian. I like that stamp very much as well. I gather Dezarrois was chiefly a book illustrator and taught both Pierre Gandon and 
Albert Decaris at the Ecole Estienne and the Ecole des Beaux Arts. He died in 1934 and I think he may have been ill before that and not able 
to complete the engraving of the Reims stamp as Gibbons attributes the engraving both to him and Antonin Delzers. 

Congratulations on your engravers blog. It's interesting to read about the Heaths who, as you say, made such a unique contribution - 
engraving the first ever stamp - but are not as celebrated as they ought to be. 

cNA- many thanks for the link to that new resource. I'm sure that I will find that really helpful. 

Incidentally, perhaps I could ask if anyone can help with pointing me in the right direction for a detailed catalogue that would contain post 
independence African countries. I'm interested because quite a few French engravers continued to do work for former colonies and I'm 
looking for a catalogue that would supply the requisite information. I suspect the vast bulk of such work was done in the 1960s and 70s. 
Gibbons last produced a cataogue covering these countries in 1981 and it is no longer available. Is there another catalogue that lat lists these 
stamps and gives info about who designed / engraved them?  
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Adrian 22/06/2013 14:57:16 
 Thanks for pointing that out Michael. I hadn't even noticed it I must say (must learn to read properly and not just skim pages for info I'm 

looking for). 

I had a look on the philouest website, and found that the first two engravings (type I - the stamp I uploaded - and type II) were done by 
Dezarrois and the third one by Delzers, who kept Dezarrois' name included in the design. 

 
  Adrian 23/06/2013 09:05:54 
 
 

One of the things I've been pondering lately is how to limit the scope of my engravers collection. The easiest bit was to discard anything that 
is not recess-printed, so that leaves out all those surface-printed items which may have been engraved but which, to me at least, do not have 
the same allure as recess-printed stamps. 

I'm also not too fussed about items such as the die proof I showed a few posts up. I like that particular one because it is signed, so I wouldn't 
mind having one of those for each of my engravers, but other than that I'm not sure if they really add anything to a collection. I think it would 
be much better to try and find items which tell a story about an engraver's work. Such as this one: 

 

This is an 1849 recess-printed esssay by Jules Delpierre for Belgium's first stamp. It was not adopted but still makes a great story. Other items 
such as proofs made during the engraving process would also qualify, but all that stuff made with the finished die after the stamp has been 
produced is nice as a curiosity but maybe not much more. 

Agree? Or am I missing the point here? 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

23/06/2013 15:21:05 

 I have no great expertise in the multiple stages that an engraved stamp goes through but they seem to boil down to three main areas 
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- the original art work on which the engraving is based. I think getting hold of such artwork would be fascinating and add a lot of interest to a 
collection but I suspect there is not a lot of it about 

- the proofs produced as the engraved work gradually takes shape. As an engraving can take weeks or months to it can be fascinating to see 
how the engraver builds up and refines the engraving over time. Again, I suspect there is not a lot of material of this kind on the market. 

- the 'posthumous' die proofs often produced for collectors with the signature of the engraver and somtimes the designer as well. I, too, am 
a little dubious about the point of these. However, I suppose the attraction lies in the direct link to the artists via the signatures and in the 
fact that they would have been produced from the master die and should, therefore, be of outstanding quality. 

  
Michael 
Chambers 

23/06/2013 15:30:38 

 On your other point about how to limit an engraving collection you have certainly set yourself a very ambitious target of collecting just 
about every recess printed engraved stamp! I am less keen on engraved stamps produced by a mixture of recess and photo. You could, 
therefore, take a purist approach and collect only those produced wholly by recess. However, I find some produced by a combination of 
printing methods reasonably OK and, if it is an engraver, I particularly like I would probably be loathe to exclude work done in this way. 

 
  Adrian 24/06/2013 16:13:28 
 Ambitious,  

Well, I know it does look that way but when you realise that I haven't got a clue who engraved more than half of all the Empire / 
Commonwealth stamps it does seem less daunting. But anyway, I don't do completism so it doesn't bother me that much! 

I like your point of doing purely recess-printed stamps only, but fear it might be just a step too far for me. I immediately thought of my 
collections of Seidel and Pfeiler stamps. There won't be many left and they've done some beautiful ones. Others I wouldn't mind missing 
at all, to be honest. Many Belgian stamps in 'Kombinationsdruck' (love that word) spring to mind. The problem is of course that so many 
stamps only have a little photogravure or litho on them so a blank across-the-board ban would result in leaving out stamps such as this 
one engraved by Chris Matthews. 
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Making exceptions would make any rules pointless, so I think I'll just carry on collecting everything that has at least a little hand-
engraving on it. And if it does become too big I can always downsize by chucking out anything that is not purely recess. Or go one step 
further (I'm always reminded of Sem Hartz who was a purist if ever there was one) and just collect monochrome recess-printed stamps. 
He thought bicolours were a cop-out, so good idea no-one got him going on multicolours! 

 

As for your availability of material point: just keep on browsing through as many catalogues as you can and you'll find a surprising 
amount of proof and essay material available and it is not all that expensive. Granted, go for the Gandons and the Slanias and you pay 
(much) more, and a proof from France will also be vastly more expensive than one from Upper Volta, but still, there's gems to be found 
that won't cost the earth! 

 
  Adrian 27/06/2013 09:45:41 
 These must surely rank among the classiest of all Official stamps in the world! 

 

Liechtenstein 1976, engraved by Alfred Fischer. 

 
  Julia Lee 27/06/2013 09:51:57 
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 Bit fussy if you ask me. *trolls own forum*  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

28/06/2013 13:41:24 

 Julia - thanks, you have prompted me to find out what a troll means in the context of an internet forum! 

However, I have to say I rather like the stamp, decorative borders and all. 

Talking of Alfred Fisher, I've recently acquired a sheet engraved by him and Wolfgang Seidel commemorating a thousand years since the 
foundation of Austria. it shows the coats of arms of Austrian provinces. iI's printed by recess and photo which I think works reasonably 
well in this case. I suppose this should go on the heraldry thread as well. 

 

Incidentally, having been doing some work on engraved stamps from italy and associated countries, I notice that Alfred Fisher engraved 
the stamps for San Marino in 1977 for the centenary of their first stamps. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

28/06/2013 14:11:03 

 In my previous posting I mentioned work that I'm doing on Italy and related countries. I was interested to work out how many engraved 
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and recess printed stamps italy produced and how this has changed over the decades. My rough figures are as follows  

1900s 1 

1910s 6 

1920s 14 

1930s 7 

1940s 4 

1950s 50 

1960s 24 

1970s 121 

1980s 136  

1990s 63 

2000s 47 

The figures may not be totally accurate but they give a good flavour of what has been going on. 

It suggests that the golden era of engraving in italy was in the 1970s and 1980s which is interesting as that was the time when engraving 
in quite a few other countries was in retreat.  

Whilst engraving has declined a good deal since then Italy has engraved around 10% of its stamps consistently for the last two decades 
and the stamps it has engraved have been of outstanding quality.  

Following on the conversation earlier in the thread about female engravers I also see that Italy has poroduced a number of exceptionally 
talented female engravers, notably Rita Morena and Maria Tuccelli.  

Many of the Italian engravers also did a lot of work for the Vatican and San Marino which makes collecting them all the more 
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interesting. 

 

I'll put up some material as I get hold of it. if others have nice examples it would be grteat to see. 
  Adrian 29/06/2013 10:05:09 
 I've got those Austrian arms stamps as well: they're perfect and yet another reason not to opt for recess only! 

I had a look at my Italy and was surprised to find I actually hardly have any engraved stamps. But here are two Rita Moreno stamps, 
from my favourite two Italian definitive sets: 

 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

30/06/2013 04:30:46 

 More on first Italian stamp shown by Adrian like the Italian Women series of 1998: **LINK** 

Scroll down to the table and click on your choice. 

Fantabulous (Fantastic + Fabulous) site; 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://home.giandri.altervista.org/giandri_0201_IndiceDonne.html
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On the Castle series, previously posted link again: http://www.ibolli.it/cat/italia/80/80.php 

scroll down to Castelli d'Italia and click on the hyperlink. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 30/06/2013 04:53:30 

 

 
  Adrian 30/06/2013 08:52:29 
 That is a seriously fantastic site, cNA, on the Women in Art series. Bellissimo! 

I liked your chart of Italian stamps per decade, Michael and am glad to say I can show you the one and only engraved stamp of the 
1900s, and the first of Italy. It is the 1906 Michetti design of Victor Emmanuel III, engraved by M. Savage (later reissued in typo and later 
again reissued in recess, re-engraved by A. Repettati): 

 

My next engraved stamp is from 1926, the 1l25 value from the St. Francis of Assissi set, engraved by Repettati: 

 

 
  Adrian 01/07/2013 09:33:45 

http://www.ibolli.it/cat/italia/80/80.php
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 Oh go on then, here's two more. The Italians have always been very obliging in printing the top values of their definitive sets in recess. 
Here's the top value of their 1945 Democratica set, engraved by Mario Colombati: 

 

And here's the top value of their 1950 Italia Al Lavore set, engraved by Trento Cionini: 

 

 
Michael 
Chambers 

03/07/2013 13:51:03 

 CNA- many thanks for drawing attention to those sites - very impressive. 

Adrian - thanks for showing those Italian stamps. Some great work there. I hope to be able to put some more material by Italain 
engravers up quite shortly. 

Looking at which Italian engravers have been most prolific my very rough calculation of the number of stamps produced by the leading 
engravers for Italy are 

Eros Donnini 70 

Rita Morena 54 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/446447.jpg
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/446448.jpg
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Francesco Tulli 37 

Antonio Ciaburro 35 

Tullio Mele 26 

Mario Colombati 24 

Vittorio Nicastro 22 

However, Italian engravers also worked extensively for the Vatican and San Marino and it will be interesting in due course to work out 
which of them was the most prolific overall. Clearly pre-war engravers had many fewer opportunities but by far the most prolific was A 
Repettati who produced at least 18. 

 
  Julia Lee 03/07/2013 13:52:02 
 A fairly appropriate name, then! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

03/07/2013 14:11:13 

 Absolutely!  

I gather that Eros was born in Urbino and produced 140 stamps altogether for Italy, the Vatican and San Marino. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

04/07/2013 01:41:20 

 Michael: here is a list of stamps engraved by Professor Eros Donnini, confirmed by him and provided by his son. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=73553
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
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http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/119550/447217.jpg
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canadian 
NorthAmerican 

04/07/2013 02:04:50 

 Michael: here is a list of items worked on by Professor, entered in figures by him; My translation on Google Translate into Italian my 
have mistakes, but the English rendering will give you the gist. 

 
  

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/119550/447218.jpg
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canadian 
NorthAmerican 

04/07/2013 02:15:12 

 For those who like high resolution scans of Vatican stamps and related information, the SI display is indispensable. **LINK** 

Choose your section by year and then choose definitive or commemorative, then the magnifier; the engraved stamps stand out superb. 

Enjoy. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

04/07/2013 02:34:23 

 Here is a Vatican FDC with autograph of three engravers; Mario Ramassotto, Eros Donnini and Alceo Quieti. 

 
  Adrian 04/07/2013 08:36:18 
 Sorry to disturb this Italian flow for a bit but I just received some beautiful recess-printed essays by Georg Wimmer. 

 

I haven't researched them yet properly, but the general consensus seems to be that they are 1955 essays for the 1956 Mozart Year. 
Seeing that they include no value or country name whatsoever one could wonder however whether these are proper stamp essays or 
something else. 

There are other Wimmer essays floating around as well, mainly of other composers but there is also a similar essay on President 
Kennedy. They are usually grouped together and are often given the 1955 status which is a bit odd seeing that Kennedy only died in 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://postalmuseum.si.edu/VaticanStamps/
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/447227.jpg
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1963 and as far as I can make out from the many tiny pics that date is also included on the essay. 

Does anyone know anything more about these? I must say I absolutely love them. I have this particular one in five different colours but I 
believe there are at least seven and there are also larger versions which were signed by Wimmer. 

 
  Adrian 06/07/2013 09:18:58 
 Back to Italy: here's another engraving by Colombati; the 1959 Siracusana stamps. 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

06/07/2013 15:05:03 

 Adrian, the Siracusana is another beautiful set, particularly the engraved ones in the higher values. I remember seeing this in The Italian 
Machin thread here, authored by you. 

Sirecusana medallion designed by Vittorio Grassi (1878-1958), 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Michael 07/07/2013 09:17:01 
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Chambers 

 cNA 

Many thanks for all those posts about the splendidly named Eros Donnini and Vatican stamps more generally. Your list of Donnini stamps is 
incredibly helpful and will save me a lot of work. I don't suppose you have complete lists of any of the others like Vittorio Nicastro! I've been 
looking at the Vatican lnk that you suppliesd with great interest. 

Anyway here are a few of Donnin's stamps for the Vatican. I particularly like the portraits of Pius XII and Cardinal Bessarione (who was one of 
the leading c15th scholars, translating many classic works from Greek). 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

07/07/2013 09:42:17 

 Adrian 

Thanks for the Colombati. That is undoubtedly one of the great classic definitives. Here are a couple of other Italian stamps by Mario 
Colombati that I like. I gather Romagnosi was an italian philosopher, economist and jurist. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=112500
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  Adrian 07/07/2013 11:40:55 
 We're doing well on the Italians. Great stuff! Here is another Donnini stamp, from the 1961 Michelangelo definitive set. 

 

The master himself appeared on the 200l and that stamp was engraved by A. Quieti. 
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canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

08/07/2013 00:56:05 

 Michael: Glad that you find the SI site useful; 

here is the screen capture of the engravings of Vittorio Nicastro; I am afraid it is not organised like Eros's or Alceo's lists. I am sure there are a 
few more. 

Hope the two images are of some use. 
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Aside: Pietro Nicastro was brother of Vittorio, who engraved for Argentina; follow this superb site on Argentinian engraved stamps. **LINK** 

Giori made his start in organising the printing unit of Casa de Moneda of Argentina, by importing master engravers from Italy, and other print 
workers, in the late 40's. Unfortunately, the un-official historian of Giori died recently and I lost all ability to record the happenings on how 
Giori started off with Italian engravers in Argentina. 

Pietro has a son Giorgio (sic), also an engraver who did engraving for Argentina. 

  
  Adrian 08/07/2013 09:14:09 
 Here is one of the Nicastro engravings a bit larger: the beautiful top value of the 1961 Michelangelo definitives. 

http://foro.filateliaargentina.com.ar/viewtopic.php?f=66&t=1536&p=8328&hilit=Italian+connection#p8328
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/119550/448188.jpg
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 And what would Eve be without Adam? Here he is, engraved by Colombati:  

 
  

Michael 
Chambers 

 08/07/2013 13:57:56  

Those Michelangelo stamps really are superb. 

Thanks, cNA, for the fascinating information about Vittorio Nicastro and his brother. The checklist looks extremely useful as well. Here are a 
few larger images of Nicastro's work for Italy. Grazia Deledda won the Nobel Prize for Literature in the 1920s. Il Gattemelata was a famous 
Renaissance soldier in the service of Florence, Venice and others. 

                
   
canadian 
NorthAmeri
can 

 
10/07/2013 20:03:55 

 Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 04/07/2013 02:34:23: 

Here is a Vatican FDC with autograph of three engravers; Mario Ramassotto, Eros Donnini and Alceo Quieti. 
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Forgot to post the image; here it is. 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

11/07/2013 01:07:50 

 Michael: **LINK** is a positive attempt for hand engraving to survive. The planned meeting was cancelled due to insufficient interest. 

 
  Adrian 14/07/2013 10:07:27 
 Here is a beautiful engraving by the Austrian Robert Trsek. 

 

Though also printed in 'Kombinationsdruck', the design itself is purely recess. 

Harking back to our discusiion on limiting an engravers collection by not including 'combi printings', which would lead to many a fine stamp 
being excluded, one could probably categorise those combi printings into two types: 

- combi printing whereby the design is purely recess, 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
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- combi printing whereby the recess part is mainly there to support the non-recess design. 

By doing so one could opt for excluding the second category and still including the first which would mean that those recess-printed stamps 
which only have another printing technique included as a minor part of the stamp (say the background colour or a small red cross in an 
otherwise engraved red cross stamp, etc.) would still be included. 

I can see myself maybe going that way if my current collection gets too big. It would mean I can include the above shown stamp which really 
shows off the art of engraving and not have to include the stamp below which does not really convey the beauty of stamp engraving at all. 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

14/07/2013 11:38:31 

 cNA- Thanks for the link to the Budapest conference which has some really interesting info about the the impact of new technology. When 
you say that the conference was cancelled are you talking about a planned follow-up event?  

Adrian- I share your general views about combi printing. There is no hard and fast rule but rather a range in which the significance of the 
engraving varies from the crucial to the highly marginal.  

 
Michael 
Chambers 

14/07/2013 11:38:32 

 cNA- Thanks for the link to the Budapest conference which has some really interesting info about the the impact of new technology. When 
you say that the conference was cancelled are you talking about a planned follow-up event?  

Adrian- I share your general views about combi printing. There is no hard and fast rule but rather a range in which the significance of the 
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engraving varies from the crucial to the highly marginal.  

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

14/07/2013 19:55:50 

 Michael: yes, about the follow-up meeting. 

There is also another move in Italy with an Institute organised for training engravers. This is up and running in Urbino. I spoke with the main 
person who is doing this and IBDA is also encouraging this Institute. 

Professor Alceo visited this institute recently to give his blessings and best wishes. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 14/07/2013 19:57:52 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

14/07/2013 22:55:42 

 Thanks, cNA. The italian initiative sounds like very good news. 

I mentioned that I had recently joined the Association de l'Art du Timbre Grave set up in France to promote engraving. I've just received a 
copy of its biannual journal. It's only twelve pages but is very professionally produced and contains a four page feature on Pierre Bequet who 
died earlier this year. it is, of course, in French. Membeship costs just 20 euros and all members receive two original engravings free each 
year. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

15/07/2013 02:41:12 

 Thanks Michael for the note on Association de l'Art du Timbre Grave; I better join them. 

 
  Adrian 15/07/2013 15:46:04 
 I can second that, cNA. I received my copy as well the other day and am very glad I joined. Looking forward to those engravings but I believe 
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they come at the end of the year. I did notice they've old ones for sale and some of them are quite stunning so I might well opt for a couple! 
They're asking for contributors as well so we may well all have to read up on our French! 

 

 
  Adrian 16/07/2013 08:15:04 
 High time for some more visuals! Here's a San Marino beauty engraved by Vittorio Nicastro. 

 

 
    Adrian 17/07/2013 11:11:00 

I've been gathering some Slania stamps for a friend of mine and inadvertently ordered this one twice so I can keep a copy myself! 
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I think this is actually one of the most charming portraits of Rainier. 

 

Getting all these Slania stamps together made me wonder why exactly he is so popular and well known. I'll be the first to admit he's done 
some wonderful things and this stamp is actually one I like very much, but there also seems to be a large amount of 'run of the mill' stamps 
(in so far as an engraved stamp can ever be run of the mill, but you know what I mean), and much of his work is very Scandinavian (i.e. 
angularly drawn, for want of a better word) in nature. 

So would it be mainly because he's done so much or did he have special qualities/talents which I'm just not picking up? 

Edited By Adrian on 17/07/2013 11:12:12 

  Julia Lee 17/07/2013 11:12:30 
 'Accidentally'. 
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I think he has become a legend, to a certain extent, and these things then fuel themselves. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

17/07/2013 17:54:25 

 Interesting discussion on Slania to which I'll add some thoughts shortly. 

But as we have had some of Vittorio Nicastro's stamps from Italy and San Marino i thought it would be good to show some of his Vatican 
stamps. He was a proliofic engraver for the Vatican and produced some of his best work for them. I wish I knew more about him. Here are a 
few of his stamps: 
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  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

17/07/2013 18:53:18 

 Continue Slania Mania: on this excellent site **LINK**, go to the search box (above "Reset" and "OK" buttons) type Slania and click "OK". You 
will see all of Slania's Polish stamps. 

Delightful site and hats off to Joystamps. 

You can also try all other Polish Engravers. 

If any one requires the names of such engravers, please ask.  

Only Slania for the moment. 

 
Adrian 17/07/2013 19:03:53 
 Yes, there are loads of other Polish engravers, aren't there?! Because I was getting my friend all these Slania stamps, I had to buy them in 

sets and had to keep all the non-Slania stuff, so I've now got a nice collection of Brandt, Lukaszewski, Konecki and all the others and that was 
one of the things which kickstarted my Slania thoughts: buying those sets with all those similar stamps by different engravers made me 
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realise I wouldn't be able to pick out the Slania ones especially... 

By the way, those are beautiful stamps indeed, Michael, thanks for showing these! 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

17/07/2013 19:27:06 

 Here are the two Masters of Engraving. 

 

 
  canadian 17/07/2013 19:32:39 
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NorthAmerica
n 

 Thanks Michael for the enlarged Nicastro engravings. goes to prove he was a great engraver. He trained some of the engravers who are still 
engraving like Luca Vangelli for instance. 

 
  Adrian 18/07/2013 08:58:09 
 Shameless plug for our beloved magazine: reading the New Issue Guide every month is a great way of keeping up to date with newly issued 

engraved stamps! 

 

I do so every month of course and try to get the ones in that are mentioned in the guide. My latest lot from this month's mag arrived 
yesterday and there's loads of great Czech Republic stamps in there. I'm always happy to see countries issuing their definitive stamps in 
recess. And among my lot were even two types of definitive! The first ones are from the 'Folk Architecture' series, all engraved by Bohumil 
Sneider. 

 

They look nice and clean and it's a great subject for a long-running series. But you know I always tend to favour the portait stamp, so I was 
delighted to find this little elegant gem among my lot as well: a definitive of President Milos Zeman, engraved by Milos Ondracek: 

 

My favourite of them all, however, is this stamp depicting the Zlata Koruna Monastery, engraved by Vaclav Fajt: 
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It's great to see that so many different aspects of the architecture are soiwn, even superimposed upon one another, and still the design 
works and is not cluttered at all. Amazing stuff! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

18/07/2013 11:20:54 

 A few thoughts on Slania. I agree that among the thousand stamps he produced there are - perhaps inevtably - some that are a bit run of the 
mill. I suppose one factor is that in some cases he was both the designer and engraver whilst in others he engraved someone else's design. I 
certainly don't think that Slania was in a different plane from other engravers as some of the adulation might suggest but his range and touch 
put him at the very top. I love a lot of his work for Monaco. The definitives are superb but I also like very mich the series he produced of 
Monaco scenes and his contributions to the Princes and Princesses of Monaco series. I'll sort some out and put them up. 

Brian Clough once said that he may not be the best football manager but he was in the top one. I sort of feel that with Slania!. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

18/07/2013 11:25:07 

 Just a technical problem. This and other threads are appearing all distorted with a band of advertising cutting the text in half. Is this a 
problem of some sort at my end or are others having the same problem? 

 
  Julia Lee 18/07/2013 11:26:54 
 I'm not. Sometimes it's a long link bouncing stuff. 
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Email me details of browser to usual address? 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

18/07/2013 13:00:44 

 Posted by Michael Chambers on 18/07/2013 11:25:07: 

Just a technical problem. This and other threads are appearing all distorted with a band of advertising cutting the text in half. Is this a 
problem of some sort at my end or are others having the same problem? 

This problem existed from day one for me; I thought it was my browser (IE); I copy the legend and paste in MS word, read from it. 

 
    Julia Lee 18/07/2013 13:03:50 
 
 

Oh, that's not good! Please do bring anything like that to our attention. 

Which version of IE? (It'll be in 'About IE' . 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

18/07/2013 19:19:14 

 Julia/Michael: The problem was resolved by the tech guys for me. The page loads well now. 

 

 

 
canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

18/07/2013 19:25:08 

 Continue Slania Mania: go to **LINK**, from the list on the right hand side click on Slania and you will have all the Swedish stamps engraved 
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by him. If you click the individual image, it will list pertinent details including the designer. 

You can look up all other engravers starting Arne Wallhorn right down to Zlatko Jakus. 

enjoy. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

18/07/2013 19:31:34 

 Posted by Adrian on 18/07/2013 08:58:09: 

They look nice and clean and it's a great subject for a long-running series. But you know I always tend to favour the portrait stamp, so I was 
delighted to find this little elegant gem among my lot as well: a definitive of President Milos Zeman, engraved by Milos Ondracek: 

Go to **LINK** and click on the image of Milos Zeman; you will see the line drawing by Miloš Ondráček. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 18/07/2013 19:32:02 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

18/07/2013 21:34:46 

 There are a number of sites that show every Slaniia stamp. The one I like the best is the one below 

**LINK** 

I mentioned some Monaco stamps earlier. Here are three of his portraits of princes / princesses: 
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And two from his series of stamps showing Monaco in the Belle Epoque. 

      

 
  Adrian 19/07/2013 09:21:22 
 Stepping away from this Slania frenzy for a bit, I am sorting the 1963 year set of Czechoslovakia. Each and every stamp is recess-printed! And 

there's loads of them, I can tell you. But what I was wondering was: does anyone know why, when all engravers sign with initial and surname 
(for example Bedrich Housa signs his work with B. Housa), Jindra Schmidt signs with S. Jindra? Did he just want to be awkward? 
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Edited By Adrian on 19/07/2013 09:22:01 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

19/07/2013 13:14:44 

 Thanks Adrian for spotting this; I learnt some thing new. 

The Hungarian language normally puts family names first; 

In **LINK**, please see under "And the First Shall Be Last? Hungarian Name Order". 

 Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 19/07/2013 13:15:06 

 
  Julia Lee 19/07/2013 13:17:02 
 
  

Yes, yes, indeed they do, and very confusing it was working Wheelchair Fencing at the Paralympics where Hungarians abounded. Luckily we 
had superb Hungarian translators who helped us out. 
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canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

19/07/2013 13:35:58 

 Michael: the Luis II engraving is superb. he is looking straight at you in the eye; 

on **LINK** is the painting by Philip de László, of Louis II, used as source. 

Your link to site originally started by Ann Mette Heindorff is the best on Slania stamps and Bank Notes; unfortunately we lost her to cancer; 
was very knowledgeable and put all that on the web site for use by the public. I did correspond with her by email on Slania’s work and she 
introduced many others to help in my quest. She is sorely missed and lovingly remembered. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

19/07/2013 14:07:55 

 On Slania again, posting a link to a dealer (With Julia's permission) whose stock of Slania is impressive. 

**LINK** 

 
  Adrian 20/07/2013 08:50:04 
 Back to Jindra for a bit: I had a bit of a browse and read somewhere that Jindra did not want to have his German surname on his stamp work, 

which is why he always signed off as S. Jindra. Apparently, the only exception he made was for stamps on his colleague Max Svabinsky. Those 
are the 1972 1k art stamp and a 1973 set dedicated to Svabinsky. I don't have them so can't show them. Anyone does have them? 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

22/07/2013 17:06:47 

 cNA - thanks for the information on the Slania site. it was sad to hear about Ann Mette Heindorf. She has certainly left a much appreciated 
legacy. 

Adrian - I'm afraid Czech and Slovak stamps are one of my weak spots, something I hope to redress. 

A quick thought about Vatican stamps. As fas as I can see they have been almost exclusively the preserve of italian engravers. The only non-
Italians who got a very occasional look-in were the Austrians. Alfred Nefe and Alfred Fischer each engraved one of the two Copernicus 
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stamps of 1973: 

       

Kurt Leitgeb also did the Christmas stamps for 1982 but I am not able to show them.  

 
Adrian 23/07/2013 09:48:30 
 Love the top one of those two. 

And I'm sure Slania has done some Vatican stamps as well? I'm in between thunderstorms here so I'll need to go off-line quickly and cannot 
verify this assumption... 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

23/07/2013 12:44:52 

 Posted by Michael Chambers on 18/07/2013 21:34:46:  

There are a number of sites that show every Slaniia stamp. The one I like the best is the one below 

**LINK** 

Adrian: reproducing Michael's link to Ann Mette Heindorff's site which shows Slania's work for the Vatican at **LINK** for years 2000, 2002 
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& 2003. 

 
  Adrian 25/07/2013 09:14:31 
 We've talked about the 'Art du Timbre Gravé' organisation before. This here is a 2013 issue by the French Southern and Antarctic Territories 

honouring the ATG: 

 

The stamp itself is engraved by Pierre Albuisson, president of the ATG. The miniature sheet also includes illustrations of various penguins, 
made by the designers and engravers who together form the backbone of the ATG.  
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To be honest, I had actually hoped that these little penguins would be recess-printed too but it is 'just' the stamp which is recess-printed. 
Here it is in close-up. 

 

Nice, innit?!  
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  Adrian 28/07/2013 09:45:53 
 
 

Okay, having great Dow problems here. I'm reading up on the New Zealand engravers at the moment and was well pleased to find that the 
engravers of the first QEII definitives are known, them being Godbehear and Dow. It reminded me immediately of cNA's Godbehear and 
Dow story of the predecimal Machins here in GB. Only that was an Alan Dow and the Dow from New Zealand is a D. A. Dow. And to 
complicate matters further I can only find references to a British engraver called Nigel Alan Dow (who, by the way, engraved the GB 
Shakespeare stamp of the 1960s). 

So: how many Dows are there or is it just the one? They're all Bradbury Wilkinson folk apparently, so maybe there's just one big confusion 
about the name? They've all seemed to have been active in the same time as well, you see... 

Clarification needed please!  

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

28/07/2013 17:37:49 

 Posted by Adrian on 28/07/2013 09:45:53: 

Okay, having great Dow problems here. I'm reading up on the New Zealand engravers at the moment and was well pleased to find that the 
engravers of the first QEII definitives are known, them being Godbehear and Dow. It reminded me immediately of cNA's Godbehear and 
Dow story of the predecimal Machins here in GB. Only that was an Alan Dow and the Dow from New Zealand is a D. A. Dow. And to 
complicate matters further I can only find references to a British engraver called Nigel Alan Dow (who, by the way, engraved the GB 
Shakespeare stamp of the 1960s). 

So: how many Dows are there or is it just the one? They're all Bradbury Wilkinson folk apparently, so maybe there's just one big confusion 
about the name? They've all seemed to have been active in the same time as well, you see... 

Clarification needed please! 

Adrian: There was Nigel Alan Dow for Bradbury and no other Dow's to my knowledge; please tell me the reference to D. A. Dow and I will 
check this out. There was an engraver Downey and the second Downey who was an artist, then the last Downey an artist and Duplex Litho 
Plate maker all at Bradbury; to make matters very confusing, there were three Downey engravers for De La Rue who are different to those 
who were at Bradbury. 

  Michael 28/07/2013 18:22:59 
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Chambers 

 Adrian  

The International Engraver's Line book by Gene Hessler is helpful here. Nigel Alan Dow, who became Chief Engraver in the 1960s at 
Bradbury Wilkinson when R Godbbehear retired, was known by his colleagues as Alan Dow. Hence the confusion. The book has a list f 
stamps which he engraved covering 60 stamps from 32 countries ranging from Abu Dhabi and Antigua through Iran and Ireland and up to 
Western Samoa and Zanzibar.  

The NZ stamps listed with the Scott reference numbers are 

280 Queen Eliz II, 2d 

B46 Health cam,p fed., 11/2d 

B49 Children picking apples, I1/2d + 1/2d 

331 Gold Digger, 3d 

333 Manuka Flower 1/2d 

if you want information on the other stamps listed as engraved by himdo let me know. 

CNA- Gene Hassler also refers to Alfred J Downey (1883-1945) who engraved bookplates and banknotes. There is no mention of stamps. 
However, the company he formed, Downey & Co Ltd, employed an apprentice called Harold Wolfenden who bought the company in the 
1920s and went on to become a recognized engraver of postage stamps. The firm was later purchased by William Turner in 1959 (who had 
joined the company in 1959. 

Alfred Downey had a son, Leslie Downey, who after six years in POW camps in the war, trained at art schools in London and joined De La 
Rue where he engraved both stamps and banknotes. Hassler lists some of his banknotes but none of his stamps.  

 
  Adrian 28/07/2013 19:13:20 
 In 'The Postage Stamps of New Zealand', Volume IV, edited by RJG Collins and CW Watts and published by the Royal Philatelic Society of 

New Zealand Inc. in 1964, it says on page 140 (dealing with the 1953 QEII definitives): "As the first step in the production of the plates for 
the values from 1/2d to 8d, Mr D. A. Dow engraved the portrait." Those particular stamps were printed by Bradbury Wilkinson. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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I'm glad to see Alan and Nigel Alan are the same, and I was very pleased to find out he engraved the Shakespeare stamp. Would he maybe 
also have engraved the Westminster Abbey fan vaulting stamp of 1966? 

With regard to the Downeys: the only two Downeys I have so far is L. Downey who engraved for Ireland in 1953, and the already mentioned 
Alfred J. Downey, whose (incomplete) list of stamps you can find here. 

Edited By Adrian on 28/07/2013 19:27:25 

 
  som ghatak 28/07/2013 19:13:47 
 Lately i am in love with Gordon engraved Marianne 

Here is a set i recently accquired.. 

 

 
  som ghatak 28/07/2013 19:21:33 
 Hello Alex, 

Whats the country or province of these stamps?are they cinderella? 

Please let me know..sorry am learning so the question might be too stupid 

Posted by Alex on 08/06/2013 10:45:08: 

Well, I for one like Typo printed stamps. They have a certain charm and seem more honest than the over detailed engraved stamps, though, 
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of course, I like these too for that very reason! 

      

I have always used the term 'Typo' for these stamps, and will continue to do so. My American The Stamp Collector's Encyclopaedia (R.J. 
Sutton), which I've had for 35 years, denotes typo as: 

'A philatelic synonym for letterpress or surface printing, ie printing from a relief (or process) line, or half tone block; or from electros or 
stereos produced from such blocks.' 

Edited By Alex on 08/06/2013 10:49:20 

 
  som ghatak 28/07/2013 21:10:21 
 Wanted to share some Vatican Stamps : 

                   

 
canadian 
NorthAmerican 

29/07/2013 03:22:14 
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 Posted by Michael Chambers on 28/07/2013 18:22:59: 

Adrian 

The International Engraver's Line book by Gene Hessler is helpful here. Nigel Alan Dow, ........ 

CNA- Gene Hassler also refers to Alfred J Downey (1883-1945) who engraved bookplates and banknotes. There is no mention of stamps. 
However, the company he formed, Downey & Co Ltd, employed an apprentice called Harold Wolfenden who bought the company in the 
1920s and went on to become a recognized engraver of postage stamps. The firm was later purchased by William Turner in 1959 (who 
had joined the company in 1959. 

Alfred Downey had a son, Leslie Downey, who after six years in POW camps in the war, trained at art schools in London and joined De La 
Rue where he engraved both stamps and banknotes. Hassler lists some of his banknotes but none of his stamps. 

  

Michael: Alfred J Downey was a great engraver of Postage Stamps for De La Rue; I will get permission to re-produce his stamps here, 
later on. The firm started by AJD is still in existence in England. AJD had two sons, the eldest and the second, both in fact fought in the 
second World War. The eldest trained to be an engraver, his name being Alfred (?) Downy - middle name not known correctly but was 
called 'Sonny' - but did not show interest, but became a manager and ended up in India and died there. The second son Leslie Ernest 
Downey became a siderographer and then a portrait engraver. He did both bank note portraits and stamps. LED was in a POW camp in 
Poland (Gene says in Germany and Italy). Sonny also engraved briefly, but it is not known what work he did. Non of the authors mention 
Sonny. He did go to Rangoon, where DLR had a printing facility, therefrom to India. 

AJD engraved stamps for Greece, Norway, Czechoslovakia, Newfoundland and several others. He worked for Perkins and then for De La 
Rue. he did massive amount of book plates and personalised letter heads etc., 

The King George VI Portrait on the Colonial Coronation omnibus stamp is attributed to him and we have no proof. 

LED also did many stamps but will come to that later. 

AJD's father was also an engraver and had two uncles who were also engravers. Are the Bradbury Downeies related to AJD? possible, 
but research is continuing to establish the relationship. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 29/07/2013 03:23:44 
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Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 29/07/2013 03:24:25 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 29/07/2013 03:51:20 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

29/07/2013 03:44:28 

 Posted by Adrian on 28/07/2013 19:13:20: 

In 'The Postage Stamps of New Zealand', Volume IV, edited by RJG Collins and CW Watts and published by the Royal Philatelic Society of 
New Zealand Inc. in 1964, it says on page 140 (dealing with the 1953 QEII definitives): "As the first step in the production of the plates 
for the values from 1/2d to 8d, Mr D. A. Dow engraved the portrait." Those particular stamps were printed by Bradbury Wilkinson. 

I'm glad to see Alan and Nigel Alan are the same, and I was very pleased to find out he engraved the Shakespeare stamp. Would he 
maybe also have engraved the Westminster Abbey fan vaulting stamp of 1966? 

With regard to the Downeys: the only two Downeys I have so far is L. Downey who engraved for Ireland in 1953, and the already 
mentioned Alfred J. Downey, whose (incomplete) list of stamps you can find here. 

Edited By Adrian on 28/07/2013 19:27:25 

Adrian: Your reference was to a D.A. Dow and that is certainly a misprint or a mistake by the RJG Collins and CW Watts. A letter to the 
RPS of NZ should be sent to ask for clarification; perhaps you would do this via Stamp Magazine. 

Your question on the Westminster stamp, yes the Queen's portrait was done by Alan Dow and the Vaulted Ceiling was done by vignette 
engraver Frederick Warner at Bradbury Wilkinson, who printed the stamp. 

GPO archives has unadapted designs and die proofs of the issue. some of the unadapted ones were bold and beautiful. search the 
catalogue with key words "900th Anniversary of Westminster Abbey" and you have four pages of beauties. 

 
  Adrian 29/07/2013 08:24:38 
 
 

Good, so I can put them all under N A Dow. I'll check if there were any corrigenda in later volumes of the series, otherwise I'll get in 
touch with the RPS. 
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And I'm off right now to check those four pages! 

 
  Michael Chambers 29/07/2013 23:16:08 
 Som 

I'm a great fan of the Gandon Marianne as well. David Roseveare passed me a fascinating letter from Gandon describing, among other 
things, how he came to design and engrave the stamp. My best translation of the relevant paragraph is: 

I did not know M. Dulac. I know that when he was in England he produced a very fine stamp for France. I succeeded him in designing and 
engraving the Marianne called ‘de Gandon’. Our Parisian apartment, Place de Furstenberg, in the house once occupied by the celebrated 
painter, Delacroix, had become a place of Resistance. Every German who passed by was a target. German tanks would pass by, breaking 
the pavement tiles and sending us to the ground, but despite everything the telephone never stopped working. As a result I received a 
phone call from the Ministry of Posts: ‘Hello, Gandon. De Gaulle is not far away and when he arrives he will need to choose a new stamp. 
There are four of you in the frame: Cheffer, Mazelin, Piel and you’. I replied that we were in hell and could not hold out long, but things 
calmed down and I did the sketch for the stamp. When he arrived de Gaulle immediately chose mine. I did a lot of first day covers – 
several hundred – for different houses. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

29/07/2013 23:37:04 

 David and Michael: Thanks for sharing this great piece of fascinating happening of historic importance. 

David: you have an enjoyable trip. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 29/07/2013 23:37:57 

 
  Julia Lee 30/07/2013 11:13:28 
 I don't suppose this needs me to point out a heavy-handed moral, but I draw two things from this: 

- the way stamps and designers can open a window into a historical world, first-hand 

- how important stamps are for the birth or re-birth of a nation 
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  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

30/07/2013 13:56:12 

 Julia: apt words; It can also be used as a propaganda tool in War conditions. see **LINK** 

Many of such happenings relating to the birth/re-birth of a nation go unrecorded, particularly when things are done in war conditions 
and telephonic.; it will be nice to review the files of The Ministry of Posts in France to see what has been recorded on ‘de Gandon’. It is 
likely there is nothing and if Gandon did not write this down, then it would have been lost. 

When De Gaulle was in exile in England, the French notes that were designed in England, was coordinated by the Bank of England; they 
have files on this aspect and Bradbury and De La Rue did the printing; 'Marianne-in-exile' is another interesting facet altogether. 

The Victory stamp of Hong Kong designed by the PMG carried the legend "Resurgo" and the Phoenix rising from the ashes. How the 
design was done and it's subsequent arrival in England to become a postage stamp is a lesson in resilience. 

 Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 30/07/2013 13:58:18 

 
  Julia Lee 30/07/2013 14:04:29 
articles We covered that Hong Kong stamp in our Feb 09 issue on p49 (which implies to me it was the Commonwealth Classic). 

Edited By Julia Lee on 30/07/2013 14:04:47 

 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

30/07/2013 18:57:53 

 talking of Gandon, this **LINK** is equally fascinating. 

 
  Adrian 31/07/2013 09:49:52 
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 Just a quick message to say I've uploaded some info on Karl Bickel on my stamp engravers blog, which you may find HERE. Not too many 
pics yet but they'll follow once I've sorted my Swiss stamps. 

 

 

 
Michael 
Chambers 

31/07/2013 20:38:44 

 Adrian 

I enjoyed the article on Bickel. Your blog is going to be a great resource.  

Just going back to Gandon the letter that David Roseveare kindly passed me also had some rather touching information from Gandon anbout 
his engraver father, Gaston, who also produced many stamps but very few bearing his name. Gaston Gandon engraved the odd French 
stamp, notabty the 1939 Strasbourg Cathedral issue but did most of his work, often anonymously for Belgium and the French colonies. Here 
is what Pierre Gandon says: 

My father, Gaston Gandon, first started to engrave under Emile Cheffer. 

My father was a simple, modest and very good man. He never exhibited his work and seldom signed his engravings. Due to this, many 
philatelists are still unaware of his work. He worked for a long time for a Belgian baron, M. Stalens who founded the Institute of Engraving in 
Paris. My father was the designer of the Institute’s finest stamps including those depicting Orval abbey, Cardinal Mercier, St Gudule 
Cathedral, a Cistercian monk and Duchess Mathilda for Belgium and many other stamps that I don’t possess. I know that he designed and 
engraved a great number of stamps for the Belgian Congo, Madagascar, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Niger, etc. My father died a few days after 
Hitler arrived in Paris.  

I've been focusing a little recently on the output of newly independent French colonies. For a few years they provided enormous scope for 
French engravers and Pierre Gandon was particularly prolific. Here are a few nice examples: 

http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2013/06/bickel-karl.html
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Jean Mermoz, incidentally, was a French aviator. 

 

 

 

 
  Adrian 01/08/2013 10:46:02 
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 Thanks, Michael, I really hope so! It's still incredibly basic but I'm adding info and pics on a daily basis so eventually I hope it'll be something 
useful for everyone. 

I had a bit of fun on ebay the other day by just typing in "engraver" and try and get the first interesting item that came up. And it arrived 
yesterday: 

 

The 1990 GB miniature sheet marking the 150th anniversary of the Penny Black. The stamps themselves are not recess-printed, but the 
miniature sheet is, and it is engraved by Chris Matthews (of GB decimal Castles high values fame), who signed this cover. 

Nice!  

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

06/08/2013 20:21:00 

 Chris Matthews joined Bradbury Wilkinson as an apprentice engraver and mentored by Chris Broadbridge, who had by then become a 
portrait engraver. Chris Broadbridge was mentored by Ron Beckers who was then a portrait engraver. 

Ron Beckers was mentored by Bob Godbehear, who joined Brads in 1921. 

Chris Broadbridge sat next to Bob Godbehear and thus benefited by Bob's experience readily imparted to budding engravers. 

When Brads was taken over by DLR, Chris M went to Harrison and Chris B to Komori; 

When DLR took over Harrison, Chris M went to DLR where he still is. 
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Chris M's father was William (Bill) Matthews, joined Brads in 1937 as an artist; he was still painting at an age of 87 and passed away recently. 

Bill Matthews was mentored by artist Ernest Linzell, who was contracted to Brads. Bill Matthews would go to Linzell's house to learn the 
techniques. 

Michael Goaman was also contracted to Brads and he did scores of designs for Brads. The vaulted ceiling design was done by Goaman, but 
his name was not released; the design was submitted as from Brads. 

 
  Adrian 07/08/2013 10:10:14 
 You're a fountain of knowledge, cNA, it's so great to read all this! 

Did Broadbridge and Beckers do any work on stamps as far as you know? I haven't come across these names yet. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

07/08/2013 13:31:15 

 Adrian: Both did stamp work; Ron Beckers did many vignettes for the QE II era and graduated to do portrait engraving for Bank Notes; during 
the mid 60's recess printed stamps declined and Ron was on Bank notes both vignette and portraits altogether. 

Chris B did some stamp work and Gene quotes his name in his book. 

37¢ USS Constellation commemorative stamp in a pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA) pane of 20 issued on June 30, 2004, was engraved by 
Chris B; **LINK** 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 07/08/2013 13:32:00 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

07/08/2013 19:24:08 
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 Let's praise the British Engravers; 

Starting with Ron Beckers, as per question posed by Adrian, here is scan #1 of six vignettes done by him; Queen's portrait on Uganda stamp 
(looking left)by Alan Dow; 

Engraver of Queen's portrait on Tristan not sure; will have to find out. 

 

scan #2; All six vignettes by Ron Beckers; Annigoni portrait engraved by Alan Dow 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/119550/453532.jpg
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scan #3; All 6 vignettes by Ron Beckers; all of Queen's Portraits by Alan Dow. 

 

Two more pages later. 
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  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

08/08/2013 13:17:13 

 Here are two pages: scan #4; Antigua vignette by Ron Beckers; Annigoni by Alan Dow; Queen Victoria six pence stamp engraver unknown; QE 
II portrait on Ascension, Malta and British Honduras, by Alan Dow; vignettes by Ron Beckers. 

 

scan #5; Antigua QEII Annigoni portrait/Fiji QEII Portrait by Alan Dow; all vignettes by Ron Beckers. 
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canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

08/08/2013 13:53:25 

 Here is putting names to faces. 
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  Adrian 08/08/2013 14:00:22 
 Fantastic stuff once again. 

If you differentiate between vignette and portrait on these stamps, would that imply that the frame itself would be done by a third (letter?) 
engraver? Or would the frame be the work of the portrait engraver? 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

08/08/2013 14:28:43 

 Adrian: Difficult question to answer; there is no set pattern and the design to be engraved will dictate the modus operadi. 

Letter engravers did only the outline of the letter on reduction machines most of the time and etched the letters/value etc. some clever 
engravers cut the lines directly from the tracing. If there were portraits as part of the frame, then the die moved to the portrait engraver for 
the portrait part; Letter engravers would also score the frame lines on ruling machine to get the outline of the stamp. 

If the portrait was a stock portrait to be incorporated as part of the frame, then the stand alone portrait would first be rolled, then die given 
to the letter engraver to do the frame lines and the lettering to work around the portrait in the frame. Generally the portrait engraver will 
not do parts of the frame that is unrelated to portrait work, because they are far too expensive to be wasted on non-portrait work. This can 
change if there were to be large order of 10 denominations and portrait engraver can also be asked to do a vignette (Examples later). 

If there were to be a stamp that had a frame and vignette in a bi-colour stamp, the letter engraver was responsible to draw/score the 
coordinates on the two dies, one for the frame and one for the vignette, so that registration is exact (Examples later). The vignette die with 
lines scored then goes to the vignette engraver. 

Explanation with reference to a stamp will be more effective way of answer your question and I will do that later. 

 

 

 

canadian 
NorthAmerican 

09/08/2013 17:11:23 
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 Posted by Michael Chambers on 31/07/2013 20:38:44: 

Adrian 

I enjoyed the article on Bickel. Your blog is going to be a great resource. 

Just going back to Gandon the letter that David Roseveare kindly passed me also had some rather touching information from Gandon 
anbout his engraver father, Gaston, who also produced many stamps but very few bearing his name. Gaston Gandon engraved the odd 
French stamp, notabty the 1939 Strasbourg Cathedral issue but did most of his work, often anonymously for Belgium and the French 
colonies. Here is what Pierre Gandon says: 

My father, Gaston Gandon, first started to engrave under Emile Cheffer. 

My father was a simple, modest and very good man. He never exhibited his work and seldom signed his engravings. Due to this, many 
philatelists are still unaware of his work. He worked for a long time for a Belgian baron, M. Stalens who founded the Institute of Engraving in 
Paris. My father was the designer of the Institute’s finest stamps including those depicting Orval abbey, Cardinal Mercier, St Gudule 
Cathedral, a Cistercian monk and Duchess Mathilda for Belgium and many other stamps that I don’t possess. I know that he designed and 
engraved a great number of stamps for the Belgian Congo, Madagascar, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Niger, etc. My father died a few days after 
Hitler arrived in Paris. ......... 

Michael: your note casued me to look at the name Gaston Gandon becuse it was not on my list. Pierre Gandon's words that his father was a 
modest man is very true because his name is not mentioned in the Belgian Stamp scene or at least I have not come across it so far. 

On **LINK** (use key words Insitute de gravure and choose the only result) you will see that the TBC-Cathedrals were designed and 
engraved at the Insitute de gravure, Paris and could be the work of Gaston Gandon. 

On **LINK** (search key words Orval abbey) Choosing result#9, the designers of the Oravl Abbey are Henri Vaes -W.Kessels - Irène Van der 
Linden -Jean Remy and not Gaston Gandon. 

We have to do more research on Gaston Gandon it looks like. The oldest Belgian engraver (born 1923) alive (when I spoke to him 2 years 
ago) did not remember the name Gaston Gandon which is another reason for me to miss him altogether. 

David Roseveare perhaps has some more information on Gaston Gandon And you may perhaps ask him when hi back from his vacation in 
Paris. 

On Bickel, there is some information that I have put away and will have to dig it out. Bickel's style of engraving was in fact admired by a 

http://www.belgianstamps.eu/belgian3.html
http://www.belgianstamps.eu/belgian3.html
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Canadian Engraver who still speaks of his work as admirable. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 09/08/2013 17:27:47 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

10/08/2013 09:15:54 

 Adrian  
fascinating stuff. I'm back from holiday tomorrow and will get on the case. 
 

  Adrian 10/08/2013 16:05:14 
 Thanks, but it's rather cNA who deserves all the praise here! 

Anyway, Robert Cami is up, HERE. 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

10/08/2013 16:26:22 

 Posted by Adrian on 10/08/2013 16:05:14: 

Thanks, but it's rather cNA who deserves all the praise here! 

Adrian: Praise me not; Praise the engravers, the artists, sculptors and all those connected with the production process for their hard work 
and talents; if not for them, we will not have these beauties to admire, to be bewildered , to ponder and to pore over; 

All the others connected in the production process will include inter-alia, the sitter, photographer, prover, the siderographer, the die and 
plate hardening technician, the plate dresser, the printer, the ladies looking after the perforating, those who collected the varieties and 
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flaws etc., 

 
  Adrian 11/08/2013 09:06:38 
 All true, but since you really brighten up my days very frequently with your information and illustrations I do still think you're owed a bit of 

praise! 

 
  Adrian 11/08/2013 14:16:53 
 Here's a question for (all of) you: 

In 1978, Guernsey issued the first four stamps in their 'Old Guernsey Prints' series. The stamps are printed in a combination of recess and 
litho, by De La Rue. SG does not mention an engraver. 

 

I've just spotted a trial printing of the engraved bits of the 7p value in an auction, and it comes with corrections made by a certain D(?) 
Edwards. 

I've tried to google the info but nothing interesting comes up. 
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So, does anyknow who engraved these stamps? Could it be this D. Edwards or would (s)he be a DLR employee of a different kind? 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

11/08/2013 15:36:25 

 Adrian: Gene Hessler in “The International Engraver’s Line” Page 81; Guernsey Market square 7 pence by Stanley Doubtfire; page 335; 5 
pence by Robin Taylor; 

The Queen’s head was also engraved and used common to all four denominations, but do not know who did it. 

I will get back to you on D Edwards. 

.Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 11/08/2013 15:37:09 

 
  Adrian 11/08/2013 19:04:08 
 I'm glad to hear that, for it was rather an expensive item! 

I promise that when my next pay check comes in, the first thing I'll do is get Hessler's book. I've already got the American version but it's 
obvious I shouldn't be without the international version either. Can't find it anywhere though but I believe somewhere in this thread it says 
I can 'just' contact the author as he might still have a few copies. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

11/08/2013 19:37:51 

 Gene has copies no doubt; 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

12/08/2013 13:47:56 

 cNA 

I'm just catching up with all your incredibly interesting posts having been without broadband access for a week in darkest Scotland and 
Northumbria. My last email should, of course, have been addressed to you. I'm constantly amazed at the breadth of your knowledge. It's 
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great to hear so much about British engravers, particularly as so many of them have been rather shadowy or indeed anonymous figures, 
particularly in comparison with their counterparts in other countries. 

I'll get back to you about Gaston Gandon. 

Adrian 

If you can't get the International Engraver's Line book from Gene Hessler it is worth trying Leonard Hartman in Kentucky at 
Leonard@pbbooks.com. I got mine from there and he seems to have one of the best lists of philatelic books around.  

Michael 
Chambers 

13/08/2013 00:16:20 

 I promised some further thoughts on Gaston Gandon. He is certainly a shadowy figure but it seem clear that he engraved two stamps for 
France. One was the 1939 Strasbourg Cathedral stamp which bears his name: 

 

The other was the 1936 airmail stamp showing a plane flying over Paris. The stamp does not bear his name and the SG catalogue refers to it as 
the work of the Institut de Gravure. However the authoritative Phil-Ouest.com site is in no doubt that it is the work of Gaston Gandon. The 
stamp is a bit unusual as it has a 'burele' (I can't seem to put in the acut accents) background designed to combat counterfeiters. Phil-Ouest 
also point out that many collectors consider it to be the finest of all French stamps!  
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We know that Gaston Gandon worked for the Institut de Gravure which was a company that a Belgian aristocrat set up in Paris in the 1920s. It 
is very likely, therefore, that the Begian stamps produced by the Institut were, as Pierre Gandon, says the work of Gaston Gandon. I have 
certainly seen his name mentioned in other contexts in relation to the highly regarded Cardinal Mercier issue of 1932. Other Belgian stamps 
produced by the Insitut were the 1927 and 1928 anti-tuberculosis issues and I think it is very likely that these are in part or in whole his work. 
The Orval Aebby issue of 1928 is a bit confusing but, in light of Pierre Gandon's comments, I think he might have contributed the engraving for 
the Cistercian monk and the Duchess Matilda stamps. 

Pierre Gandon also mentions the extensive work his father did for French colonies. Certainly the Instiut de Gravure did a high proportion of 
the engraving work for the colonies. The SG catalogue mentions the names of some of the engravers who worked for the Institut on French 
colonial issues such as Cottet, Mazelin, Decaris etc However, quite a few issues such as the 1935 Senegal definitives mention the designers but 
not the engravers and I supect Gandon may have had a hand in them. Rather confusingly, SG lists G Gandon as the designer of the 1942 
Petain issue for Niger - rather odd as Pierre Gandon's letter suggests his father died in 1940! Possibly he dsigned the vignette and the head of 
Petain was added later. 

I've searched the internet, incidentally, for more information about the Institut de Gravure but have found very little - a bit surprising in view 
of the volume of stamps and other work it produced. More research into its role would be very helpful. 

 
  Adrian 13/08/2013 08:24:27 
 With regard to the 1928 Orval issue: SG mentions a certain RP Alfred from the Institut de Gravure as engraver, whereas the OBP, the Official 

Belgian Catalogue, says they are engraved by the Ecole de Chartres. It's all very unclear and me too, I have not yet been able to find out 
anything more. The OBP is normally rather accurate though. 

With regard to the 1942 Niger Pétain (no problems with alt 130 here) issue: I have checked the whole SG France catalogue and it is rife with 
typos so when in doubt I never believe that source to be accurate, just to be on the safe side. 
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canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

13/08/2013 15:04:26 

 Thanks Michael and Adrian for the update; no doubt we need to do more digging into Insitute de gravure. Michael, your depiction of the 
airmail stamp caused me to look at Giorgio Leccese's die proofs. 

On **LINK** go to France die proof and under 1936, the lst few items show the die proof of the 1936 airmail stamp with burelé security 
overprint; it is signed by G Gaston. 

 
  Adrian 14/08/2013 09:30:06 
 I'm reading up on BC Australasia and came across these remarks with regard to the 1934 Australia Macarthur centenary stamp: "The first 

printings lacked definition so the die was more deeply incised and subsequent printings are easily distinguished." 

This reworking of the die, would that normally be done by the original engraver (in this case FD Manley) or could any retoucher be given such 
a job? 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

14/08/2013 22:46:30 

 
 

Adrian - I'm afraid I can't help with the Macarthur stamp. I'd have thought that they would go back to the original engraver if feasible.  

Going back to the Institut de Gravure I have come across this site which lists the French and French colonial stamps produced by the Institut. 
It looks very useful but there are quite a lot of gaps relating to the engravers and no mention of the mysterious Gaston Gandon!  

**LINK** 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

16/08/2013 09:39:22 

 Adrian 

It was very good to read about Robert Cami, an engraver that I very much admire. I think he produced some marvellous portraits and I very 
much like his landscapes and townscapes as well. Here are a few that I really like: 
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  Perfs14 16/08/2013 12:15:52 
 HI, I am enjoying this thread immensily. 

I have a couple of stamps for which I would like the engraver's name, but I haven't quite finished all 43 pages yet...so I'll wait and make sure 
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that you have not talked about them as yet. Alex  Edited By Perfs14 on 16/08/2013 12:16:57 

 
  Adrian 16/08/2013 14:05:17 
 Hope we can help, Alex, once you've finished catching up with this thread! This here is my favourite Cami stamp, from the ones I have, that is. 

 

I love the softness (almost Piel-like!) of the whole design. 

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 00:22:05 
  
 
 

Thank you. Meanwhile an other question has popped up. I am in process of putting together a very mini-exhibition (mostly for my own sake) 
on engraved stamps and I have decided to pick 12 of the engravers whose work has had an almost physical effect on me. My list is 
(alphabetical order): 

Albuisson; Gandon; Harrison; Manley; Morken; Nefe; Nicastro; Toth; Osborn; Piel; Ranzoni & Slania. 

I feel that I have forgotten some one(s) do you have any suggestions for one or two more? 

By the way, you may wonder at the inclusion of Harold Osborn - I am not sure how many stamps he actually engraved but he did engrave 
Bluenose, one of my all-time favourite stamps! 

   
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

17/08/2013 01:07:25 

 Perfs14: If you have seen the Archives and Library Canada, you can ignore this post; if not see **LINK** in the Canadian national Archives. 

Choose Row#2; Stamp#4 the 50 cents Blue Nose. When on the page click on Creators Picture engraved by Harold Osborn; scroll down to the 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=119550
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/archivianet/020117/020117030106_e.html
http://data4.collectionscanada.ca/netacgi/nph-brs?s1=&s2=&s3=181&l=20&Sect4=AND&Sect1=IMAGE&Sect2=THESOFF&Sect5=BIPHPEN&Sect6=HITOFF&d=BIPH&p=1&u=http://www.collectionscanada.ca/02/02015502_e.html&r=1&f=G
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/sites/12/images/member_albums/75186/455686.jpg
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bottom left hand corner and click on Related Stamps; 

This will list 11 stamps; Gene Hesler's book on US engravers lists all that was done by Osborne. 

 
Adrian 17/08/2013 08:49:29 
 Picking favourite engravers is a very personal thing of course, but if you're asking for a few more suggestions; how's about two of my all-

time favourites: Jules Piel (focus on his French Red Cross issues!) and Karl Bickel (focus on his Swiss Pro Juventute portraits!). 

 
  Adrian 17/08/2013 08:59:02 
 Me again. I also have a question; there's some lovely recess-printed stuff coming up for auction, but they're all sets for which I do not have 

an engraver's name. They are the following: 

British East Africa 1896 definitives 

 

British East Africa 1897 definitives 

 

Uganda 1898 definitives, anna values 

 

Uganda 1898 definitives, rupee values 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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Is it known who engraved these stamps? 

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 09:32:56 
 I am a dumbkoff! I have visited that page and missed out on looking at anything else but Bluenose! Thank you very much for the link, I see 

that he did engrave some of my favourite stamps for Canada...still he must have engraved other stuff - worked there 37 years! lol 

Thanks CNA! 

...what did you think of the list? 

   
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 09:44:45 
 I have Piel but not Bickel...have you posted some of his work? I must have missed it. 

Don't know, as soon as I see BC I think of JACH. 1896 he would have been with Waterlow for about 4 years mainly engravin book plates. SG 
reckons that his first stamp were the Downey heads. 

So, I don't know.  

BTW I saw somwwhere that you wanted to know which stamps he had engraved, here is a list from the SG magazine: 

1911 - Downey heads 

1912 - Re-engraved Downeys  

1912 - 13 KGV definitive series 

1914 - Sea horses 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=126933
http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=126933
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1920 - Cook for Cook Islands (Rarotonga) 

1924-5 - 3 Commemorative issues for Portugal (Camoens, Branco and Marquis de Pombal) 

1926 - Arms of Malta (the high values are also probably his work) 

1926 - KGV in full dress for NZ 2s and 3s 

1926 - The Sprinbook (0.5d) and Van Riebeck’s ship (1d) and the orange tree (6d) for South Africa. 

1926 - Spanish red cross issue Royalty 

1926 - Dr Montufar for Guatemala (2p50) 

1927 - Canberra issue for Australia (designed by an unrelated ‘Harrison’ - RA Harrison, son of TS Harrison printer of many of the Australian 
KGV issues) 

1928 - Catacombs excavation fund for Spain Pope and King 

1928-30 - Garzon For Uruguay 

1932 - Columbus for Colombia 

1931 - Numerous stamps for the British Commonwealth: British Guiana, Sierra Leone, Jamaica landscapes, Jubilee stamps for Nth Borneo, 
Cayman Islands Assembly of justices … 

1932 - The rajah for Sarawak 

1932 - Kings for Thailand 

1935 - 8c for Johore 

1935 - The omnibus series for The KGV silver jubilee. 

1935 - Silver Jubilee for South Rhodesia 

After these came a flood of King George VI stamps and others, including a very fine engraving of C J Rhodes. Harrison continued to engrave 
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heraldic plates throughout his life - his last known engraving was a book plate for one of his three sons. It was a magnificent piece that 
showed no lessening of his talent well into his eighties 

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 09:49:51 
 The questions I had are as follows: Any one know the engraver of these? 

           

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 09:52:02 
 Thanks 

 

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 09:55:32 
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 BTW I inclluded Morken in my list primarily for these two stamps that I saw just this week. They are really beautiful...anyone have mmore 
of his work? 

      

Thanks   

 
  Adrian 17/08/2013 09:58:08 
 The Einstein stamp: the portrait was engraved by John S Wallace Jr and the lettering was done by JC Masure. 

Can't help you with the other two I'm afraid. Love the bottom one though! 

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 10:05:48 
 Thank you Adrian! 

I have found three more Morken stamps on Google images, I must get these too: 
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  Perfs14 17/08/2013 10:20:28 
 In my collection I alos have a number of these replica cards. the images were printed using the original recess dies but in different coloured 

ink. I think they show the fine work of the engraver quite well: 
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Adrian 17/08/2013 10:27:17 
 I'm hoping to get the Namatjira card soon, which might well be from the same series? Are these cards recess-printed too? 

As for Sverre Morken: you just beat me to it. I was going to show my favourite horse stamp ever, but you've already put it up. Morken also 
engraved a number of designs for the 1977-1983 Norwegian definitives: 

 

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 13:03:07 
 Sorry about that. The one you have posted looks really good 

I don't think the replica card is recess printed just the stamp images.  

 
  Perfs14 17/08/2013 13:06:25 
 Here is a nice one from Slania for New Zealand: 
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  Perfs14 17/08/2013 13:41:54 
 Some random shots with the USB mike: 
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Michael 
Chambers 

17/08/2013 16:08:57 

 
 

Just catching up on a very busy day on the thread. 

Perfs14 - Thanks for lots of interesting posts. You asked for identification of the engravers for a a few stamps and Adrian has got back to 
you about one. The Lincoln stamp is the USA 1c produced in 1959, designed by E Metzl and engraved by R Bower and G Huber. The 
Madeira stamp is identical to one produced for Portugal in the same year, 1898, and so was presumably engraved by Waterlow. I don't 
know who engraved it but JAC Harrison was, I think, at Waterlow at that time.  

Thanks for the list of Harrison stamps. Apart from those listed I know that he engraved at least ten stamps for Portugal in the 1920s.  

Your choice of engravers looks very sound to me. However, I don't know much about Osborne. I'll paas though some thoughts about other 
favourite engravers. I loved the Morken stamps, by the way. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

17/08/2013 18:01:31 

 Those Morken stamps are absolutely stunning. it prompted me to look him up in Hessler's International Engraver's Line. Hessler says: "Mr 
Morken has designed and engraved approximately 150 postage stamps for Norway, the United Nations and the Faroe Islands, and ranks as 
one of the world's most accomplished engravers". He also illustrates a couple of his other stamp engravings showing Nelson Mandela and 
Aung San Su Kyi which also look fabulous. He has shot up my list of engravers to collect.  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

17/08/2013 18:23:29 

 Adrian 

I've no idea either about who engraved the Queen Victoria stamps that you posted. I see that they were all produced at De La Rue. That 
got me thinking about the De la Rue archive which I believe is at Reading University. Does anyone know whether this would reveal a lot of 
information about the identity of engravers of particular stamps and whether, if the archive has already been mined by researchers with 
an interest in engraving, any information has been published. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

17/08/2013 20:45:13 
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 Michael: There is no engraver records in Reading University; I am sure you have seen the list of DLR items **LINK** 

I saw the holdings in 1987 when Michael Bott was the archivist. The paper issue books are of interest to philatelists, so are the indexes of 
the GB stamps for the Inland Revenue. 

Apart from that there is a photograph of a group of engravers, but there is no ID. 

Printing historians would delight at the records. 

On the engravers names, there is no official record that will be ever available to outsiders from the company. Some of the early engravings 
were attributed to engravers, solely based on the period they worked and considering the importance of stamp issued. Some customers 
stipulated that the engravers names be made known and only in such cases, the names were very reluctantly released or put on the 
stamps itself. 

On the other hand, when dies were engraved and finished, the names of engravers were punched on the top right hand corner, so that 
when die proofs are taken, the names appear transposed. Such die proofs never made it to the public fold; the dies were kept in the vault 
and if you are lucky, you can then see them and say with certainty who did what. This will never happen, unless you buy the entire 
company and go into the vault to see the hardware. When scanning process became refined and dpi of 4,500 was developed, many old 
dies were scanned and destroyed for want of space. Again, if you owned the company, you can see the scans which are classed as high 
security items. These could be used to produce printing plates by photographic techniques and thus never available to the public. The 
person who scanned some of the dies was an ex Bradbury Wilkinson employee and will never talk. Pretty grim for philatelists, but that is 
how security companies must operate. 

Adrian please see **LINK** 

If this link does not work, search the Canadian Archive web site for Leonard Vincent Phillips 1876-1954 and go to the related stamps. He 
engraved some Newfoundland stamps. 

The Biographical Sketch on Phillips mentions the name Turner and he is likely (not certain) your man to have engraved the BEA stamps. 
However Turner was principally a ‘relief engraver’ but was also capable of ‘recess engraving’. His name appears against the first KG Vth 
Australian stamp engraved in England (sic). 

Phillips finished his apprenticeship in 1899 and started off in 1900 and it is unlikely he would have been give to engrave the portrait of 
QV in 1896. Phillips was also a capable of relief and recess engraving. 

 
  

http://www.reading.ac.uk/web/FILES/special-collections/handlistDelaRue2.pdf
http://data4.collectionscanada.ca/netacgi/nph-brs?s1=&s2=&s3=146&l=20&Sect4=AND&Sect1=IMAGE&Sect2=THESOFF&Sect5=BIPHPEN&Sect6=HITOFF&d=BIPH&p=1&u=http://www.collectionscanada.ca/02/02015502_e.html&r=1&f=G
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canadian 
NorthAmerican 

17/08/2013 21:03:11 

 Posted by Perfs14 on 17/08/2013 09:49:51: 

The questions I had are as follows: Any one know the engraver of these? 

 

Perf14: If you have the book or can get hold of a copy, Die Proofs of Waterlow & Sons, by Colin Fraser and Robson Lowe (1985) please 
wade through to see if this stamp is mentioned. I can't locate my copy but will try to find it. If it is not mentioned therein, I would not know 
where else to look I am afraid. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

17/08/2013 22:00:22 

 Posted by Adrian on 14/08/2013 09:30:06: 

I'm reading up on BC Australasia and came across these remarks with regard to the 1934 Australia Macarthur centenary stamp: "The first 
printings lacked definition so the die was more deeply incised and subsequent printings are easily distinguished." 

This reworking of the die, would that normally be done by the original engraver (in this case FD Manley) or could any retoucher be given 
such a job? 

Adrian: I presume you are referring to the 2d Red, the shading of the hills in the back ground being stronger in the second printing. 

That is a very delicate job; mind you the die in a hard state either have to be softened and the deepening of the lines done OR there can 
have been an entirely new die rolled and that die being in the soft state could have been worked upon. 

My guess is that Manley would have done the deepening work. That does not preclude any other engraver's hand either. There were other 
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engravers in the Note printing branch as well. If Manley was manly, he would not have given that job to anyone else.  

A lozenge graver is used for hair line engraving (thus used again in deepening an already engraved section). This calls for nerves of steel! 

Posing a question to an engraver here in Canada reveals that in such cases, the die is covered with engravers wax and the parts to be 
deepened are scored carefully just enough to expose the steel where the recesses are and to give it a quick etch; a little longer than an acid 
flash. If you can post two scans of the pale and the deeper stamps in higher dpi, then I will send the images and ask for opinion. Without 
seeing examples of the work we are talking about, it is difficult to make a pronouncement. If the parts of the mountain was very pale at 
first and then in the second, it did have ink, then it can be said that the mountain only was given an acid etch in total, all other parts being 
unaffected. This mountain would have been exposed and the rest stopped by wax and the mountain then brushed with enough acid to get 
the quick etching done; the froth that forms when the acid does the etching has to be uniform. If there is a foul bite, it means, some part/s 
did not have the acid action = foul bite, which only the engraver will know; in such a case, the die is at once held under a running tap to 
remove the acid and it is usual for the engraver to curse and swear before looking at the result under glass after the die has dried of 
liquid/water. If there is a mistake, correcting is at times never possible. 

One point to remember is when the acid is brushed at first from left to right, the engraver can count from 1 to 10 to give 10 seconds, hold 
the die under the tap and remove the acid, then give the second acid brush from right to left, count 1 to 10 and wash the die. This is 
because, both side will then have equal bite by the acid. 

If the lines are cut by the lozenge graver, the cut (cavity that holds ink) vill be "V" shaped and if the metal is etched by acid, it will form a 
"U"; If the engraved lines are too close, then acid etching can ruin the lines, because of lateral acid bite. A delicate job no doubt. 

Aside; Elie Timothée Loizeaux 1873-1956, who worked at ABNC was supposedly a very slow engraver and other engravers usually took over 
his work and completed it. Ford, who was engraver had the authority to take the die and finish it or assign the job to others to do it. 

Further aside; In the Canadian side, the $1 Totem Pole issue was engraved at ABNC in New York, but the sky/clouds were deepened in 
Ottawa by Silas on a new die rolled from the original die worked at ABNC. A row broke out when Ford became irritated at the altering of 
his work. This resulted in the decision being made at CBNC by Dennis Coolican, not to send any more dies to New York for engraving and to 
rely on Canadian in house engravers, unless there was an extremely urgent situation. 

Further further aside; on the Canadian stamp SG481, issued on30June1955, (50th anniversary of Alberta and Saskatchewan) Yves had 
finished the engraving but a senior engraver thought the sheaf of wheat would not print dark enough and went on to deepen the 
engraving. Yves had no say in that, and the result according to Yves was that a poor job was done in the deepening process and it looks like 
the sheaf is thick or there are two lines where it should have had only one. 
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This stamp is also a good example of the blue sky top left hand side of the stamp, where the sky is darker in the left most and becomes 
lighter when going right. The acid etch would have been done from the left to the right only, the right most receiving the acid etch the 
least amount of time than the left; thus shallower bite of steel = lower amount of ink retained = lighter printing. 

All this goes on to say that the original engraver will be likely the person to tinker on it for any alterations, save the case example of 
Loizeaux as above which is completing the die by a superior. 

Lastly, before the etching is done with acid, the engraver does something to the die; do you know what it is? If the die could speak or 
protest, it certainly will. 

 
Perfs14 18/08/2013 05:53:18 
 Michael and CNA thank you for those very informative posts. 

They were a bit serendipitous as they made me take another look at that fantastic Canadian site Postal Archives Database and I discovered 
that I had left out of my list an engraver that I have admired for some time: Silas Robert Allen. 

**LINK** 

Edited By Perfs14 on 18/08/2013 05:54:27 
  Perfs14 18/08/2013 06:22:22 
 Some Slania MSs: 
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  Perfs14 18/08/2013 06:23:35 
 Slania's favourite stamp 

 

 
  Perfs14 18/08/2013 06:26:40 
 Slania for Australia: 
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 Edited By Perfs14 on 18/08/2013 06:27:16 

 
  Adrian 18/08/2013 09:13:05 
 Thanks for your wonderful and insightful posts, cNA. As for the secrecy thing: we'll just have to accept that for what it is and be glad there's 

enough material of which it is known who worked on it to keep us busy! 

Quote: Lastly, before the etching is done with acid, the engraver does something to the die; do you know what it is? If the die could speak or 
protest, it certainly will. 

I haven't a clue, to be honest. I'm only just getting to grips with this whole acid thing and am already mighty glad I can actually more or less 
follow what you say! 

Also, I cannot show you the differences between the two stamps as I don't have either yet. I'm just recording the information for future 
reference. 

Also something new I learnt last night is the idea of the subsidiary die. I understand that in Australia, when more stamps of a single design 
were needed, the original die (usually by Manley) often had a value included. From that die a subsidiary die was made with the original value 
erased, in which place another engraver (TC Duffell) would engrave the other values. 

I always thought that if different values were needed on a single design, the 'Slania Machin' method was followed, ie that the original die did 
not include any values at all but the space was left blank for the letter engraver to add all the values. 

And apparently there is a third way for I believe I read somewhere (but I have to recheck) that for a while all Belgian stamps had to be hand-
engraved, which meant that for example the 31 value Elström definitives of the 1970s were all completely individually hand-engraved, 
because the engravers were not allowed to have a single die for the image with the values added later. Seems extraordinary, but there you 
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go. 

And there's more (so many questrions, so little time...): I found another possible gem in an auction catalogue: 

 

It is described as a vignette for Newfoundland, possibly 1900, but otherwise of unknown purpose. To be honest, I think it somehow looks 
more like a bank note vignette than a stamp vignette, wouldn't you agree? I'll ask for the size of tha actual thing on Monday. I checked 
Robson Lowe's encyclopaedia but there's no reference to any 'seal hunting' essay at all. I also checked Hessler's American engraver's line 
(don't have the international one yet, but am in the process of ordering it) but again no mention whatsoever. Ever seen this before? 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

18/08/2013 16:08:56 

 Posted by Adrian on 18/08/2013 09:13:05: 

And there's more (so many questrions, so little time...): I found another possible gem in an auction catalogue: 

 

It is described as a vignette for Newfoundland, possibly 1900, but otherwise of unknown purpose. To be honest, I think it somehow looks 
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more like a bank note vignette than a stamp vignette, wouldn't you agree? I'll ask for the size of tha actual thing on Monday. I checked 
Robson Lowe's encyclopaedia but there's no reference to any 'seal hunting' essay at all. I also checked Hessler's American engraver's line 
(don't have the international one yet, but am in the process of ordering it) but again no mention whatsoever. Ever seen this before? 

Adrian: The first possibility as you surmise is for a Bank Note; the clue is when a vignette of that size comes in an oval shaped engraving, it 
invariably is for a Bank Note. It could have been for a Share Certificate also. BABN Montreal means the engraving was before 1889. **LINK** 

If you have the time to wade through all the exhibits on Bank of Canada's Official Collection on**LINK** you will see beautiful vignettes. My 
old eyes hurt as I have to strain them to look at each wothout enlarging them. Your youthful eyes aree much better. 

If the exhibits do not tell you the usage, say so and I will look at books in the Library. failing which the usage would be for Share Certs, which is 
very difficult to track down. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

18/08/2013 16:15:26 

 Posted by Adrian on 18/08/2013 09:13:05: 

Quote: Lastly, before the etching is done with acid, the engraver does something to the die; do you know what it is? If the die could speak or 
protest, it certainly will. 

I haven't a clue, to be honest. I'm only just getting to grips with this whole acid thing and am already mighty glad I can actually more or less 
follow what you say! 

The engraver spits on the parts to be etched, yes SPIT;  

What a treatment, heat it to coat with wax, then score/cut with a sharp instrument, then spit for etching, then in the oven with cyanide, then 
plunge into hot oil, then allowed to be cooled, then put under huge pressure to get a Transfer roll image; phew the small piece of steel 
endures a lot. They are know to crack at the time of hardening or at the time of rolling. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

18/08/2013 16:26:13 

 Posted by Adrian on 18/08/2013 09:13:05: 
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Also something new I learnt last night is the idea of the subsidiary die. I understand that in Australia, when more stamps of a single design 
were needed, the original die (usually by Manley) often had a value included. From that die a subsidiary die was made with the original value 
erased, in which place another engraver (TC Duffell) would engrave the other values. 

I always thought that if different values were needed on a single design, the 'Slania Machin' method was followed, ie that the original die did 
not include any values at all but the space was left blank for the letter engraver to add all the values. 

Adrian: There is a step missing here; in that when a subsidiary die is required, (with the same vignette or portrait) and the existing die is with a 
value engraved upon, that die is used for getting an impression on a new transfer roll; the transfer roll being in soft state is used, with great 
skill, to shave off the value tablet, and leave the space in recess, blank. This roll after hardening and rolled on a bank soft steel die would give 
the new subsidiary die with blank value tablet to work upon. That portion of the value tablet will be in relief, so that necessary recess can be 
made on the soft die to get the new denomination. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

18/08/2013 16:42:50 

 Posted by Adrian on 18/08/2013 09:13:05: 

And apparently there is a third way for I believe I read somewhere (but I have to recheck) that for a while all Belgian stamps had to be hand-
engraved, which meant that for example the 31 value Elström definitives of the 1970s were all completely individually hand-engraved, 
because the engravers were not allowed to have a single die for the image with the values added later. Seems extraordinary, but there you 
go. 

Adrian: This is new to me; When I contacted Charles Leclercqz two years ago on the Elström issues, he never mentioned this. It is difficult to 
ask him now, and I will pose the question to his son and see if Charles can recollect this point. 

Please tell me where you read/learnt this from. I read between the lines and it means the King Baldwin (Baudouin) profile was engraved 
separately for each denomination; not possible, because, then, there would be differences in the portraits, which is not the case. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

18/08/2013 18:42:52 

 Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 11/08/2013 15:36:25:  
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Adrian: Gene Hessler in “The International Engraver’s Line” Page 81; Guernsey Market square 7 pence by Stanley Doubtfire; page 335; 5 
pence by Robin Taylor; 

The Queen’s head was also engraved and used common to all four denominations, but do not know who did it. 

I will get back to you on D Edwards. 

Adrian: Derek Edwards was an engraver with De La Rue; I did not have him on my list and thanks to you, I now have. 

Did you buy the proof? 

 
Adrian 18/08/2013 19:21:27 
 I read it here, but I'm afraid it's all in Dutch. The pivotal sentence reads: 

De opmerking van Eric Mesdagh dat bij de Koning Boudewijn zegels ontwerp Elström de graveur Carlo Leclercqz voor alle waarden opnieuw 
een gravure heeft moeten maken - vergelijk ook de eis dat geen mechanisch hulpmiddel mog worden gebruikt - bracht het punt van 
auteursrecht aan de orde. 

Which translates as: 

Eric Mesdagh's remark that for the King Baudouin stamps designed by Elström, the engraver Carlo Leclercqz had to make a new engraving for 
all values - see also the stipulation that no mechanical aids were allowed - brought us to the matter of copyright. 

Maybe I'm reading this wrongly, but I fail to see how the remark could have been made if all that was newly engraved was the actual value. 

Unrelated, Mesdagh later also remarks how well he could see that Patricia Vouez (who was at the centre of attention here) was taught the art 
of engraving by Leclerqcz. 

And, and I find this amazing, there was a painter who remarked he could see from the engravings that Patricia Vouez was left-handed! 

As for the Guernsey proof: the auction is not until the end of next month so I still have some time to ponder whether I should go for it. Now 
that we can trace the item back to someone who might be described as a 'stamp engraver' I might have to go for it, but the lower estimate is 
£200, which leaves me little room for manoeuvring. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
http://dziewon.home.xs4all.nl/fila/belg_k95.htm
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Anyway, I must stare at ABNC vignettes now, looking for seals... 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

19/08/2013 13:16:30 

 Posted by Perfs14 on 18/08/2013 05:53:18: 

Michael and CNA thank you for those very informative posts. 

They were a bit serendipitous as they made me take another look at that fantastic Canadian site Postal Archives Database and I discovered 
that I had left out of my list an engraver that I have admired for some time: Silas Robert Allen. 

Perfs14; nice to see the word 'serendipitous' being used; the etymology is quite fascinating at **LINK** 

Putting name to face; Here is Silas R. Allen at CBNC; c 1946; Silas is seated second from left front row, facing South-East. 
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Perfs14 19/08/2013 18:39:00 
 Thank you for that. Just to change horses in midstream...These two guys seem to go togehter as well as apple and cinnamon: 

 

 
  Perfs14 19/08/2013 18:39:39 
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Perfs14 19/08/2013 18:40:23 
 

 

 
  Perfs14 19/08/2013 18:41:03 
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Perfs14 19/08/2013 18:41:36 
 

 

 
  Adrian 19/08/2013 19:12:18 
 Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 18/08/2013 16:08:56: 

Posted by Adrian on 18/08/2013 09:13:05: 

And there's more (so many questrions, so little time...): I found another possible gem in an auction catalogue: 

 

It is described as a vignette for Newfoundland, possibly 1900, but otherwise of unknown purpose. To be honest, I think it somehow looks 
more like a bank note vignette than a stamp vignette, wouldn't you agree? I'll ask for the size of tha actual thing on Monday. I checked 
Robson Lowe's encyclopaedia but there's no reference to any 'seal hunting' essay at all. I also checked Hessler's American engraver's line 
(don't have the international one yet, but am in the process of ordering it) but again no mention whatsoever. Ever seen this before? 

Adrian: The first possibility as you surmise is for a Bank Note; the clue is when a vignette of that size comes in an oval shaped engraving, it 
invariably is for a Bank Note. It could have been for a Share Certificate also. BABN Montreal means the engraving was before 1889. **LINK** 
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If you have the time to wade through all the exhibits on Bank of Canada's Official Collection on**LINK** you will see beautiful vignettes. My 
old eyes hurt as I have to strain them to look at each wothout enlarging them. Your youthful eyes aree much better. 

If the exhibits do not tell you the usage, say so and I will look at books in the Library. failing which the usage would be for Share Certs, which is 
very difficult to track down. 

I finally managed to look at all 150 pages, cNA, and whilst I came across many a beauty, there were no seals being hunted anywhere on these 
pages. 

I did wonder about something though. Would the Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, using the Pick numbering, actually name the 
engravers where known? If so, I might be tempted to get copies of it. 

 
  Adrian 20/08/2013 15:03:21 
 By the way 1: That Capercaillie stamp you showed, perfs, is such a beauty! 

By the way 2: I've since decided not to go for the Derek Edwards item. If anyone else would like to have a go: it is in Sale no. 31 by the Channel 
Island Postal Bids, on 27 September. You can find their website HERE. Although I do get the catalogue, I have never actually dealth with them 
so I cannot comment on their business. 

 
  Perfs14 20/08/2013 23:32:36 
 
 

The work of Sverre Morken has to be recognised as one of the best examples of the art of stamp engraving. Sverre Morken has in fact been 
the leading engraver and designer for Norway for the past 30 years and has engraved more that 150 stamps. Altough retired now he has been 
recognised for his excellence a number of times. 

http://www.currencymuseum.ca/collection/form/view/9/25/61/26/issued/page/1
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Perfs14 20/08/2013 23:34:19 
 Some more eye candy: 

           

 
  Perfs14 20/08/2013 23:35:53 
  

           

 
  Perfs14 20/08/2013 23:37:39 
 I am not quite sure if the last one I posted is actually engraved or maybe etched? Still a beautiful stamp. 
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Perfs14 21/08/2013 05:31:08 
 Sory about that, the last one is probably SN 1128 and is ltho...pretty for a litho! lol 

 
  Adrian 21/08/2013 08:26:28 
 Wow! It's funny how some engravers just manage to stay under one's (my) radar, and yet they 've created the most beautiful stamps. 

Thanks very much for showing these, I will now most certainly get myself a good range of Morken stamps. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

21/08/2013 23:21:49 

 Perfs14 

Thanks for all those wonderful Morken engravings. He certainly had a fantastic touch. 

Going back to your list of engravers a couple that you might want to consider are  

- Martin Morck - born in Norway of Swedish parents and living in Denmark! He has engraved nearly 700 stamps for numerous countries 
around the world. I wonder if that makes him the most prolific stamp engraver still working. His own website is very informarive 

**LINK** 

There is also a good thumbnail sketch of him at 

**LINK** 

- Albert Decaris is interesting. He was a prolific engraver in the francophone world. He is one of those engravers whose work is instantly 
recognisable. His figures are somewhat stylised. His long running series of French historical scenes is one of the highlights of his work 

- It would be good to include a female engraver and, as earlier postings have shown, there have been and are now some excellent female 
engravers. David Roseveare rightly sings the praises of the young French engraver, Elsa Catelin. Another that I particularly like is the Italian 
engraver, Rita Morena. 

- You might also want to have a representaive of the Czech / Slovak tradition in view of the enormous contribution they have made and 
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continue to make. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

21/08/2013 23:52:54 

 
 

cNA 

I was reading your recent posts with what i can only describe as awe. Your knowledge of the technical side of engraving as well as the 
work of engravers is extraordinary. Could we persuade you to write the definitive work on the subject! 

Just going back to your post about De La Rue and the approach of security printers I'm not sure if I quite understand why releasing the 
names of engravers, particularly those working many years ago, should be a problem. Clearly, I understand the need for security printers 
to operate in very secure conditions using special paper, special printing techniques, etc. But why should the identity of particular 
engravers be a matter of such security? After all, lots of other countries who produced stamps, presumably in similarly secure conditions, 
had no problem with revealing who engraved particular stamps. It may be that firms like De La Rue simply don't want outsiders delving 
into their records or see no particular advantage in making historical information available. However, I don't see why, in principle, there 
should be a problem in their allowing access to historical information about who engraved particular stamps in the 1930s or 1940s. What 
lingering security issues could there be? . 

 
  Perfs14 22/08/2013 05:24:05 
 Thanks for your comments, Michael, funnily enough I had Martin Morck in my list, with a question mark next to his name. He not only is a 

very prolific and talented engraver but also, is still working at it. But I was not quite sure who to take out from the list of ten. 

Decaris and all the female engravers you mention will definitely form part of my collection, but for this small group of just ten I have to act 
a bit like a WWI triage nurse...  

I would like to second your request...cNA please write us a book! 

 

 
  Perfs14 22/08/2013 05:54:38 
 With respect to Elsa Catelin I found an interesting YouTube: 
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 Edited By Perfs14 on 22/08/2013 05:56:56 
 

  Perfs14 22/08/2013 06:02:50 
 I followed 'all' the directions (x2 lol) but it still did not embed so I will just post the link: 

**LINK** 

Unfortunately Google would not translate the video  

 

Perfs14 22/08/2013 06:05:05 

 I see...there is somewhat of a time lag... good to know that I can still follow instructions lol 

 
  Perfs14 22/08/2013 08:00:11 
 Albert Decaris is definitely different. Some of his engravings not produced for stamps are ...er...out of the ordinary. 

 His stamps are quite attractive:        
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  Perfs14 22/08/2013 08:01:43 
 

 

 
  Adrian 22/08/2013 08:13:10 
 
 

That Senegal stamp is a beauty. Typically Decaris. 

  Adrian 22/08/2013 09:45:02 
 I'm probably asking the super obvious here, but are Woyty, Wimmer (not G but H) and Woyty-Wimmer the same person? I do suppose so, 

but find all three names used by SG and Michel. At first I thought maybe Ms Woyty later married Mr Wimmer but it turns out that Woyty-
Wimmer is a man called Hubert. So I presume it's just a matter of the catalogues not being consistent, but I would like my database to be 
consisted so I thought I'd better check before I put them all in one entry under H Woyty-Wimmer. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

22/08/2013 10:24:00 

 Adrian 

You may recall the discussion about him on page 21 of the thread. I'm sure that H Woyty and H Woyty-Wimmer are one and the same. If 
there is a reference somewhere to H Wimmer I supect that must be the same person as well. Can you point us to the reference to H 
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Wimmer? 

 
  Adrian 22/08/2013 10:40:55 
 I must admit I lacked the guts to go through all of these pages! How did you know it was on that particular page? Have you made notes? 

Or is there a search function I don't know of? I wish! 

Anwyay, more careful (I promise to better myself) reading of the Michel cat only yields Woyty-Wimmer or Woyty entries, no Wimmer 
only entries. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

22/08/2013 11:23:44 

 Sadly, I'm not organised enough to make notes! I simply googled woyty-wimmer and stamp magazine and the page came up straightaway. 
I've tried that before and it always works. 

 
  Adrian 22/08/2013 11:57:48 
 
 

Clever! 

 
  Perfs14 23/08/2013 04:10:48 
 Yes, those two girls seem to have a bit more in mind than just the friendship between twin cities!  

I find Leonardo's eyes almost hypnotic.  

I wonder if there is an easy way of coming up with an index page for all the images posted so far... 

 
Perfs14 23/08/2013 04:12:54 
 I also wonder how long it takes for an avatar to gain approval...it was only a close up of a stamp ? 
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Adrian 23/08/2013 08:10:10 
 Normally it's approved within a very short time, but I believe it's Julia who takes care of these things and she's still off. I can't do that sort 

of thing so it'll get done when it gets done... 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

23/08/2013 23:12:10 

 Perfs14 - I think we all share your enthusiasm for the combination of Rudolph Toth as engraver and Adelbert Pilch as designer. It's hard to 
think of another double act that like which endured for so lomg and produced such outstanding work. In fact it was one of their stamps 
that kicked off this thread. I'm happy to have any excuse for putting up more of their work and so here is the set of six stamps showing 
church sculptures. 
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  Michael 
Chambers 

23/08/2013 23:25:37 

 Here is the first image again as the scan was poor together with the final stamp in the series. 
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  Perfs14 24/08/2013 10:37:41 
 Thanks Michael, they are great! I really like them...although I find the last one a little strange with all those little people hiding in the 

Mary's mantle. 

 
  Perfs14 24/08/2013 21:39:27 
 Piotr Naszarkowski often described as the inheritor of Slania's legacy is also a very interesting engraver. He was called on at least two 

occasions to finish engravings when Slania could not continue due to ill-health. 
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Perfs14 24/08/2013 21:45:09 
 Most famous, I guess is this one: 

       

It was a co-release with the US. the US were going to go ahead and release a litho version but once they saw how good the engraved 
stamp looked they ordered another engraving for their own issue. Hence, there are two engravings for this stamp: 

 
  Perfs14 24/08/2013 21:47:34 
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Perfs14 24/08/2013 21:48:42 
 Some of his non-stamp engravings are masterful as well: 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

25/08/2013 22:53:25 
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 Thanks for those postings about Piotr Naszarkowski. The Garbo stamp is stunning. the parallels with Slania are certainly very strong - a 
Pole by birth working extensively for Sweden. I see that he has a very good website which is well worth a look as it has a good number of 
his stamps as well as engravings from other aspects of his work. The link is 

**LINK** 

 
Perfs14 26/08/2013 10:31:33 
 Thanks for that link, Michael. He has definitely done a lot more stamps that I had thought and all his other work is equally fascinating a very 

enjoyable 'art' show. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

26/08/2013 22:26:46 

 Just going back a few posts to Albert Decaris, I mentioned that his series of French historical were one of the highlights of his career and 
certainly show off his inimitable style. Here are a few of the ones he did from the Napoleonic era. 

                

He was also very willing to help young engravers get a foot on the ladder and was intrumental in getting Pierre Albuisson his first 
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commissions.  

 

  Adrian 27/08/2013 12:20:40 
 The Friends of Marianne website has images of the original dies for the new Marianne stamp, engraved by Elsa Catelin. It says that Elsa 

engraved two original dies, one for the Lettre prioritaire 20g and one for the Lettre Verte 20g. 

The signatures at the bottom, which are identical to all stamps, were later added by computer. 

Only then did Elsa engrave some more variables, such as value and the background of the Ecopli version. 

See the images HERE. 

 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

29/08/2013 10:24:34 

 I've come across this minisheet from French West Africa which contains six stamps by six different engravers - Pheulpin, Gandon and 
Hertenberger on the left hand side and Decaris, Munier and Cottet on the right. It commemorates the centenary of Dakar. The engraving of 
the vignette in the centre is rather nice as well. It's certainly interesting to compare the different styles. 

I wonder if anyone has got a single minisheet with more engravers than that? 
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  Adrian 29/08/2013 10:50:16 
 My immediate thought was: Austria, so I checked a few, but the most I can come up with is another six, on the 1969 Vienna State Opera 

miniature sheet. 

Love the Gandon stamp from that lot on your MS. Does it say who engraved the centre vignette? It looks like there is a name in the top right 
corner? Can't read it from the scan though. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

29/08/2013 10:59:00 

 Adrian 

Thanks for those images of the new Marianne. The image of Marianne on the new definitive strikes me as being very like a young Brigitte 
Bardot. Have others remarked on that? 
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Incidentally, I see, courtesy of Phil-ouest.com, that the image is going to be used on this rather attractive stamp due to be issued in the 
autumn. 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

29/08/2013 14:31:33 

 Adrian 

Good thought about the Austrian minsheet. 

The word at the top of the vignette on the French West Africa minisheet is Charlas which is possibly the name of the engraver but means 
absolutely nothing to me at all. 

 

 
  Adrian 29/08/2013 14:55:17 
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There is a very vague reference on one of the images from THIS site, which mentions all six engravers plus Charles Mazelin. 

 

Could the Charlas maybe be a vivid Charles? Does the word on the right also say Charlas? 

Yes, that is a fantastic stamp. Is there a ballon monté anniversary in the air? The more I see the new Marianne (haven't seen one in the 
flesh, yet, though), the more I like her. 

 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

29/08/2013 18:13:40 
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 Looking at the vignette again it could be Charles rather than Charlas as the lettering is rather stylised. In view of the link you've supplied 
Charles Mazelin makes good sense although it's a bit strange that it doesn't say 'Mazelin'. I can't make out the word in the other corner very 
clearly but here is alarger picture of ther vignette. Incidentally, I'd probably put Mazelin in the top five of all French engravers. 

 

 
  Adrian 29/08/2013 19:15:00 
 Mmh. Well, on second (or are we at third by now?) thoughts I don't think it says Charles but it really does look like Charlas. Charlas actually 

exists and is a town in France but completely landlocked so this won't be an image of Charlas, because you can see water on the left, so it 
has to be Dakar which is what the inscription says as well. I can find no link whatsoever between Charlas and Dakar so that remains a 
mystery. 

What I was able to see, is that the word in the top right corner is Miermont, so it could well be that Jean Miermont (no Charles I'm afraid) 
engraved this vignette. 

Maybe there is a stamp/vignette designer who signs his work with Charlas? 

And what was Mazelin's name doing in that list of names? 

Weird... 
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Michael 
Chambers 

29/08/2013 22:30:57 

 Yes, it is a bit strange. But I suppose the assumption must be that Miermont was the engraver as his name appears on the engraving. He 
certainly did a good deal of work for French colonies and newly independent countries at that time - so that makes sense. Strangely, 
however, Mazelin was one of the main engravers for French West Africa and I can find no mention of Miermont in that context. 

I mentioned how much I like Mazelin who was great friends with Piel and Gandon. His career is interesting in that he did not start 
engraving stamps until quite late in life. He was born in 1882 but did not start until 1939 when he would have been 57. He certainly made 
up for lost time over the next twenty five years! 

Doing a bit of googling about all this, incidentally, i came across this site which lists hundreds of artists proofs, including some of the 
stamp on the minisheet, 

**LINK** 

 
  Adrian 30/08/2013 09:14:09 
 Looks great. Good to see they also have stage die proofs, would seem a tad more interesting than the normal die proofs. 

By the way, some nice engraved stuff on our blog this week, see HERE. 

 

 

 
  Julia Lee 30/08/2013 11:56:10 
 Hi Perfs, The thread has moved on hugely, but Adrian is correct about your avatar.  Only I can authorise them, and I've been on holiday 

for two weeks. It is now authorised! Sorry about the delay.  
     Here's another strange thing. I've just received an auction catalogue with two die proofs in by Delzers. One for Gabon, the 1932 Count de 

Brazza design, and one for Indo-China, the 1931 Ruins at Angkor design. I was all thrilled to find the dies are without value with the actual 
value tablets being engraved below the design, as extras. 

Strange then, to find that both these stamps were printed in photogravure, according to SG. Was that normal practice? Engraving dies for 
stamps in photogravure? I'd never heard of it. If it had been just the one it could maybe have been a case of switching printing process at 
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a later stage, to save costs, but two designs makes that maybe less likely? 

 
  Perfs14 01/09/2013 21:22:48 
 
 

No worries Julia, I was just unaware of the system on this site. Some forums (or is it fora?) allow you to choose your own avatar and in 
fact, allow you to change it daily if you so wish. This frees Admin from a whole lot of 'paper-work'. 

Any offending avatars can be deleted and the member warned or banned and all his/her posts deleted. On the two Forums on which I am 
a moderator we have found that most philatelist are adults and do not use inappropriate images. I have been a mod on one forum for 2 
years and we have had no instances of 'bad' avatars but we have had to ban some members for other reasons. 

But, as they say..."when in Rome..." so I don't mind either way 

 
  Perfs14 01/09/2013 21:37:48 
 
 

I have compiled a list of engravers from various sources. I guess that it is my 'bucket list' for my "Collecting by Engraver" collection. Any 
comments would be appreciated. 
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  Perfs14 01/09/2013 21:42:42 
 BTW; re the avatar...er...that's not me! 

I thought that the engraved face of Tasman might be a lot more pleasant to look at..! 

 
  Perfs14 01/09/2013 22:04:22 
 I have little or no information about the Finnish engraver Achren Reijo, except that he engraved stamps and banknotes for Finland and 

some other Scandinavian countries. I do not have any of his stamps, yet...for now, just a few images: 

                

   
  Adrian 02/09/2013 09:11:07 
 That's a good list (and a fantastic Lynx!). it's amazing that, once you start deliving, such a list just keeps on growing. My list now runs to 

285 entries and it feels like I'm still adding to it on an almost daily basis! Sometimes wish I hadn't started this nightmare of a project, but 
it's strangely addictive and hugely interesting and fascinating and therefore worthwhile! 

 
  Perfs14 02/09/2013 10:51:12 
 I have not actually counted how many names are on my list, Adrian, for fear that a physical number might scare me off the project 

altogether, lol. 

But I am pretty sure that it is nowhere near 285! Even with just one album page for each engraver that's an awful lo of pages! And many 
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engravers; like Slania, Piel, Toth, Manley and many others, are going to demand much more than one page each. 

 
Adrian 04/09/2013 08:51:26 
 This the stamp which won Gandon the 'Grand Prix de l'Art Philatélique Français' in 1964: 

 

 
  Perfs14 04/09/2013 10:03:44 
 Nice looking stamp, but I am not so keen on the engraving...what's with her right leg?  

It's all out of balance and the unicorn looks like it was bred from a cow (cloven hoofs), its horn is much too long, her left leg would be just 
about broken with half a horse leaning on it and why is she holding a convex mirror? 

It must have been a poor year for entries...or maybe, he was the only French entrant!  

 
  Adrian 04/09/2013 10:15:42 
 Blimey, what got into you this morning! 

To be fair to the poor man, he had to copy an existing design, so he can hardly be blamed for any medieval artistry! Here is the original 
work: 
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  Julia Lee 04/09/2013 10:49:17 
 Dare I say he improved the original? 
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  Adrian 04/09/2013 10:50:27 
 He certainly made the lady look a bit prettier! 

 
  jayemcee 04/09/2013 13:27:39 
 And I think unicorns are usually portrayed with cloven hoofs. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

04/09/2013 16:37:14 

 Just to show how good gandon was both as an engraver and designer here are the other three stamps for which he won the Grand Prix. The 
haute couture stamp was deigned by Gandon and engraved by Piel, a sort of dream team. The other two were designed and engraved by 
Gandon 

           

 
  Paul Davey 1 04/09/2013 17:58:53 
 No time to look through all the replies on this thread to see if this has been mentioned, (& the search at the top only seems to want to 
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search titles). 

HEY A PARAGRAPH!! Well done chaps! 

My contribution to best designed stamp is the Hong Kong victory issue, designed by WE Jones whilst a prisoner of the Japanese, so rumour 
has it. No time to find one & scan at present. Apologies. 

Paul 

 
  Adrian 04/09/2013 19:13:36 
 Paul: well done on the paragraphs, looks very professional! 

The Victory stamp is gorgeous indeed, and has been shown in the King George VI thread, but not here, as we do not know the stamp's 
engraver(s). 

Michael: Slightly surprised to see the aeroplane stamp here. I too had a figure of four prizes, for one design and three engravings, but always 
thought the Bora Bora girl stamp was one of them, rather than the plane stamp you show here. 

 

I got my info from HERE and HERE, where did you get yours? 
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Michael 
Chambers 

04/09/2013 22:59:00 

 Adrian 

I'm by no means an expert on this but I think that there were different Grand Prix awards as the following extract from an article about 
Gandon suggests.  

Lauréat du grand prix de l'art Philatélique en 1953 avec "la haute couture", en 1955 avec un timbre d'Océanie représentant une tahitienne, 
en 1962 avec la reproduction d'un tableau de Cézanne "les joueurs de cartes" et en 1964 avec la reproduction de la tapisserie "la dame à la 
Licorne". Il a également reçu le grand prix Europe avec la figurine de la journée du timbre 1959, le service aéropostal de nuit et le grand prix 
des territoires d'Outre Mer en 1962 avec la corbeille de Yaté de Nouvelle Calédonie. Pierre Gandon s’est également vu décerné en Italie, le 
prix du plus beau timbre du monde par un jury international. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

04/09/2013 23:11:04 

 Adrian 

Just going back to the question of postal authorities commissioning engraved images but then producing them in photo, I agree it seems 
rather odd. Why go to all that trouble if you are not going to show them off to best advantage using recess, especially as the Gabon 
stamps that you mention involved some of the best engravers of the time including Jules Piel. I can't think of a lot of other examples. 
However, even when their work is produced by photo it is still possible to appreciate the engraver's skill. I suspect that there are 
probably more instances of engraved images being produced via litho as I think was the case with the rather splendid Indian definitives 
of 1949.  

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

04/09/2013 23:37:06 

 Perfs 

You have produced a very impressive list of engravers which captures jut about all the major players. As I'm working a good deal on 
Italian engravers at the moment my comment on that area would be:  

- you have the names of almost all the most significant Italian engravers. Perhaps the most prominent missing name is Mazzini Canfarini. 
Others who did a reasonable amount of work include Franco Borrelli, Trento Ciononi, Antonio Saliola, Giorgio Toffoletti, Luca Vangell and 
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Maria Tuccelli. There are quite a few others who engraved the odd stamp. 

Good luck with your ambitious collecting project. However, I feel I ought to reassure people who might be interested in entering this 
field that collecting by engraver does not oblige you to collect the work of every engraver! You can pick out the engravers who interest 
you the most. I'm focusing on the French, Austrian and Italian schools at the moment but would like to move on in due course to the 
Polish, Scandinavian and Czech / Slovak schools. 

 
  Adrian 07/09/2013 15:51:43 
 Thanks for clearing up the Grand prix confusion, Michael! I was afraid I would have to rewrite my Gandon Grand Prix page but now it 

seems all I have to is write another one on his other Grand Prix honours! 

By the way, I have just this weekend received my copy of the International Engraver's Line. Am completely engrossed by it! 

Edited By Adrian on 07/09/2013 16:05:08 

 
  Alex 08/09/2013 11:07:21 
 I bought a pack of stamps in a charity shop last week and in amongst them were these Berlin beauties. The pack cost £2, so I think I did 

very well with these examples. The designs are by A. Goldammer and engraved by H. Fuchs, G. Schulz, H. Thorweger and E. Falz. They are 
part of the Berlin Buildings & monument set 1956 - 1963. 

                          

 
  Adrian 08/09/2013 21:13:42 
 Pffff, does anyone know why the Spaniards don't give out the names of their engravers? The catalogue is filled to the brim with 

beautifully engraved stamps, and I can't seem to find a single name. 

Or, more importantly: does anyone know where I will find these names? 
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Nice stamps, by the way, Alex, especially the top one. It's a (part) set you don't see that often. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

09/09/2013 03:02:15 

 Posted by Adrian on 08/09/2013 21:13:42:  

Pffff, does anyone know why the Spaniards don't give out the names of their engravers? The catalogue is filled to the brim with 
beautifully engraved stamps, and I can't seem to find a single name. 

Or, more importantly: does anyone know where I will find these names? 

Nice stamps, by the way, Alex, especially the top one. It's a (part) set you don't see that often. 

Adrian: There is a publication from the Museo, Casa De La Moneda titled “disenadores y grabadores: 26 artistas de la real casa de la 
moneda"; ISBN: 84-89157-21-9; this is a book in Spanish throughout; lists artists, engravers and modellers of Bank Notes, stamps, coins 
and other security related products. The work of older engravers like Antonio Manso Fernández, Carande De Boto, brothers José Luis 
López Sánchez Toda and Alfonso López Sánchez Toda and lastly Camilo Delhom Rodríguez are not mentioned in the book. Their work 
perhaps was not recorded very well to assign the names in their work records. 

  

 

Surviving older engravers remember some of the stamps engraved by those mentioned above, sadly not all. 

I made enquiries at the Casa De La Moneda asking for names of engravers of Postage stamps and received a reply to look at Stamp 
Catalogues. 

I had given up researching Spanish Engravers, but out of the blues, I received my copy via a retired engraver in pursuance to my 
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enquiries. This book is great, but I think, there may be some minor discrepancy to what is on print to what some of the engravers will tell 
you to be their work. If two engravers did work on a die, both engravers will claim it is their work, whereas the book can list it under only 
one; all in all a good reference book with illustrations of steel dies showing bank note, stamp and other engravings. It was published in 
2004 and as far as I know there is no addendum to it. I was surprised at the reply I got from Casa, beause they could have mentioned the 
book published in 2004 and I would have certainly bought one from them. Well, philatelists should run the Casa Museum. 

This thread is no place for some of the exquisite engravings by Spanish Engravers and I have to refrain from posting such. 

If you are specializing in collecting the stamps of Spanish engravers, then this book is a sine-qua-non. 

Engraved Spanish stamps come cheap but are cheerful and fantabulous (Fantastic + Fabulous). 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 09/09/2013 03:03:25 

 
  Adrian 09/09/2013 08:51:12 
 Fantastic, cNA! Thanks to you my library of "grabadores" (love that word) books is growing steadily. Already found the W&S die proofs 

book and now I've just ordered this one. I understand it's actually a catalogue of a 2004 exhibition on 24 engravers, so that's probably 
why not all engravers are included. 

Looking forward to (try and) read it! I noticed the Casa de Moneda sells loads of (non-stamp) engravings, so I'll probably be back to get 
some of those as well. 

Yes, I will blame you if I'm bankrupt within a year, cNA! 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

09/09/2013 12:59:20 

 Adrian: disenadores y grabadores: 26 artistas de la real casa de la moneda translates as designers and engravers: 26 artists of the royal 
mint; not all in the book are engravers; there are several artists and designers as well; the beautiful series of Spanish Casteles can be 
attributed to designers and engravers as per the book from about 1962; all those prior to that are not recorded; the 1960 bull fight set is 
beautiful and we do not know some of the engravers. 
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Yes, CASA has buildings and monumnets by engravers, which is priced at 54 or so Euros. That is a bit pricy. 

With the paycheck you get, you need a wheelbarrow to take it home; you will never be bankrupt.  

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

09/09/2013 17:59:50 

 Adrian: We need to add Bartolomé Maura (1844-1926) to the list of Spanish Engravers. 

**LINK** 

Also on **LINK** 

 
  Adrian 09/09/2013 19:04:42 
 I'll investigate once I get rid of this tempting image in my mind of wheelbarrows loaded with cash. I wish! 

 
Michael Chambers 09/09/2013 22:35:16 
 Interesting stuff about Spanish engravers. That's another book to get hold of. I notice, incidentally, that on another website on 

engravers someone has raised the need for a bibliography to pull the available material together. That would certainly be incredibly 
helpful. 

The listing of engravers in the SG catalogue for Spain is certainly idiosyncratic. Engravers seem to be given for most stamps up until 
1950, then there is a gap of forty years during which hardly any are mentioned. The names of engravers start appearing again around 
1990, although not comprehensively. I'm unclear whether all this is down to SG or whether the relevant information was not made 
available by postal authorities. Are engraavers listed in other Spanish catalogues? 

Just going back to the posts about grand prix awards to engravers / designers, does anyone know if there is a list anywhere of all the 
grand prix awards made over the years? I can't find anything on the internet..  

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

10/09/2013 14:08:05 
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 Posted by Michael Chambers on 09/09/2013 22:35:16:  

.....The listing of engravers in the SG catalogue for Spain is certainly idiosyncratic. Engravers seem to be given for most stamps up until 
1950, then there is a gap of forty years during which hardly any are mentioned. The names of engravers start appearing again around 
1990, although not comprehensively. I'm unclear whether all this is down to SG or whether the relevant information was not made 
available by postal authorities. Are engraavers listed in other Spanish catalogues? 

Michael: The Postal authority did not make the names of engravers available to the public; not the fault of SG; Edifil catalogue, which is 
the catalogue of Spanish stamps made in Spain, also does not list the engravers for the period 1960-1980, this period being that of 
interest to me; 

Now that the CASA book is available, I have concentrated in asking the retired engravers to fill in details of the pre 1962ish engravers. 
One great advantage of the CASA book is that it lists the artist who was responsible for the stamp, which is a boon. The reference to 
the stamps in the CASA book is to Edifil#'s. 

I doubt there are any other Spanish Catalogues that list names of engravers for all the Sapnish stamps; if that was the case, there would 
be reference to it on the internet, which is not the case. 

Adrian: This does not mean you have to now buy the Edifil catalogue.  

 
  Adrian 10/09/2013 14:09:23 
 Already got one! 

 

 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

10/09/2013 14:20:26 

 Posted by Michael Chambers on 09/09/2013 22:35:16:  

..........Just going back to the posts about grand prix awards to engravers / designers, does anyone know if there is a list anywhere of all 
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the grand prix awards made over the years? I can't find anything on the internet.. 

Michael: I have now put the subject of 'grand prix awards to engravers' on my research list; wil start to dig in to it, now that there is 
some reference to it on the forum. 

For the time being the list is on 

**LINK** 

 
  Michael Chambers 10/09/2013 23:52:13 
 cNA - thanks for all that information. I can see that I'll have to get hold of that book if I want to start a Spanish collection. Best of luck 

with tracking down the grand prix awards.  

 
  Adrian 11/09/2013 13:02:37 
 The Casa de Moneda still has copies, and they're rather efficient: I just received mine after having only ordered it this Monday! Loads of 

artwork, like a proper exhibition catalogue, coupled with long lists of engravers/designers and their work. Looks like it's worth every 
eurocent. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

11/09/2013 13:25:39 

 Adrian: there are some more books, but I will not mention them. 

See **LINK** for engravings/etchings by Pablo Sampedro Molero. 

A friend of mine who speaks Spanish told me the Spaniards have a naming convention which goes (First name) (First last name from 
Father's side) (Second last name from Mother's side); 

 
  Adrian 11/09/2013 15:35:21 
 Just moving back to France for a bit: Have a look at this: 
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It's a 1967 Cambodian stamp plus epreuve de luxe, signed by Monvoisin. As you see, the epreuve does not yet carry the name of the 
engraver. I take it this is enough proof that the epreuves de luxe are made from the master die, or is it? So where would the engraver's 
name be added? On the master die? On the transfer roller or on the final printing plate? And would that normally be done by hand or 
any other means? 

 
  Richard D 23/09/2013 18:34:40 
 
 

In reply to post of 29/07/13. I am the son of Leslie Ernest Downey & grandson of Alfred James Downey. 

AJD was born on 31/03/1882 & died 13/09/1944. LED was born on 18/03/1915 & died 14/03/2001. 

The eldest son of AJD was Alfred Lloyd Downey (called Sonny). After retiring from Bombay he came to UK where he died. He was 
awarded the MBE in 1974. 

LED was in the north Africa campaign and was wounded & captured in March 1942. He was moved from Italy (where he was in 
hospital) to Germany & then Poland. He was on the long march from Poland to Germany. He was released by US forces in 1945 & came 
home in a Lancaster bomber. My father was awarded the Croix de Guerre for his exploits. 

Richard Leslie Downey 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

23/09/2013 19:34:46 

 Thanks Richard; all what I said before in my posts was the result of correspondence with Richard two years ago as part of the Bradbury 
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history project. Now that Richard has come on board, he will be able to tell more on the stamp work of both AJD and LED. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 23/09/2013 19:36:24 

 
Adrian 24/09/2013 08:40:49 
 
 

It's great to have another great mind on this thread and even greater to be able to get information 'straight from the horse's mouth'! 

I'm still working on my one frame display on stamp engravers for next month's South West Congress in Scotland, and have been focusing 
on Pierre Gandon. While putting together a page on his work during the Vichy regime, I bumped into this stamp label he engraved for the 
French Legion. 

 

I had never seen it before. There's another one, but that was engraved by Delgorce. 

 

 
  Michael 26/09/2013 14:04:02 
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Chambers 

 That's interesting, Adrian. I wasn't aware of that label by Gandon. The 'propaganda' stamps that he also engraved and which are to be 
found in the standard catalogues are those for the Legion Tricolore which fought with the Germans on the Eastern front. I'm intrigued by 
the white band that separastes the two stamps as it carries an albino impression of the stamps and embossed lettering.  

 
  Adrian 26/09/2013 14:47:00 
 That is fascinating! I had never seen or heard of it before. A quick Google yields only the fact that they exist, but nowhere an explanation 

as to why or if it is regular on all gutters. But then, you probably had come this far as well already! 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

26/09/2013 15:32:32 

 Adrian 

This link is very useful. Apparently, the stamps were printed in such a way as to echo the red, white and blue of the French flag - hence the 
very curious albino impression on the gutter  
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**LINK** 

 
  Adrian 26/09/2013 15:36:28 
 Ah great. So it is deliberate and regular, to follow the three colours. Nice touch. And I see the link also includes my two labels! 

 
  Julia Lee 26/09/2013 17:36:26 
 !!!! Albert Decaris feature in November issue !!!!!! 

12 of his best stamps. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

20/10/2013 20:47:14 

 
 

I enjoyed the article on Albert Decaris. I must find some more of his work to put up on the thread. 

I've been focusing recently on the work that Austrian, French and Italian engravers did for smaller neighbouring countries.French 
engravers were fortunate in having other outlets for their talents in Monaco, Andorra and Luxembourg whilst Austrian engravers regularly 
engraved for Luxembourg and Liechtenstein and Italian engravers for the Vatican and San Marino. 

Perhaps the most prolific was Wolfhang Seidel. He was one of the leading engravers for Austria but, intriguingly, he worked on just about 
every engraved stamp that Liechtenstein issued from around 1985 to 2005. Incredibly that amounts to well over 200 stamps. Has any 
engraver so dominated the output of a single country for so long as Seidel dominated that of Liechtenstein? 

Seidel also mainmtained a consistently high quality of work. I particularly like the series of Saints he produced for Liechtenstein from 
around 2003. 
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Here are a few of them in greater detail: 

           

 
  Adrian 21/10/2013 10:39:24 
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 Ooh, yes, Seidel is fantastic. And although much of his work, for Liechtenstein at least, is in Kombinationsdruck, you will find stamps which 
have a mainly recess-printed design. Such as this one from 1976. 

 

I also quite like this 1970 Austrian stamp. Clockworks are intricate enough in real life but to be able to translate that into this enormously 
detailed engraving is fabulous! 

 

And this 1988 miniature sheet shows Seidel was also a dab hand at portrait engraving. 
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Here are close-ups of the portraits. Enjoy! 

           

 
  Carmen 21/10/2013 13:01:42 

 Not to put too fine a point on it, Liechtenstein, but even I could kill a dragon that was that size!  

 
  Julia Lee 21/10/2013 13:04:52 
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His face doesn't help. Tum tee tum, just clearing the garden of dragons, then maybe do a bit of weeding.  

Adrian 24/10/2013 08:41:42 
 I bumped into a lot of colour proofs being sold on eBay the other day and was lucky enough to be successful on one of them: 

 
It's from the 1957 Monaco set to mark the birth of Princess Caroline. It has featured in this thread before, and was confirmed as having 
been engraved by Pierre Gandon. 

I love those French (and affiliates' sheets of colour proofs with various colour in the one sheet.They make for visually splendid items, 
such as this one. 

I know there are also colour proofs made with a die without value, so maybe I'll be able to grab one or two of those as well. If so, I'll 
show 'em here of course! 

  
  Louise 
Shepherd 

26/10/2013 00:10:16 

 Dear All 

I am really sorry to crash in on your forum, but I am hoping you can help me??? I am Alfred Leslie Downey's great Granddaughter! 

My Mum and I have been trying for years to trace any information about him as its always been a bit of a family mystery. We only know 
snippets of information. 

If you are reading this, Richard Downey we would be so grateful if you could get in touch - just to fill in the blanks for us. 

I have recently found odd bits and pieces relating to him and my Great Nan so I can confirm who I am! 

My email is loobylou51@hotmail.com and it would mean so much if somebody could get us all in touch. 

Many thanks in advance 
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Louise 

 
  Julia Lee 27/10/2013 12:09:19 
 No problem at all to 'crash'.  

Hope you get the information you're looking for.  

In your research, have you found any other engravers in your family? 
  Louise 
Shepherd 

27/10/2013 17:59:27 
 

Thank you, apart from the Downey connection I do not think there were any other engravers in our family. We have been trying to trace 
information about Alfred Lloyd Downey for many years. It is only now that when I googled him it bought me to this page! 

if any of you have any information about him, or indeed any of The Downeys we would be so grateful to hear it. 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

28/10/2013 07:27:31 

 Hi Louise 

I'm afraid I don't have any information beyond that given earlier in thr thread. Just a thought. As Downey & Co. still exists and has been 
going for over a hundred years there may be records at the company that might help. 

 
  Adrian 29/10/2013 09:15:19 
 Last week I promised to show some Portuguese Castles engraved by Karl Bickel, so here are the first four: 
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  Glenn Morgan 29/10/2013 15:07:55 
 I had always been told by Courvoisier senior management that they never had intaglio printing capability. 

It seems unlikely therefore that they printed the Portuguese Castles stamps that you illustrate, Adrian, despite their imprint at foot. It is 
more likely that they got the Swiss PTT stamp works to produce them as sub-contractors. The reverse happened when the PTT struggled 
to print by photogravure at one point and got Courvoisier to print for them. 

The same thing goes on today, of course, with Cartor printing for the French PO when needed (especially when affixing things to the 
stamp surface like lace and plant seeds), while Cartor get phil@poste (ex-ITVF) to print their intaglio work, such as the GB Aerial Post 
booklet pane (coincidentally another Castles stamp design!). It makes sense and gives us collectors a talking point! 

While writing, I must express my delight with this thread. 

GLENN 

 
  Julia Lee 29/10/2013 15:11:09 
 ***Free plug for Glenn's website*** ***Free plug*** 

www.stampprinters.info 

Lots and lots of info about printers, especially British, and a monthly 'Dummy Stamps' newsletter that's always good.  

Glenn knows his onions. 

***End free plug*** 

 
  Adrian 29/10/2013 19:11:46 
 Hi Glenn, and a very warm welcome to our forum! I love your dummy website and must browse it more thoroughly now that I'm on a 

constant hunt for engravers info! 

It's an interesting point you make re the Bickel stamps. It would make sense seeing that Bickel usually engraved for the Swiss PTT. I 
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checked some other 'foreign' Bickel stamps, such as this one from 1948, 

 

but this one too is credited to Courvoisier in the catalogue, and indeed has a Courvoisier mention on the stamp itself, so the sub-
contracting, if it happened, must have happened on a semi-regular basis! 

 
  Adrian 30/10/2013 09:56:43 
 I've sent an email to my Portuguese friend, hoping he might be able to shed some more light on the Courvoisier question or maybe 

know someone who might. 

In the meantime, here are the remaining four castles: 

                

 
canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

30/10/2013 16:58:39 

 Posted by Adrian on 30/10/2013 09:56:43:  

I've sent an email to my Portuguese friend, hoping he might be able to shed some more light on the Courvoisier question or maybe know 
someone who might. 
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In the meantime, here are the remaining four castles: 

Adrian: A more productive source would be the PTT archive at the Museum of Communication. You must contact Madeleine Burri. 
**LINK** 

Depending on the time it takes, charges may apply; some of my direct questions on the plates used for a few selected Swiss stamps were 
answered without a fee. 

cNA 

 Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 30/10/2013 17:01:47 

 
  Adrian 30/10/2013 17:10:08 
 I might well try that but am not really minded to go as far as having to pay for my enquiries because it is not really that relevant to my 

collection. I'll first try and make a list of recess-printed sets supposedly printed by Courvoisier. 

 
  Adrian 31/10/2013 14:08:25 
 Heard back from my Portuguese friend and although he was indeed 'unproductive' with regard to the Courvoisier question, he did send 

me a link to Luxemburg's Service Central de Legislation and a PDF which mentioned Courvoisier, and in there I found something which I 
find immensely more interesting than the Courvoisier question: the 1960-1964 definitive set from Luxembourg (portraying the Grand 
Duchess Charlotte) was engraved by René Cottet! SG mentines no engraver at all so this is a good find in my books. 
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Now all I need to do is find the set and add it to my Cottet collection. 

 
  Julia Lee 31/10/2013 14:55:14 
 I'm going to bring this thread bang up-to-date with some stuff I just received from Greenland. Most of the issues are by Martin Morck, 

but this is my favourite. 

Nordafar - a company set up by Faroese fishermen that had a port north of Nuuk, and brought lots of revenue to Greenland.  

 

(It doesn't have a black background, I'm just incapable of getting items straight on the scanner). 

But the one that really caught my eye is this one:  

 

75th anniversary of Greenland Post Office. Reproduces 1938 Christian X 15o and a polar bear designed based on the high values from 
same issue. 

Engraved by Bertil Skov Jørgensen, who's been an apprentice engraver working with Morck since 2006. Worth keeping an eye on this 
chap, don't you think? 
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  Glenn 
Morgan 

01/11/2013 08:26:01 

 It is always good to see new and quite young engravers (his first engraved stamp was at age 40 in 2008) entering the scene. 

Jørgensen has a website at www.bertilskov.dk for those wishing to delve deeper into his work. Click on the FRIMAEKER tab and be sure to 
then click on each stamp, as enlargements of all of his eight previous stamps, plus info in Danish, is available. (The first five stamps were 
designed but NOT engraved by him - that honour fell to his teacher between 2006-8, Morck.) 

The Greenland PO has described the new MS + stamp in its latest magazine at 
http://www.stamps.gl/Documents/Greenland%20Collector/Engelsk/GC-1303-EN.pdf BUT the MS+stamp is not engraved (by anyone), but 
is printed in "gravure (laser gravure) and litho", so strictly speaking not a stamp for this thread! The "laser gravure" mentioned almost 
certainly relates to EME (electro-mechanical engraving) preparation of the cylinder. However, Jørgensen did design this issue in the style 
of an engraving. 

As you say, Julia, he is one to watch and a cheap opportunity to own all of his designed and engraved stamps from number one is 
available at minimal cost. 

(Separately, many thanks, Adrian, for the updates re Courvoisier.) 

 
GLENN 

Edited By Adrian on 01/11/2013 09:02:42 

 
  Adrian 01/11/2013 09:17:30 
 Glenn, I've added the actual links to the websites you mentioned in your post, hence the 'edited by...' line at the bottom of your post. 

Always exciting to learn about new engravers. I will surely get his engraved stamps in. Master Morck is already a member of the 
international 'Art du Timbre Gravé' association, to promote and safeguard the hand-engraved stamp, so maybe we should start a 
campaign to get Jorgensen involved as well! 
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As for that specific miniature sheet: My eyes are not good enough to see what it says exactly in the left-hand corner. Does it say sc after 
his name? The thing is, that the design may still be hand-engraved even though the actual plate is made via a photographic procedure. 

If I understand it correctly, there are two main ways to create recess-printed stamps nowadays: 

1) The original design is hand-engraved. The die is photographed and digitised. A computer then engraves the printing plate. This is how 
French stamps are made nowadays. Purists wouldn't call these engraved stamps, but at least they are still based on a hand-engraved die, 
which basically means that the artistry is still the same. 

2) Intaglio artwork is made, which is basically a drawing looking like a hand-engraved die. This is either photographed and digitised or, if 
made in a 'Photoshop' type of computer programme, directly used by a computer to engrave the printing plate. Main differences are that 
there is no hand-engraving done whatsoever, and there is no need for the original artwork to be done at stampsize because with the 
computer programmes the image can be reduced to size. 

In procedure 1 the engraver usually still gets an engraving credit, in procedure 2 they don't. So if it says sc after Jorgensen's name on the 
MS, it will be a proper hand engraving. The fact, though, that the Greenland PDF talks about a drawing, makes me fear the stamp is 
produced with procedure 2. 

 
  Glenn 
Morgan 

01/11/2013 10:21:45 
 

Adrian, I have written to Mr Jørgensen, so let's see what he says. 

Your explanation regarding ways 1) and 2) is most useful, being clear and concise, and I guess we should be grateful that 2) was devised 
so that we can at least still enjoy intaglio stamps. 

GLENN 

 

 
  Julia Lee 01/11/2013 10:26:03 
 It's incredibly hard for me to see what's written after Jørgensen's name, even with the MS right in front of my face, but I think it's 'del.'. 
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It's definitely not 'sc'. 

Aaand I've just realised I could probably blow up the scan. 

It's definitely 'del'. 

 
  Adrian 01/11/2013 10:28:46 
 Exciting! Hope you'll hear back from him. 

Thanks! It was actually the engraver Lyell Dolan from Australia who took pains to explain all the processes to me. Though I agree with you 
that at least we can have recess-printed stamps with procedure 2, the whole idea of the magnificence of art made by engraving a stamp-
size design in a piece of steel or copper is of course completely lost, which is to be lamented... 

 
  Adrian 01/11/2013 10:36:41 
 Re Julia's post: 

Well, that probably settles it then: it will be a Procedure 2 stamp. Shame, because that will probably mean that the Greenland Post has 
seen the light and will opt more often for this kind of procedure, which apparently is cheaper than the old-fashioned way. 

But then, we probably all know deep down in our hearts of course that it is a bit of a lost cause anyway... 

Not wanting to end on this sombre note, after all, there are plenty of hand-engraved stamps to enjoy, so here is my latest discovery: a 
multi-year series of Monaco Red Cross stamps from the late 60s/early 70s, depicting various saints, all engraved by Haley. Only got the 
one yet but they're all similar in design so it would be great to have a whole page of them. I believe there are about seven or eight of 
them in total. This is the 1969 issue. Enjoy! 
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Edited By Adrian on 01/11/2013 10:42:33 

 
Glenn 
Morgan 

01/11/2013 14:51:25 

 There is nothing quite like getting information directly from the source to ensure its accuracy. Sadly, one cannot always rely on what 
many Post Offices state about printing processes. This is a common problem. So, as previously mentioned, I wrote to Bertil today and he 
promptly replied: 

"I understand, if you're a little confused! This "stamp upon a stamp" design has been quite an unique project from my hand. But I'll try to 
explain, here we go: The stamp is a celebration of Post Greenlands 75- years jubilee. The first stamps back then in 1938 was designed by 
the danish artist Harald Moltke. The task for this release was to create a design based on his original designs. Moltkes original sketches, 
done in chack [GHM: Chalk, presumably] and pencil, for the stamps still exist at the Postal Museum. Based on these, I did the drawings of 
the polar bear and the background, along with the transformation of the sketch w. King Christian X. to "black & white". Everything was 
then laser-engraved, except the text and value, which is printed in offset. So, since it is not hand-engraved, my name is followed by 
"del."" 

I replied thanking him for his detailed response and describing Adrian's method 1) (traditional hand engraving) and method 2) (modern 
"engraving" using intaglio artwork), stating that we understood method two applied in this instance. 
  
He confirmed by immediately replying: "You are absolutely correct, it is "Method 2". And I will mention it for Post Greenland, to ensure 
that the description of the process in "Collector" will be more precise!" 
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So, it should be in this thread after all, Julia! 
  
GLENN 
 

  Julia Lee 01/11/2013 15:02:31 
 
 

That's good news. 

And it's very cool to hear direct from an engraver. 

I'm confused as to why he says the Christian X stamps is 'black and white' as it's clearly red. I suspect he means monochrome. 

The original, issued stamp is just listed as 'red' though. 

Edited By Julia Lee on 01/11/2013 15:03:02 

 
  Adrian 01/11/2013 15:41:45 
 Yes, fantastic to get a reaction so soon. I've (email-) interviewed the odd engraver through the years and have always found that they 

really love their work and art and are usually quite willing to talk about it. Yet another reason why collecting stamp engravers is such a 
rewarding thing to do! 

 
  Julia Lee 01/11/2013 15:47:25 
 I've interviewed the odd designer (usually GB) and they're actually usually quite cagey, but that's presumably because Royal Mail keeps a 

stern eye on them. 

Andrew Restall (eg Sailing '74), by the way, has quite a trenchant quote about the GB programme in the Dec issue, probably because he 
hasn't put in for any stamp issues since 1983. 

 
  Adrian 02/11/2013 09:27:38 
 Reading the great Decaris feature in this month's Stamp Magazine really brought me back to the stamp engravers theme, after having 

experienced a litle dip. So I thought I'd better go on the hunt for some nice Decaris items and this one landed on my doormat yesterday. I 
love this particular stamp and to have this 'coin daté', signed by the good man himself, together with the three values in this design, 
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makes a great page in my collection, so I'm a happy bunny! 

 

 

 
  Michael 
Chambers 

02/11/2013 14:33:01 

 I've learnt a lot about modern engraving / printing techniques from recent posts - many thanks to everyone for all that. Going back to 
Bickel these two 1956 stamps from Luxembourg were designed and engraved by him and apparently produced in recess by Courvoisier: 

      

Whilst on Bickel I'd just mention that he produced some nice work for Liechtenstein as well. Here are a few examples: 
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  Adrian 02/11/2013 14:41:08 
 Thanks for showing these. I always have a soft spot for Bickel's work. Love the last two especially. 

 
  Adrian 07/11/2013 17:48:12 
 I'm in the middle of making dinner but I just HAVE to show you this beautiful Slania stamp! 
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  Julia Lee 07/11/2013 17:50:33 
 Food and stamps DO NOT mix, Adrian! Stop sorting and stirring at the same time. 

 
  Richard D 08/11/2013 01:27:36 
 I am not sure if anyone is interested but I have a small booklet which beloged to my grandfather, Alfred James Downey, of stamps he 

engraved and in some cases designed. Here is one. I can upload more if anyone is interested?
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  Adrian 08/11/2013 08:04:58 
 
 

What a wonderful gem to wake up to! I think I speak for all of us here that we'd love to see the whole booklet, if you don't mind and 
have the time. Thank you so much for showing these! 

 
  Adrian 08/11/2013 08:55:13 
 Sorry, me again. I'm just wondering whether anyone has ever heard of a G. Harrison who engraved this 1928 Portuguese stamp? 
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At first I thought it would surely be a typo and that J (AC) Harrison was meant, because he has done more work for Portugal. But this 
stamp is printed by De La Rue and I don't think JAC Harrison worked for De La Rue, so there may well be a G. Harrison around, 
though I can't find him/her anywhere. 

 
  Julia Lee 08/11/2013 10:57:38 
 Because what the philatelic world needs is more engraving Harrisons... 

 
  Adrian 08/11/2013 11:03:44 
 Exactly! We've only had 14 so far (although that figure does include banknote engravers as well) 

 
  Julia Lee 08/11/2013 11:05:15 
 
 

Really? Wow! I knew it was quite a few, but 14... wow! 

 
  Richard D 12/11/2013 01:14:20 
 My grandfather's booklet has been added (12 pages) to my album. I assume that you can all view this? 
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Richard Downey 

Edited By Julia Lee on 12/11/2013 09:18:55 

 
  Julia Lee 12/11/2013 09:19:37 
 Yes, we can, and it's brilliant! Thank you so much for doing this.  

I've just added a link into the post so people can go straight to the album. 

Fascinating.  

 
  Michael Chambers 12/11/2013 20:49:23 
 Richard 

Many thanks for posting your grandfather's booklet. This is absolutely fascinating. he was clearly involved in engraving some of the 
great British Empire classics. It's often very hard to pin down who the engravers of these stamps were as the security printers 
operated in such secrecy and so this kind of information is invaluable for collectors. I've always had a particularly soft spot for the 
Kelantan stamp which is often referred to in jest as the 'chef's head'. I really appreciate your sharing this. 

 
  Michael Chambers 12/11/2013 20:52:34 
 Adrian 

Sorry. I've never heard of a G Harrison and I had no idea either that there were so many engraving Harrisons. Amazing! 

 
  Michael Chambers 12/11/2013 21:03:11 
 
 

I think anyone even vaguely interested in stamp design / engraving will know that the most prolific engraver of all time with over 
1000 stamps to his name was Czeslaw Slania. However, I suspect very few people are aware that the second most prolific engraver 
was Jacques Combet who engraved almost as many as Slania. In fact, I think his name has scarcely been mentioned on this thread. 
As I've just acquired the set of 18 stamps that he engraved for Andorra (illustrating altar screens) around 1970 I thought I show a few 
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of them : 

           

 
canadian 
NorthAmerican 

13/11/2013 13:58:17 

 Michael 

Jacques Combet is indeed a prolific engraver; painter as well. 

The stamps that you show are beautiful no doubt. thanks for the scans. Thankfully you have done justice to Combet's work by 
pointing out he was not mentioned before. 

 
  Adrian 18/11/2013 11:49:31 
 Lot of catching up to do! 

Richard, thanks so much for scanning the remainder of your grandfather's booklet. Absolutely fantastic! Can't seem to find that 
Colombian stamp anywhere in my catalogue, though... 

Michael, beautiful stamps from Andorra. Thanks for showing these! 
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Am solving the Harrison query, thanks to my faithful Portuguese friend Paulo. The three independence issues from Portugal (1926-8) 
were engraved by George Harrison and Ernest Henry Normand Broad. Harrison does not feature in Hessler's book, but Broad does. 

Also: seeing that we don't have in-thread search capacity, would it maybe be an idea to have separate threads on separate 
engravers? At least we'll then have all the info and images of a specfific engraver together in one thread which makes it easier to 
refer back to information. Also, searching for engravers would be easier as the surname will yield the thread belong to that person. 
We could maybe then keep this thread for more general engravers remarks, questions, etc. 

What do you all (and especially Michael, for after all it is your thread!) think? 

 
  Michael Chambers 21/11/2013 17:13:27 
 Adrian 

Sorry for the delay in getting back - a bit busy with other things at the moment. I think it's a good to have threads for particular 
engravers. As you say, it would make it easier to trace relevant information in the future. 

Incidentally do you know anything about - even the nationality - of the following engravers: 

S L Hartz 

G Broux 

P Schopfer 

I see from your Engraver blog that Schopfer also worked for Switxerland and his first name was Pierre. 

 

 
  Adrian 21/11/2013 19:33:23 
 
  

Good, we'll get new threads started then, as and when necessary. 

As for the trio you mention: Sem (Samuel) Hartz was Dutch. Probably the most famous Dutch designer/engraver around. 1930s to 
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1970s. I've actually written a column on him so I'll upload that on the engravers blog this weekend. 

Guillaume Broux is a Belgian designer/engraver. Haven't looked at him at all yet, but I do know he designed the Belgian Albert 
definitives right before the advent of the euro. 

Pierre Schopfer, I presume, is Swiss but again I haven't looked at this one yet. I just came across his name in a document relating to 
Swiss trial stamps, but I know he engraved the 1989 occupations definitives for Switzerland. 

 
  Michael Chambers 21/11/2013 21:54:05 
 Thanks, Adrian. That's brilliant. My knowledge of Dutch, Belgian and Swiss engravers is sadly lacking. I've been trying to sort out the 

work that Austrian engravers did outside Austria, a lot of which was for Luxembourg and Liechtenstein. Very happy to share with you 
and anyone else interested in due course. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

22/11/2013 17:10:55 

200 forum posts 
60 photos 

Posted by Adrian on 21/11/2013 19:33:23:  

Good, we'll get new threads started then, as and when necessary. 

As for the trio you mention: Sem (Samuel) Hartz was Dutch. Probably the most famous Dutch designer/engraver around. 1930s to 
1970s. I've actually written a column on him so I'll upload that on the engravers blog this weekend. 

Guillaume Broux is a Belgian designer/engraver. Haven't looked at him at all yet, but I do know he designed the Belgian Albert 
definitives right before the advent of the euro. 

Pierre Schopfer, I presume, is Swiss but again I haven't looked at this one yet. I just came across his name in a document relating to 
Swiss trial stamps, but I know he engraved the 1989 occupations definitives for Switzerland. 

Michael: Sem and Pierre are mentioned by Gene Hessler. Pierre is a Swiss national; he does not engrave any more, but paints; 

Sem (of Jewish descent) was a great engraver/designer. 
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Partial list of his Sem's stamps here: **LINK** 

. Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 22/11/2013 17:23:12 

 
  Adrian 23/11/2013 11:13:05 
 Okay, the first of the engravers threads (well, actually the second, for there is already a Pierre Bequet thread) is up, on Sem Hartz. 

I'm just wondering whether it would be handy to copy non-general information from this thread into new engraver-specific threads? 
It would be a lot of work but there is of course no time limit so it could be done. 

 
  Michael Chambers 25/11/2013 11:32:04 
 I recently got hold of this set of portrait engravings by Hans Ranzoni for Austria. Dating from 1934 they are possibly his earliest 

philatelic work. As 90% of portraits on Austrian stamps in the 1930s, 40s and 50s were the work of Ferdinand Lorber they are also a 
bit unusual. I really love the spareness and expressiveness of Ranzoni's style. His subjects ereally come alive.  
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  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

25/11/2013 19:06:01 

 Michael: Thanks for posting the great images. Good examples of the sky in 'Stipple' engraving. They are random dots but time 
consuming in placement, gradual phasing out when reaching the horizon is the hallmark of a great engraver. 

Ranzoni DJ (1896-1991) implies he was the son of Ranzoni senior (1868-1956). 

Have you come across any stamps engraved by Ranzoni senior? 

 
  Michael Chambers 27/11/2013 15:07:22 
 Thanks, cNA. I like that stipple effect, too.  

As I understand it, Ranzoni's father wasquite a well known painter , specialising in landscapes and associated with the Vienna 
secession. I don't think he ever did anything with stamps. 

 
canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

27/11/2013 17:22:44 
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 Michael: His name is not on **LINK** 

 
  Adrian 28/11/2013 09:47:56 
 
 

I've already done a column on Ranzoni, which includes some information on Ranzoni Senior as well. I'll upload it this weekend. 

  Adrian 30/11/2013 14:02:42 
 
 

It's done. Ranzoni is uploaded and you'll find him here. 

 

 
  Adrian 03/01/2014 09:18:36 
 I remembered the recent article in Stamp Magazine on Decaris and how it mentioned his naval links, when I got my French 1981 year set 

in. It included this little beauty: 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerica
n 

05/01/2014 19:09:43 

 A link to Chinese stamps at the Smithsonian. 
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**LINK** 

Robert Hopkins Specialized Collection of Chinese Postage and Revenue Die Proofs and Essays Finding Guide 
This collection of early Chinese die proofs, engraver's models, ink drawings and essays from 1912 to 1928, was donated in 1963 by Robert 
Hopkins. Hopkins was the son in-law of William A Grant, one of two Americans responsible for establishing the Chinese Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing. 

Paul Davy might find this link interesting, if he has not consulted this before; your interest is in the Martyr issue and might fall outside the 
date range of the records. 

cNA 
  Julia Lee 10/01/2014 11:59:19 
 REALLY interesting press release from Aland. 

Martin Morck has been in China teaching people to become engravers - an art which has been extinct in China. One of the students' tasks 
was to engrave a pic of an Aland sheep, and the two resulting winners will feature on a 2014 Aland stamp.  

From press release: (Pic coming). 

'Åland Post – now in China 

In co-operation with Postage Stamp Printing Bureau of China Post Group (PSPB) and well-known Swedish engraver Martin Mörck, who is 
currently teaching Chinese designers in Beijing the art of engraving, Åland Post launches a stamp featuring Åland sheep in 2014. 

“We wanted to create a stamp suitable for the Year of the Sheep 2015 and came up with the idea to arrange a competition 
between Martin Mörck’s students, who are currently training to become engravers – a profession that has been extinct in China 
for decades. The students’ assignment was to illustrate Åland sheep, a unique species that exists only in the Åland Islands. The 
winning design will eventually consist of two engraved motifs to be launched in the form of a miniature sheet consisting of four 
stamps”, Anita Häggblom, Director of Åland Post Stamps, says. 

The official ceremony, during which Hao Ou and Liu Bo were proclaimed winners of the competition, was held at the premises of PSPB in 
Beijing on 11 December 2013 .' 

 
  Julia Lee 10/01/2014 12:03:47 
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I think they want to make it quite clear it's a sketch... 

Proposed issued date: autumn 2014. Will be produced and printed in China (presumably by PSPB). 

 
  Adrian 13/01/2014 09:19:24 
 Great. I think Mörck needs to be entered into the Hall of Fame for his work safeguarding the survival of recess-printed stamps! 

Here's one of his latest issues, from Denmark, issued in 2013: 

 

And here's a limited edition black print of the engraved part only. 
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  Julia Lee 27/01/2014 16:56:30 
 Good blog on Czech engraver Ladislav Jirka, in both French and English, by Eric Contesse. (His blog is always worth reading). 
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Jirka is being honoured with a 100th birth anniv stamp.  

 
  Adrian 27/01/2014 19:14:35 
 Great read. I love the fact that they've used images of his stamps on the new stamp. Could turn into a nice little mini collection if you get 

all these together. 

Here's one of Jirka's oldies, from the 1948 Child Welfare set: 

 

And here's one of his later ones, from the 1983 Nature protection set: 
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Adrian 15/02/2014 11:42:40 
 Wow. It seems we have all seriously OD-d on stamp engravers?! 

Not me of course, no surprise there.  

I have actually just uploaded my take on Pierre Albuisson, which you'll find on my site by clicking here. 

 

Now that I no longer blog here on the Stamp Magazine website, I thought I'd better do a bit of blogging on my own site, so feel free to visit 
me there every now and then. Again, just click here to get to the blog part of my site. I have just done a piece on Swedish test stamps! 

 

Thanks! 
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Adrian 14/03/2014 09:52:06 
 Me again! 

Just to let you know that I've updated stories on two famous engravers on my blog. 

 

The first one is M.C Baldwin, who was responsible for many a US classic, such as the Inverted Jenny in uninverted state. To read, click HERE. 

 

I've also uploaded my story on Alfred Jones, who engraved those beautiful 'Large and Small Queen' Canadian definitives. To read, click 
HERE. 
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Thanks! 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

19/03/2014 01:42:44 

 Alceo Quieti: News just in from his daughter; 

Alceo Quieti passed away on March 09, 2014 after a brief illness. 

Alceo Quieti (1922-2014) 
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  Adrian 19/03/2014 09:50:32 
 Sorry to hear that, cNA. 

Here's his engraving of the Michelangelo stamp, part of Italy's 1961 'Works of Michelangelo' definitive set. 
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  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

22/03/2014 21:26:27 

 Here is a list of stamps engraved by Alceo Quieti (1922-2014); List# 1 of 3. 

Source - Alceo Quieti, the master himself! 

  

STAMPS ENGRAVED BY ALCEO QUIETI FOR CITTA DEL VATICANO 

  

1. Bicentenario della nascita di Antonio Canova - Papa Clemente XIII – Lire 5 - 1958 
2. Esposizione Universale di Bruxelles – Papa Pio XII – Lire 35 + lire300 – 1958 
3. Posta Aerea “ Obelischi “ – S. Pietro – Lire 15 + Lire 100 – 1959 
4. 5 centenario della nascita di S. Casimiro – Lire 100 + Lire 50 - 1959 
5. 5 centenario morte di S. Antonino – Lire 110 – 1960 
6. 4 centenario della morte di Michelangelo Buonarotti – Lire 10 – 1964 
7. Centenario della Croce Rossa – Lire 30 + Lire300 – 1964 
8. 7 centenario della nascita di Dante Alighieri – lire 10 – 1965 
9. Millenario cattolico della Polonia – Paolo IV in Polonia – Lire 220 – 1966 
10. Centenario del Circolo San Pietro – Pio IX – Lire 30 – 1969 
11. Posta aerea. I quattro Evangelisti – S. Marco + S. Giovanni – Lire 300 + Lire 1000 – 1971 
12. Millennio di Santo Stefano – “ Patrona Hungariae “ – Lire 180 - 1971 
13. 5 centenario della morte del Cardinale Bessarione – Portale di S. Pietro, particolare – lire 40 - 1972 
14. Centenario della nascita di Santa Teresa del Bambino Gesù – Basilica di Lisieux – Lire 220 - 1973 
15. Posta aerea. Angelo da un mosaico della Basilica di San Marco a Venezia – Lire 2500 –- 1974 
16. 5 centenario della Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana – Bartolomeo Sacchi + Sisto IV – Lire 70 + Lire 100 – 1975 
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17. Posta aerea. Angeli dal “Giudizio Universale” di Michelangelo. Cappella Sistina – Lire 500 + Lire 1000 + Lire 2500 - 1976 

18. Inizio del pontificato di Giovanni Paolo II – Stemma del Papa. Il Papa benedicente – Lire 170 + Lire250 – 1979 

End of list for stamps of The Vatican. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 22/03/2014 21:30:51 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

22/03/2014 21:32:51 

 List of stamps engraved by Alceo Quieti (1922-2014); List# 2 of 3. 

Source - Alceo Quieti, the master himself! 

  

STAMPS ENGRAVED BY ALCEO QUIETI FOR REPUBBLICA DI SAN MARINO 

  

1. 5 Centenario della nascita di Cristoforo Colombo – Lire 2 – 1952 
2. Veduta – Lire 500 – 1957 
3. Dipinti di Paolo Uccello – Lire 130 + Lire 230 – 1968 
4. Dipinti di Ambrogio Lorenzetti – “Pace” affresco “Il Buon Governo” + “Temperanza” affresco “Il Buon Governo” – Lire 50 + Lire 90 – 

1969 
5. Natale. Dipinti di Raffaello. “Le tre Virtù teologali”. – Speranza – Lire 180 – 1969 
6. Pittura etrusca – Scene di danza + Danzatori – Lire 20 + Lire 220 – 1975 
7. Natale. Dipinti del Tiziano – “Annunciazione” + “Maternità di Maria” – Lire 150 + Lire 300 - 1976 

End of list for San Marino. 

Edited By canadian NorthAmerican on 22/03/2014 21:33:52 
  Adrian 23/03/2014 10:58:47 
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 Thanks for those lists, cNA! 

According to SG the 1979 Vatican City set marking the Enthronement of Pope John Paul II also includes two stamps engraved by Quieti: the 
170l and 250l. His name is also included on the stamps. It is only the black lettering, though, which is engraved. Maybe that's why he didn't 
include it in his list? Any thoughts on that? 

 

By the way, more pics and a rough translation of the above Italian newspaper clipping can be found on my blog HERE. 

 

UPDATE: Sorry, I just noticed that the stamp is on the list, so that makes this post rather superfluous, but there you are. 

Edited By Adrian on 23/03/2014 11:00:39 

Edited By Adrian on 23/03/2014 11:02:10 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

24/03/2014 17:55:09 

 List of stamps engraved by Alceo Quieti (1922-2014); List# 3 of 3. 

Source - Alceo Quieti, the master himself! 
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STAMPS ENGRAVED BY ALCEO QUIETI FOR REPUBBLICA ITALIANA 

1. 40 anniversario della Vittoria nella 1 guerra mondiale – Trionfo di Cesare, di A. Mantenga – Lire 15 – 1958 
2. Centenario della II guerra d’Indipendenza – “Battaglia di Magenta” – lire 110 – 1959 * 
3. Giochi della 17 Olimpiade, Roma – Statua di Console romano – Lire 5 – 1960 
4. “Michelangiolesca”. Da affreschi della Cappella Sistina – Ritratto di Michelangelo – Lire 200 – 1961 
5. Centenario della nascita di Gabriele D’Annunzio (1863-1938), poeta e politico – Ritratto da xilografia di G. Barbieri – Lire 30 – 1963 
6. 25 anniversario della Repubblica – Effigie di Giuseppe Mazzini – Lire 50 + Lire 90 – 1971 
7. Arte Normanna in Sicilia. Mosaici – Lire 20 + Lire 50 – 1974 
8. 6 centenario della morte di Francesco Petrarca (1304-1374), poeta – lire 40 + lire50 – 1974 
9. 5 centenario della nascita di Michelangelo Buonarotti – “Diluvio Universale”, Roma – Lire 90 – 1975 
10. Arte italiana, 4 serie – “L’inverno” di G. Arcimboldi – Lire 170 – 1977 
11. 550 anniversario della morte di Tommaso Guidi, detto “Masaccio” - Lire 170 – 1978 

End of list for Republic of Italy. 

 
  Adrian 24/03/2014 19:13:08 
 
 

Hi cNA, 

Would you maybe also have any information on the banknotes Quieti engraved? The article mentions that 500 lire Mercury banknote (I 
believe of 1974), and it mentions that he also engraved bankntoes for Peru. 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

24/03/2014 23:32:44 

 Posted by Adrian on 24/03/2014 19:13:08:  

Hi cNA, 

Would you maybe also have any information on the banknotes Quieti engraved? The article mentions that 500 lire Mercury bank note (I 
believe of 1974), and it mentions that he also engraved bank notes for Peru. 

Hi Adrian: I was framing the questions on this aspect, which takes three months for me to do, but in the interim, the Master passes away! 
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Yet I will plod on in the hope that his family will be able to tell me answers to the questions, which I have to now re-word; 

The Italian site on **LINK** shows bank note images and the designer/engraver; unfortunately, the images are for higher denomination 
bank notes and not the 500 Lire Mercury note. The word they use is 'Etched' which is 'Engraved by'. Perhaps some etching was also done, 
but Trento Cionini and others were principally great engravers who did hand cut the portraits, but also did a bit of etching no doubt. 

See **LINK** for the mercury note of 1974/1979. 

Alceo Quieti did many other private engravings, but this forum is not a place for such images unfortunately. 

cNA 

 
Adrian 30/03/2014 11:30:57 
 
 

Sorry, got quite a bit distracted by non-stamp matters this week, but am now firmly back on track! 

Thanks for those links, cNA, great to be able to update my Italian engravers with their banknote work. As for Quieti's non-stamp 
engravings: I'd be more than happy to feature some on my blog. You know where to find me, should you like that. 

Talking of blogs: I have just updated my blog with a feature on Albert Decaris, the famous French engraver. You'll find it HERE. 

Decaris is probably the only French engraver who was honoured with a stamp issue. In 2001, Claude Jumelet designed and engraved a 
tamp marking the centenary of the birth of Decaris. 

 
  

http://www.bancaditalia.it/media/fotogallery/museomoneta/museobanconota
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Neville Lawson 25/04/2014 22:57:25 
 

Hello everyone 

Can I please ask for a bit of advice? I’ve been considering a new direction for my small scale collecting. Hitherto, intermittently over 
the last 25 years, I’ve collected a number of European countries and periods – dual kingdom Iceland, Sweden Gustav V, France 1900 – 
1940 as well as bits of Latvia, Faroes, Greenland and Finland. I’ve always liked engraved stamps – lots of Scandinavian, and Austrian 
too. I did consider collecting Czeslaw Slania, but he produced over 1000 items for loads of different countries, which makes it a bit 
daunting. So perhaps I could tackle another, less prolific, engraver. Up to now I’ve preferred used stamps to mint, but I suppose that 
may detract from enjoyment of the actual stamp design. I just like stamps that have done their job. One more point - I can’t spend 
much money or time.  

If I go down this road, can anyone suggest possible subjects? And when I’ve chosen an engraver to collect, how do I find out what 
stamps that engraver produced – though I think there are some very erudite websites that could help with that. And if my chosen 
engraver worked for lots of different countries, would I need to buy specialist catalogues? I have an old Yvert and a Facit, and SG 
Scandinavia and France already.  

Any advice would be welcome! 

Neville 

 

 
  Adrian 26/04/2014 12:23:54 
 Hi Neville! 

Great to welcome another convert to 'engraver collecting'. Looks like you've already got a bit of a starting point for trying to work out 
what you'd like to do. 

Yes, collecting Slania can be a bit daunting, though not impossible. You could, of course, always opt for a more recent Scandinavian 
engraver. Marcel Mörck springs to mind immediately. He's done, and is still doing, some beautiful stuff. 
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Seeing that you already got a bit of a Scandinavian collection: why not sort them by engraver (most names are mentioned in the 
bottom right hand corner) and just see which engraver's stamps you like most. After all, you've got to like someone's stamps to enjoy 
collecting an engraver's work. 

Collecting living engravers could be more fun because the stamps will usually be cheaper and easier to get, and you never know, you 
may even meet the man/woman one day! 

With regard to literature: if you have a Scandinavian SG, then you'll be fine, as that will include I would say at least around 90% of all 
the information you need. Other than that you'd need to keep abreast of new issues if you're collecting an engraver who is still at it. A 
subscription to Stamp Magazine will solve that problem, because the New Issue guide in the mag does include engravers' names as 
well, if and when known. 

And you can of course always regularly check out my own website, which is becoming a database of all the world's engravers and their 
work. You'll find it by clicking HERE. A word of warning though: I have not yet much Scandinavian material on it so don't be fooled into 
thinking it's a small area to collect! 

In general you could say that the easiest countries to focus on are those who include the names of their engravers in the design. I'm 
thinking of Scandinavia, France and territories, Austria, Czechoslovakia before and after break up, Poland. British Commonwealth is 
notoriously difficult, but from your existing collection I gather you're more European focused anyway, so that's a plus. 

Mint or used is really just a matter of taste. All I would say is that to enjoy the work of an engraver, you'd need to find lightly cancelled 
stamps which do not detract too much from the artwork. There's a challenge for you! 

http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/search/label/Chat
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Enough to ponder, I would think! Let us know how your'e getting on and if you've any more questions: fire away! 

 
  Neville Lawson 27/04/2014 09:47:48 
 Thanks for this very speedy reply, Adrian. Lots to think about, and I can see the sense in starting where I am now, drawing on my 

present collection (or motley assortment). For the moment I'll take some time to read this thread - all 64 pages of it! There's lots of 
info, and lots of stamps to look at, showing the work of a lot of engravers from all over. I've already chanced on some v interesting 
postings and I'm sure it'll be time well spent. I have also seen another forum elsewhere on engraved stamps, with similar discussions 
and loads of scanned stamps to look at. 

As well as Scandinavia I am also quite interested in Austria, and I have a number of pre and post war stamps. So far I've collected with 
a defined beginning and end, but perhaps it's time to rethink that and look at new issues as well as the older material. I did briefly in 
the 1980s buy new issues of Austria and Sweden and I found there was some really good stuff coming out. On a practical level I need 
to think about how to keep the stamps and how to arrange them - by country or by engraver. Up to now I've favoured stock books 
with black pages, but I don't want to have to move stuff as the collection grows. Maybe it'll have to a ring binder so I can add pages in 
the middle. 

Anyway, these are things I need to mull over - meantime thanks again for your welcome! 

Neville 

 
  Adrian 03/05/2014 11:42:20 
 Here's one more thing to mull over: if you're looking for not too expensive stamps, why not opt for a Czechoslovakian engraver? I have 

just uploaded a short biography of Vaclav Fajt on my site, which you'll find HERE. 
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It also includes a fairly complete list of his stamp work, to make things easy for you! 

  
  Neville Lawson 07/05/2014 07:14:31 
 

Thanks Adrian for this latest suggestion. The stamps of Fajt that you show are beautiful - love the mouse. 

I'm still struggling with the problem of finding engraved stamps - I mean identifying which stamps are engraved so I can choose the 
ones I like. I've read through all the thread, and have made a great list of the engravers whose work really impressed me. I have SG 
catalogues for Scandinavia, France and Austria/Hungary -these all show the engraver's name. The library has the big 6 vol SG world 
stamps, but that doesn't give engravers or even indicate which stamps are engraved. The magazines will cover new issues, but for 
older other European or US material (Piel's Andorra issues and various other like USA or Lichtenstein and Lux'bg for example) I'm 
stuck. I guess I have to look out for old catalogues as well as old stamps. One final thing - the thread contributors often give Scott 
numbers - esp re US stamps like the excellent Hipschen and Felver - but dealers use SG numbers.  

Anyway, I'm undeterred and pressing on - today I'll experiment with a scanner! This takes me to the edge of my comfort zone. 

 
  Julia Lee 07/05/2014 15:23:25 
 I can usually troubleshoot scanning without too much difficulty, especially if the make is an Epson.  
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Usually one can ignore all the options on screen except 'Resolution' (75 for web, 300 for print) and the big button marked 'Scan'.  

Then you just have to work out where it's saved the images...! 

 
  Adrian 10/05/2014 10:31:22 
 

 

Not bad, eh, for a man who is famously quoted as never having engraved a satisfactory portrait of The Queen! 

This is Nigel Alan Dow and I've just uploaded a short biography of him on my blog, which you'll find HERE. 

 

 

 
  Neville Lawson 15/05/2014 08:57:31 
 

Hi all 
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Does the Michel catalogue tell you if stamps are engraved and if so, who the engraver was? I know SG does. 

Bye for now - Neville 

 
  Adrian 15/05/2014 12:02:36 
 Hi Neville, 

They used to, but as far as I know they don't anymore. Takes up too much space probably. I don't have any really recent ones, but my 
Michel catalogues for Europe date from 2002 to 2006 and none of these have engravers' names included. The odd 1980s Michel 
catalogue that I have did still include engravers' and designers' names. 

 
  Neville Lawson 15/05/2014 23:38:18 
 

Thanks, Adrian. I've ordered an SG catalogue (2002 edition) from abebooks. Looking forward to checking out Czech stamps - thanks for 
that recommendation. I've read lots of pages of the Stamp Community forum, as well as all of this one, to get some ideas - and I've 
made a great list of engravers whose work looks really interesting - mainly European, with a couple from USA. And I've moved a load of 
old stamps to clear a nice big stockbook. My first pages are started- Toth, Nefe and Gandon . It's strange to disregard sets and 
countries. 

So, armed with SG catalogues for France, Scandinavia, Austria, and Czechoslovakia and for USA a Linn's Almanac, I feel ready to go.  

 
  Adrian 14/06/2014 09:13:05 
 
 

Just a quick note to say that I've uploaded a short biography on the famous Swedish engraver Sven Ewert on my own blog, which you'll 
find by clicking HERE. 

Among other things, it details the work done on his well-known definitive set portraying King Gustav VI Adolf. 
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  Glenn Morgan 16/06/2014 08:10:52 
 

Adrian, I have finally subscribed to Stamp and Coin Mart, largely for your Engravers series. My first issue has arrived and you are not in 
it! Has the series ended, or was there no space for your regular feature this month? GLENN 

 
  Adrian 16/06/2014 08:26:37 
 
 

Glenn! Sshhhhh, that's the competition we're talking about here. But I do feel flattered. 

 

Anyway, don't worry, it's just this month that there's no engravers column in the mag. Everything should be okay again from next 
month on. 

Also: I was thinking of you the other day. Have you seen the GB reproduction stamps thread on this forum (click HERE)? I was hoping 
you might be the one who could maybe answer this? After all, you're quite the fountain of knowledge! 

 
  Julia Lee 16/06/2014 10:59:23 
 *stern glare* 

 
  Glenn Morgan 17/06/2014 06:21:40 
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Adrian: Now it's my turn to feel flattered! I have posed the Seahorses question and hope to have an answer shortly. 

Julia: Yes sorry about that. Should I mention that I also subscribe to Gibbons Stamp Monthly? Have temporarily misplaced your email 
address, so a big thank you for the envelope and contents received safely yesterday. 

GLENN 

 
  
Glenn Morgan 17/06/2014 08:28:59 
 

Adrian, Douglas Muir has kindly responded to your query, as under, and given his OK to reproduce his response below. I also asked 
about the Festival of Britain facsimile. 

Dear Glenn 

The 1d black and 1d red facsimiles came from the reproduction plate we hold (as used in 2000 at the exhibition). 

The Seahorses came, as did the 2010 PUC stamps, from an amalgam of proofs taken from dies, rollers, proofs etc. which are now of the 
re-engraved version. 

The Festival of Britain stamp was taken from a photograph of the artwork as retouched by Harrisons but before the multipositive was 
made. 

So all were derived from the originals. 

I hope this helps. 

Douglas 

Douglas N. Muir 

Senior Curator, Philately 

 
  Adrian 17/06/2014 11:33:20 
 That is fantastic, thank you very much, Glenn! I'm glad to see they're all in some way derived from their originals, so I can safely include 
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them in my engravers collection. 

What I'll do is copy your answer to the appropriate forum thread as well, to neatly wrap up the topic. 

Thanks again, very much appreciated! 

 
  Adrian 21/06/2014 11:24:38 
 Seeing that it is such a lovely summer here I thought I'd go and have a look at France's engravers. So I've uploaded a short biography on 

Pierre Gandon on my blog, which you can find HERE. 

 

It answers that question which will undoubtedly have been on your minds for ages: why on earth could someone as famous as Pierre 
Gandon get confused with Charles Mazelin? 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmerican 

04/07/2014 02:09:51 

 Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 18/08/2013 16:42:50:  
Posted by Adrian on 18/08/2013 09:13:05:  

And apparently there is a third way for I believe I read somewhere (but I have to recheck) that for a while all Belgian stamps had to be 
hand-engraved, which meant that for example the 31 value Elström definitives of the 1970s were all completely individually hand-
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engraved, because the engravers were not allowed to have a single die for the image with the values added later. Seems extraordinary, 
but there you go. 

Adrian: This is new to me; When I contacted Charles Leclercqz two years ago on the Elström issues, he never mentioned this. It is 
difficult to ask him now, and I will pose the question to his son and see if Charles can recollect this point. 

Please tell me where you read/learnt this from. I read between the lines and it means the King Baldwin (Baudouin) profile was 
engraved separately for each denomination; not possible, because, then, there would be differences in the portraits, which is not the 
case. 

Charles Leclercqz passed on in Dec 2013. 

cNA 

 
Adrian 05/07/2014 10:49:49 
 Thanks for letting us know, cNA. 

Leclercqz's best known stamp, I suppose, is this 1970s definitive: 

 

Here's another one engraved by him. 
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On my blog, which you'll find HERE, you can see which ones are my personal favourites of his. 

Adrian 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

09/07/2014 12:22:26 

 with thanks to the family of the late engraver 
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  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

09/07/2014 13:37:09 

 Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 09/07/2014 12:22:26:  

with thanks to the family of the late engraver 
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personne n'exige de moi que je réussisse, mais seulement que je franchisse un pas en direction de la lumière . L'important n'est pas que je 
porte le flambeau jusqu'au bout, mais que je ne le laisse pas s'éteindre. 

Nobody demands that I succeed, only that I take a step towards the light (or in the direction of the light). The important thing is not that I 
carry the torch to the end, but that I do not let it be extinguished. 

 
  Adrian 09/07/2014 15:59:21 
 That's rather touching, thanks for posting that cNA! 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

12/07/2014 20:59:50 

 Stamps engraved by Charles Leclercqz List#1 
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  Adrian 13/07/2014 18:47:49 
 
 

I've always loved that red cross stamp, it's a beauty. Who's the guy? Can't read it on the pic. 
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  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

13/07/2014 19:22:22 

 Posted by Adrian on 13/07/2014 18:47:49:  

I've always loved that red cross stamp, it's a beauty. Who's the guy? Can't read it on the pic. 

Boulvin, Jules (1855-1920) 

also on **LINK** 

 
  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

13/07/2014 19:55:52 

 Stamps engraved by Charles Leclercqz List#2 
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  canadian 
NorthAmeric
an 

17/07/2014 01:26:48 

 Stamps engraved by Charles Leclercqz List#3 
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Adrian 17/07/2014 08:38:49 
 Why unissued? As far as I can see they're the airmail stamps belonging to the standard set. 

 
canadian 
NorthAmerican 

17/08/2014 05:06:31 

 Posted by Adrian on 16/08/2014 15:40:23:  

Any idea why this First Day Cover gives me a headache? 

Well you can read about it in my blog this week, which you'll find HERE. 

Adrian: Bickel Museum is a good source to tap; information of the nature you are seeking would not be in the PTT archive. 

I will also ask the grandson of Karl Bickel to see if he can shed light. 

Mind you, he was almost 78 in 1964; senior may have done some ground work and given it to junior to work further. Contrast age of 78 
with Hans Erni who is 105 and still painting. Some of Erni's designs/models were engraved by Bickel Jnr. 

cNA 

 
  Adrian 17/08/2014 12:01:10 
 Hi cNA, yes, I am planning to contact them but I have to muster up the courage first to dust off my German. 

 

 

 
  <<<<<<<<<<There is now a gap of several months with NO postings whatsoever>>>>>>>>>> 
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Adrian 

05/04/2015  

 Thanks for letting us know, cNA, I'll see if I can give him a mention in the next Stamp Magazine. 

 

som ghatak 21/04/2015   

 
 

Hello all,I hope all is well..today i was just lookig at this chain for some reference and was thinking to make it alive? what do you think? 

This is the newest addition with many other items which i purchased during my stay in Sweden in last summer.. 

Stockholmia '86. The two stamps are out of a set of four, of which Slania has engraved the two stamps shown. Paintings,Signed by engraver  

Himself viewing "S lussen" in Stockholm (by S. Hjertén), and theRiddarholm Canal in Stockholm (by H. Linnqvist) 

 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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Christopher 
Hughes 1 

29/05/2015   

 
 

Adrian 

Returning to the question of Gaston Gandon. While you were doing your research did you come across the reason for his death in 1941.  

I am attempting to find out whether the death of his father could have influenced Pierre Gandon's attitude to the Vichy regime. 

Is there any real evidence that Pierre was a supporter of the regime other than his outstanding work during the 1940's? I know he was branded 

as a collaborator but I would love to know on what evidence other than his work. 

 

Adrian 30/05/2015   

 
 

Christopher, 

I'm afraid I can't help you much. I know next to nothing about Gaston and as for Pierre: there seem to be so many stories around, with  

usually conflicting information, that I wouldn't dare judge them on authenticity. The story is juicy of course, which may well have led to it  

being romanticised and slightly enhanced, leaving behind the historical truth more and more, and I'll be the first to admit I may well have  

fallen into that trap once. 

But other than the probable fact that he was actually blacklisted I'm not sure what evidence there is. I know he engraved cinderella for the 

French Legion (as did Degorce but was he ever blacklisted?), but he may well have been 'forced' into that kind of work. After all, with one's  

job and livelihood at risk, we can't all be heroes. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=144581
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Christopher Hughes 1 31/05/2015   

 
 

Adrian 

Thank you for the information. History is such an easy thing to change. I know how stories get embellished with each  

telling and end up completely different. It's like a game of Chinese whispers. 

Thank you for the response and you previous investigative work. 

 

Adrian 11/07/2015   

 
 

Hi cNA, 

Thank you so much for starting this run of Dow's work! I'm very much looking forward to all your next instalments.  

Just one little question though: I'm intrigued as to why you started with No.2, rather than No. 1 ?! 

 

Adrian 14/07/2015   

 
 

cNA, you are worth your weight in pure gold! Fantastic that you have been able to produce this list.  

Thank you sooooo much! And also once again for the Dow list. It's all too good to be true! Adrian 
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Ian Greenwood 15/07/2015   

 I share Adrian's enthusiasm for your list, cNA. Collectors who derive their information from their catalogues will wish to  

update or amend them in the light of new information, and one area which is often unclear is whether the newest catalogues  

are equally up to date. I am working from Gibbons Part 10, 5th edition 1999, since when there have been two more which 

may or may not include details in Anisimova's list. 

With apologies, therefore, to those working from Gibbons Part 10 7th edition (2014), here is how I have had to update my  

5th edition catalogue: 

All of Mayorova's stamps are attributed directly to her in 5th edition, except for the following (I use Anisimova's numbered  

list for convenience): 1, 11, 28, 29, 40, 44, 45, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 75, and 80-87 inclusive. 

Additionally, no.53 is Bulgaria SG2387, issued 6 June 1975, and no.77 is Hungary SG3350 issued in 1980. 

No.25 is the recess version of the 1r. definitive, SG3569 issued in 1968. 

No.29 (SG3484) is listed, possibly erroneously, by SG as 'Photo'. The illustration, for what it is worth, looks recess. 

No.45 (SG4143) is listed as 'Litho'. I have this stamp, and it does not look recess printed. Clarification needed here. 

Nos.56 and 57 are muddled. SG4468 is listed as 10k. 'Yellow anemone', SG4469 as 12k. 'Snowdrop windflower'.  

There is more floral confusion with the names of SG4586, 4588 and 4589, but I think we can assume LM engraved them all. 

Automatic translation has fun with personal names! Skovoroda (GA42, SG4122) becomes 'Fryer', and Solovyev-Sedoi  

(GA83, SG5222) becomes Solovyev-Gray. The 'Orel' (GA40, SG4017) is directly translated as 'Eagle'. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=147382
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I'd be glad if those working with 7th edition could verify that Gibbons has made some of these amendments already.  

Otherwise, I hope the above is helpful to those working in this rather niche area of collecting! 

Ian 

 

Adrian 15/07/2015   

 
 

Great to have you here, Ian, and thanks for your additional info. 

Thanks also, once again, cNA, for the latest Dow update! 

Life is very good at the moment!  

 

Ian Greenwood 15/07/2015   

 That won't be necessary, thanks, CNA - the problems lie more with the Stanley Gibbons catalogue than the Anisimova  

list (or its automatic translation). 

Have you read the article where she introduces her mother's reminiscences of life at Goznak? 

**LINK** 

You'll need automatic translation, but it's worth a look. 
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Adrian 17/07/2015   

 
 

As we have seen time and again, the engravers of British Commonwealth (and obviously also Russian!) stamps are not  

adequately represented in the SG or other catalogues. The same could be said for those who engrave Spanish stamps.  

We therefore need to rely on philatelic heavyweights helping us out or on a bit of good luck, and I'm glad to say I had the  

latter today! I bumped into an old auction with a number of signed die proofs. So I'll be showing you those which add  

information to the current SG catalogue for Spain (mine is the fifth edition from 2004). 

The 1997 Spanish Literature set consists of two stamps, engraved by Alfredo de Oro Sanz and Juan Carlos Heras Vicario.  

So far, the catalogue is pretty helpful but it does not mention which engraver engraved which stamp. So I'm glad I found  

this die proof of the 21p stamp, which is signed by Heras, leaving us to conclude that the 32p was engraved by De Oro . 
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Adrian 18/07/2015   

 
 

Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 18/07/2015   

I thought you have the Exhibition catalogue as per **LINK** 

Yes, cNA, I most certainly do, but I presume loads of readers don't, so for their benefit I thought I'd post the scans of  

those engravers not mentioned in the SG catalogues, which will probably be the ones used most often among them.  

And I have found the odd error/ambiguity in the Spanish catalogue listings. At least, these signed ones will more or less  

prove beyond doubt which engraver was responsible for them! Plus they're great to look at anyway. 

 

So, here's another one, also by Heras. it's the 35p of the 1999 World HeritageSites issue. 

 

By the way, I googled your ebay suggestions and did find some of these die proofs. Hefty prices!  

Almost three times as expensive as the ones I'm showing here, which, by the way, are still up for sale at the Soler y Llach website, which       

 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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Adrian 18/07/2015   

 
 

Will do! But don't let me keep you from updating your Dow list, 'cause that's been quite a treat as well so far!  

And I'm secretly hoping that at one stage it will include his apparent work for the 1955 Ethiopia Silver Jubilee set. 

 

Adrian 19/07/2015   

 
 

I'm afraid I've got all my information quite wrong then, and of course, careless as I am, I can't find where I originally  

found it. So, I actually thought that Dow engraved the 5c of the Silver Jubilee set, as seen here. 

 

Your post made me look again, and that's when I bumped into the 1956 set to mark the 25th anniversary of the  

constitution. The vignette is quite similar, but differs in the spaces left for the value blocks. 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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So who engraved this 1956 set? That is actually my real question, because I have vignette die proofs for this issue,  

which I had filed under Dow, thinking it was the 1955 stamp etc, but now I don't know where to put it. 

Does anyone know? 

 

Adrian 20/07/2015   

 
 

Here is another Spanish die proof signed by Heras: the 2000 issue marking the millenary of the Santa Maria la Real  

Church in Aranda de Duero. 

 

 

Adrian 21/07/2015   

 Here is a die proof of the engraved stamp from the miniature sheet issued for España 2004 (2nd issue). 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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I was at first a bit thrown by the signature of what appears to read De Oro, wondering whether the stamp would have  

been engraved by both him and Heras, but I've seen a few signed die proofs by the engraver De Oro, and he has a  

different signature so I've come to the conclusion that this stamp is engraved by Heras and no-one else. 

But do correct me if I'm wrong! 

 

Adrian 21/07/2015   

 
 

Yes, that would be great. Maybe you can even get to know, if it is a collaboration, who engraved which part! 

Adrian 22/07/2015   

 
 

Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 18/07/2015 14:23:10: 

Adrian: I agree there are mistakes in the Exhibition catalogue; the names confirm the engraver no doubt. 

If you see any errors in the catalogue, please tell me and will take it up with the compilers. 

Well, there's two items on the Heras list (page 177 of the catalogue) which I'm wondering about: 

http://www.stampmagazine.co.uk/members/public_profile.asp?c=75186
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2003 Centenario de la aviación: the SG catalogue says it's printed in photogravure, though the illustration looks  

like they could be wrong. 

2003 Románo Aragonés: I presume this is actually the 2004 set issued on 16 January? Again, SG doesn't think  

these are recess-printed but printed in lithography. 

If you have any info on these two, that would be great! 

 

Adrian 23/07/2015   

 
 

In 1996, Heras engraved two values of the World Heritage Sites, issued on 25 October (the third value was engraved  

by De Oro). Here are his two die proofs: 

 

 

Adrian 24/07/2015  

 
 

cNA, thank you so much for those Heras lists! 

And I'm glad to see that you're not too engrossed in Australian engravers to continue your Dow series! 
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Here's a die proof of the 2.00 value. Note how the background shading especially (and the lettering) has changed. 

 

Here is the final stamp in all its glory. 

 

 

 

Adrian 24/07/2015  
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Yes, that's what I thought when I came across this proof: I better try and snatch these up. I have four of them!  

Unfortunately not the whole set. I wll upload the others some time soon. 

ps: I could swear you wrote something about being engrossed in Australian engravers, but cannot find it now.  

Have you secretly edited it out or is my imagination running rampant? Ido have been having these vivid dreams lately.... 

 

Adrian 24/07/2015  

 
 

Well, actually, your original post gets sent out to everyone who subscribes to "email notifications when someone  

replies to this thread", and any further edits do not get sent out, as I found out years ago.... 

I'm just very happy I don't have to doubt what's left of my sanity any further. 

 

Adrian 25/07/2015  

 
 

Here's the die proof for the 10c value, engraved by Philip Goodwyn Hall. 
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And this is the eventual stamp. 

 

What I like about this engraving is that even though the lines look wavy, the engraving consists mainly of straight  

vertical lines, with the variety in thickness giving the idea of wavy lines. 

 

 

Adrian 26/07/2015   
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I wish! 

But I only have a couple more. This one is by Max Ferré: 

 

And this is the final stamp: 

 

 

Adrian 27/07/2015   
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Thanks for that, cNA. I really should try and get hold of the stamp, so we can check whether there's any obvious  

difference in engraving styles of the two portraits! 

Anyway, here's my final Portuguese proof, of the 1$50 value engraved by Anthony Ronald Wild. 

 

As you can see, there's no obvious difference with the final stamp. 
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Adrian 29/07/2015   

 
 

While you're continuing your fabulous Dow series, cNA, I'll move on from Heras to Alfredo de Oro Sanz.  

This is a signed die proof of his King Juan Carlos portrait stamp, issued in 1995. 

 

It was first issued as a commemorative stamp to mark the 20th anniversary of the king's accession, but in 1996,  

four more values were issued to serve as high value definitives. I presume the same die was used. 

 

Adrian 03/08/2015   

 
 

In 1996, De Oro engraved the 19p value of the World Heritage Sites issue: 
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Adrian 04/08/2015   

 
 

We've recently discussed the Spanish stamp from 2004 which was engraved by both Heras (queen) and De Oro (king).  

I now can finally show the actual stamp: 

 

Whilst I wouldn't say there's much difference between the two engravings, I did notice that the treatment of the  

eyes was rather striking. The queen's eye kind of continues the lined engraving 
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whereas the king's eye is a much more traditional way of drawing an eye. 

 

I must say I find the king's eye much more effective, and the queen's eye almost lifeless.  

So that's one point to De Oro, but I like the light on the queen's hair much better so I suppose the end conclusion is a draw. 

 

Adrian 06/08/2015   

 
 

In 1997, De Oro engraved the 32p value of the World Heritage Site, depicting the Santa Christina de Lena. 
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Adrian 10/08/2015   

 
 

cNA, thanks for letting us know. 

I personally wouldn't mind if you did expand on Becker's portrait work here, but if you really feel it's out of place,  

maybe you could email me with anything you see fit so I can showcase it for you on my engravers website where it 

most certainly would not be out of place. You can 'message member' me or just write me at rerrick at btopenworld dot com. 

This here is my list of Becker's stamp work, which would be (almost?) solely based on scans shown in this forum thread.  

Do you think it is fairly complete or is there more? 

1954 
Fiji, Definitives, 3d vignette only 

 
1955 
Sarawak, Definitives, 6d vignette only 
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1956 
Ascension, Definitives, 0.5d and 2s6d, vignettes only 
Malta, Definitives, 1s vignette only 

 
1957 
Turks and Caicos Islands, Definitives, 4d and 1s vignettes only 

 
1959 
Fiji, Definitives, 10d vignette only 

 
1960 
British Honduras, Post office centenary, vignette only 
New Zealand, Health, 2d vignette only 

 
1961  
New Zealand, Health, 3d vignette only 

 
1962 
Antigua, Stamp centenary, vignette (without QV stamp) only 
Cayman Islands, Definitives, 1d, 3d, 6d and 1s, vignettes only 
Uganda, Discovery of source of Nile, vignette only 

 
1963 
Sierra Leone, Freedom from hunger, 1s3d vignette only 

 
1965 
Tristan da Cunha, Definitives, 2d, 3d, 6d and 7d, vignettes only 

 
1966 
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Antigua, Definitives, 0.5c, 5c and 15c, vignettes only 

 

Adrian 11/08/2015   

 
 

cNA, thank you so much for reviving this thread and having taken it to heart! I agree we should keep it alive and buzzing,  

and we should try and get to the 100,000 views pronto! I think it's time to try and persuade our magazine editor that  

we desperately need an engravers column in the mag as well! I will have finished writing my current column, on  

forgotten countries, early next year so I'll give it a go then. 

As for Michael Chambers, I too thought he had disappeared completely but it so happened that I saw his name  

yesterday in the new mag, writing a feature on Art Deco stamp design, so he's apparently still active in philately, 

 if not here on this thread. 

Right, back to Spain. After the list of Heras' work was published I got myself some recent Spanish issues and this here  

is his portrait of Darwin from 2009. 
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After I had uploaded it on my own site (see HERE) I got an email from someone asking me whether the engraving  

might be 'computer assisted'. He had blown up the design and was wondering about that. So I blew up the design as well  

and noticed something completely different but rather strange: it looks as if the engraving was done in two halves  

which were later put together. If you look just left of the C of Charles there seems to be some sort of faint dividing  

line running up through the engraving. Here's an enlargement of where it is very clear, I think: 

 

Strange isn't it? 

  

http://stampengravers.blogspot.co.uk/2015/08/juan-carlos-heras-vicarios-work.html
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Edited By Adrian on 11/08/2015  

 

Adrian 11/08/2015   

 
 

I see myself more as your humble pupil who tries ever so hard to follow in his master's illustrious footsteps! 

I don't think I have any further Heras queries at the moment though I do wonder which Spanish engraver engraved  

that stamp from the 2014 Belgium Antwerp Market sheet... 

 

 

som ghatak 12/08/2015   

 
 

Which SG cat you are referring to? 

Posted by Ian Greenwood on 15/07/2015 18:19:44: 

I share Adrian's enthusiasm for your list, cNA. Collectors who derive their information from their catalogues will  

wish to update or amend them in the light of new information, and one area which is often unclear is whether the  

newest catalogues are equally up to date. I am working from Gibbons Part 10, 5th edition 1999, since when there  

have been two more which may or may not include details in Anisimova's list. 
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With apologies, therefore, to those working from Gibbons Part 10 7th edition (2014), here is how I have had to  

update my 5th edition catalogue: 

All of Mayorova's stamps are attributed directly to her in 5th edition, except for the following (I use Anisimova's  

numbered list for convenience): 1, 11, 28, 29, 40, 44, 45, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 75, and 80-87 inclusive. 

Additionally, no.53 is Bulgaria SG2387, issued 6 June 1975, and no.77 is Hungary SG3350 issued in 1980. 

No.25 is the recess version of the 1r. definitive, SG3569 issued in 1968. 

No.29 (SG3484) is listed, possibly erroneously, by SG as 'Photo'. The illustration, for what it is worth, looks recess. 

No.45 (SG4143) is listed as 'Litho'. I have this stamp, and it does not look recess printed. Clarification needed here. 

Nos.56 and 57 are muddled. SG4468 is listed as 10k. 'Yellow anemone', SG4469 as 12k. 'Snowdrop windflower'.  

There is more floral confusion with the names of SG4586, 4588 and 4589, but I think we can assume LM engraved them all. 

Automatic translation has fun with personal names! Skovoroda (GA42, SG4122) becomes 'Fryer', and Solovyev-Sedoi  

(GA83, SG5222) becomes Solovyev-Gray. The 'Orel' (GA40, SG4017) is directly translated as 'Eagle'. 

I'd be glad if those working with 7th edition could verify that Gibbons has made some of these amendments already.  

Otherwise, I hope the above is helpful to those working in this rather niche area of collecting! 

Ian 

 

Adrian 13/08/2015   

 
 

cNA (sorry to interrupt you, Som), hold your horses! 
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I've just been told that the Darwin line could have been a scanner defect so I checked the actual stamp and indeed,  

no dividing line to be found. So that mystery has been solved now. Sorry to have got you all excited! 

 

Adrian 16/08/2015   

 
 

Gorgeous! It is used on the banknote issue of 1980 and is cropped in various ways on various denominations.  

The 200 shillings shows most of the engraving: 

 

 

Adrian 16/08/2015   

 
 

Here is the Brunei banknote in question, from the 1989-1995 issue: 

 

 

 

Michael Chambers 01/09/2015   
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I'm afraid I've been rather preoccupied with other things over the last year or so and so have not been able to participate 

in the blog but I'm delighted that it is still going strong, thanks particularly to CNA and Adrian. As CNA says, it's great  

that the blog has now had over 100,000 hits - there is clearly a lot of interest in the subject. 

I've also been following Adrian's expanding blog on the work of stamp engravers which will be an invaluable resource  

for collectors. 

As Adrian mentioned I did have an article in Stamp Magazine in the last issue on the impact of Art Deco on stamp design.  

I actually wrote this quite some time ago but it has only now appeared. 

I hope to have more time to devote to philately in the near future! 

Michael 

 

Adrian 07/09/2015   

 
 

Yes, I second that, great to hear from you again, Michael! And thanks for your very kind words re my blog.  

Oh and cNA: don't you dare! 

 

Adrian 16/09/2015   

 
 

cNA, once again you manage to start a series which makes our (well, mine at least) hearts beat a little faster. 

I was reading 'The Die Proofs of Waterlow & Sons' today, on my veranda in the sun, as one does, and suddenly came 

across this, and I immediately remembered the quote in one of your images, about no die proofs of the standalone portrait  
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being known. Even the die number is the same, so clearly there are known die proofs, or am I mixing things up here? 

(PS: skip the first sentence, it's still dealing with a KG6 issue) 

 

 

Adrian 17/09/2015   

 
 

Yes, that's very clear, thanks cNA. I thought standalone in this context was meant as 'without the castle and frame bits'. 

Looking forward to any future instalments! 

 

Adrian 21/09/2015   

 
 

Fascinating how much detail is still known about how the background was made! 

Adrian 11/10/2015   

 
 

It's quite something waking up every morning and finding ever more beautiful images posted by cNA.  

Here is the finished result of that gorgeous owl banknote, which is from the 1981 series issued in New Zealand, not Australia! Took me a     
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Adrian 12/10/2015   

 
 

I try! 

Anyway, seeing that you're quite the expert on Spanish matters as well, would you have any idea who Alfonso S T  

might be? Here's a die proof signed by him from a Spanish airmail stamp of 1953: 

 

 

Adrian 13/10/2015   

 
 

Correction - Ah, but you are and you've just shown it! 

Glad you knew who he was. I actually had him on my list, but didn't know his first name yet, so Alfonso didn't yield  

any search results. 
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By the way: I only wish the proof was mine! It's actually for sale in Auktionshaus Gärtner's October issue, see here: 

**LINK** 

 

Adrian 15/11/2015   

 
 

Very nice indeed. You're turning into a great link finder! 

I bumped into a fantastic auction, coming up this November 17, of USA essays and proofs only.  

A whole catalogue full of wonderful items. It can be downloaded for free: 

** LINK ** 

 

Adrian 15/11/2015   

 
 

Go right ahead, I'm not bidding on any of these. My stamp budget for the foreseeable future is tied up in upcoming  

lots at the Corinphila auction. Which is a good thing, I think. 

 

Adrian 18/11/2015   

 
 

Intriguing! I seem to recognise the 1998 Ancient Greek writers set, which may well be engraved but is printed  

in lithography. The items on the lower right hand side could be anything. Any more clues? 

Here, by the way, is one of those 2011 Hermes stamps in all its full glory: 
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John Armstrong 4 21/11/2015   

  The video on appended link shows at 0.28 seconds, the engraver at work on the 1c UN stamp; the location is  

De La Rue office at Bunhill Row; engraver could be J. C. Evans, but not confirmed. 

**LINK** 

cNA posted this back on p68. I was going to wait until I'd read everything (almost there) before contributing but 

as I've been recently working on the United Nations, this caught my eye. 

This is a great clip as both of the engravers who worked on this stamp are shown. If you watch, the younger man with  

thinning hair is engraving the frame and lettering. This was done by A.B.Crosset. It then switches to an older man with  

a full head of hair who is working on the vignette. This was done by J.C.Evans so we are seeing both men. 

Later, another answer was given to me. I've always thought that some of the early UN stamps have a "Machine" look  

about them. They show the use of a reducing apparatus that guides the engraving by means of a pattern. I had never  
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seen one of these use for engraving, though I copied a lot of comics when I was younger with a plastic version of  

one of these. I assume that this gave a basic engraving of the UN badge that would be completed by hand. 

 

Ian Greenwood 21/11/2015   

  Fascinating clip. I loved the background music, and the so-of-its-time comment, "Even the girls are skilled operatives"! 

The routine emphasis placed on security does not, however, entirely remove the suspicion that 'errors' are deliberately  

smuggled out of the factory, rather than accidentally slipping through. 

As for the procedures themselves, those we saw were illuminating, but surely not the whole story. There is an article  

in the current issue of Another Magazine which attempts clarification, not entirely successfully in the view of this reader. 

 

John Armstrong 4 22/11/2015   

  The information I found on these came from a release by the UN in 1951 which is reproduced here: 

http://www.philatelicdatabase.com/united-states/the-printing-of-united-nations-stamps-1956/ 

As you can see, they list Crosset as the engraver of the frame and lettering. 

Looking at the video again, although the narrator calls the first person an engraver, he actually seems to be touching  

up a proof with a very fine paintbrush. For the life of me, I can't understand why he would be doing that as a proof is  

there to show what needs to be improved on the die. Perhaps this is someone else again. 

I'll stick with the second person being JC Evans working on the vignette but then that seems to be him as well using  
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the pantograph. 

Looking yet again, in the written description it says the man with the paint brush is putting finishing touches to the design.  

The designer was O.C.Meronti so perhaps that is him at the start. I didn't think most stamp designs were produced at  

actual size but in this case that seems to be the case. 

Edited By John Armstrong 4 on 22/11/2015   

 

John Armstrong 4 22/11/2015   

  Looking at the video, the people are hand engraved but the symbol in the sky was done with a pantograph. 

What I think is amazing is that the pantograph work is being added to the hand engraving.  

This would mean that if it was not perfectly aligned, the whole work could be ruined.  

I would have expected that to be done the other way around. 

There is so much in this little clip. Thanks cNA for showing it. 

Edited By John Armstrong 4 on 22/11/2015  

 

Adrian 23/11/2015   

 That's great information, cNA! I only had the 5p air on my list from this gorgeous set so I'm very glad to be  

able to link so many of the others. And learn that German is a Christrian name as well! 
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Adrian 23/11/2015   

 Never trust Spanish anchors! 

But yet another fantastic set you've managed to find the all-important info for. You're doing very well, Sir!  

Feels like Christmas having come early. 

 

Adrian 24/11/2015   

 
  
  

Here is one of those 1964 Spanish Navy stamps in all its full glory: the 40c depicting the Santa Maria, engraved  

by German Martin Orbe. 

 

Posted by Ian Greenwood on 21/11/2015  

As for the procedures themselves, those we saw were illuminating, but surely not the whole story.  

There is an article in the current issue of Another Magazine which attempts clarification, not entirely successfully in the view of this read  

I only had a chance to read it today. I actually thought it was quite thorough and clear.  
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Must admit I had to reread it a couple of times but then, it's quite technical anyway and that's not my strong  

point, but I do feel that I now have a better idea of what goes on when the engraver produces his artwork. 

 

 

Ian Greenwood 

24/11/2015   

  I defer, Adrian, and I'm sure most others (maybe all!) who follow this thread will have no trouble with it.  

But I'm afraid, cNA, that the Other Magazine in question does not post its articles online until they are 5 years old or more. 

 

Adrian 25/11/2015   

 
 

Posted by canadian NorthAmerican on 24/11/2015 21:16:45: 

Ian/Adrian: I was unable to see the article; please can you post link to it; thanks. 

cNA 

Check your messages on this site, I've just sent you one. 

Adrian 

 

lithograving 26/11/2015   

 
 

cNA 

You are amazing in finding all this information. 

I recall from the SCF forum Engravers thread that there was hardly 
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anything when it came to Spanish engravers. 

I subscribed to the Spanish Philatelic Bureau in the early sixties for 

a few years mainly because of the engraved stamps. 

Most were bi-coloured but appeared almost multicolour which appealed 

to me since most engraved stamps then were still monocolour. 

The Fabrica Nacional de Moneda y Timbre appears to have had a large group 

of engravers 50 years ago going by the fact that 6 different engravers worked on 

the Rosary set. 

BTW do you have the engravers of the four airmail Rosaries, Scott C171 - C174, Michel 1366 - 1368 
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lithograving 26/11/2015   

 
 

  

cNA 

One more thing I forgot to ask. Would you be able to find out from your 

Spanish connections as to which recess printing presses were/ are employed. 

All Spanish multicolour engraved stamps  feature colour bleeding ( improper colour/ink separation) 

which is of course an indication of Giori type of printing process but not necessarily a Giori press. 

Help: I find it impossible to space sentences and paragraphs properly on this forum. 

It looks good before I post it and then....... 

What am I doing wrong ? 

  

Edited By lithograving lithograving on 26/11/2015   

lithograving 26/11/2015   

 
 

Did you get the explanatory leaflet that came with the stamps from FNMTplease? 

cNA 

Which explanatory leaflet ? 
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lithograving 26/11/2015  

 

 I envy your scans; I have tried all sorts of settings on the scanner and the result is far from being satisfactory. 

cNA 

Is you scanner part of an All In One ? 

If so no amount of fiddling with settings will get you the results 

of a stand alone scanner IMO. 

I have a 6 year old Epson Perfection 4490 Photo scanner which was already 

an outdated model even then. 

I just set it at professional mode, resolution usually at 1200dpi and that's it. 

No farting around with settings etc etc, except sometimes I use the Picasa straightening tool 

if the stamp is really crooked in the frame. 

 

John Armstrong 4 17/12/2015  

 

 I agree with lithograving. I use an Epson 3 in 1 which is great for detail and will scan up to 9600dpi but it has one 

failing that does not seem to appear in their stand alone scanners and is probably a compromise of design to get it all in. 

On the stand alone, as in lithograving's Rosarios above, the brightness is constant from bottom to top.  

My scans give great detail but generally they are slightly brighter at the bottom than the top.  
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I suspect this is due to a design requirement to have the lamp at a more acute angle than in a standalone which seems  

to be shining more directly downwards. 

 

 

 

lithograving 15/01/2016  

 

 
 

Where are the posts from cNA (canadian North American) ? Seems they have all be deleted. Why? 

 

John Armstrong 4 15/01/2016  

 

 I thought it was just me! There is a button that says "ignore member" and I thought perhaps I had hit that by mistake.  

I hope cNAs post can be retrieved. 

<<<<<Further to the posting above, it seems that when a Forumite asks to have his account closed, all postings by that person are deleted.>>>>> 

 

 

A further collation of these postings will (hopefully) be made in due course.  
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